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PREFACE

PHERMEX is a high current, high energy electron accelerator that provides very intense but
short bursts of gamma rays for flash radiographic studies of explosives and explosive-driven metal
systems. This project represents the culminationn of many years of effor~ both in formulating de-
sign concepts and in actual construction. Indeed, an extensive report could be written on each aspect
of this effort. However, this report discusses only the salient design aspects and the capability of
PHERMEX as an electron accelerator and a source of penetrating gamma rays for flash radi-
ography.

Two mutually dependent studies provided the basis for design concepts of this facility. One of
these experimentally demonstrated the physical feasibility of performing accurate radiodensitometric
measurements of mass density distributions in certain simple geometric configurations of explosives
and metals. These configurations were also those from which data could be extracted easily. The re-
sults of this study indicated that density distributionns could be determined within a few percent in
sections as thick as ten mean free paths. A small source of adequately penetrating gamma rays is
necessary, the precision being established primari Iy by the source size and by the radiation flux
per unit area transmitted through the specimen. The second study investigated other aspects of the
overall problem. It considered (1) the optimum br emsstrahlung spectrum, hence the appropriate
electron beam energy, (2) the radiation source size as well as the quantity and momentum distribu-
tion of electronic charge that must be deposited on a radiation target to ensure statistically signifi-
cant radiographic measurements, and (3) the feasibilityy of constructing an electron accelerator
which could accomplish this task.

Consideration of the radiographic needs demonstrated that the proposed high explosive experi-
ments could be carried out satisfactorilyy with the ra diat ion generated by 5 to 10 pcoul of nominallY
20 MeV electrons falling upon a tungsten target in 0.2 to 0.1 psec or less. Thus the basic accelerator
problem involved accelerating very high current electron streams in stored-energy standing wave
accelerator structures. Indeed, this was the first time that this problem of accelerating high current
beams had been examined and treated quantitatively. The results of this work demonstrated that an
electron accelerator that could accelerate several hundred amperes to the desired energy was practical.
These results also established the basic design parameters of this accelerator.

The accompanying figure illustrates the growth in radiation output as measured in Roentgen
Per pulse. Although this figure demonstrates a rather high level of achievement, the ultimate capa-
bility of PHERN’lJ3X has not been reached. Further improvements are being pursued.

At present PHERMEX may be characterized by the following parameters. This operating level
was attained in the spring of 1966:

Beam energy 27 MeV
Beam current at target 30 A
Pulse length 0.2 psec (Or 0.1 psec)
Radiation output (at 1 m) 30 R (or 10 R)
Radiation source diameter 3mm
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All of this activity, which ranged from the exploration of concepts to a working flash radio-
graphic facility, was carried out in GMX-Division of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory with the
encouragement, support, and stimulation of its Division Leader, D. P. “McDougall. The first two
feasibility studies, executed in Group GMX-7 under R. L. Spaulding, were performed by Leo F.
Perry, Glenn E. Seay, and Douglas Venable. This phase of the work was completed early in 1952.
The design of hardware, construction, and procurement began in March 1957; the first radiographic
experiment with high explosives was performed in August 1963. This phase of the activity was carried
out in Group GMX-I 1, which was administered by F. R. Tesche until June 1965.

The principal technical participants in this 1ater activity are represented by the authors of the
various chapters. These people carried the responsibilities for the respective areas of endeavor reported
herein. Many others contributed to the success of this venture, unfortunately too many to enumerate
completely. However, special reference is made to a few of these:

Members of Group T-1 who contributed heavily to the successful formulation of major com-
puter codes were Ivan J. Cherry, Thomas L. Jordan, and Carol Reed. R. .J. Watts of K-Division and
Haskel Sheinberg of Group CMB-6 participated in the development of electron guns and large
diameter impregnated cathodes, respectively. G. H. Tenney of Group GMX-I and P. D. Edwards,
now in Group MP-5, provided by far the greatest portion of the nondestructive testing of both ma-
terials and welds. Indeed, GMX-I developed the UItrasonic scanning device for testing all the critical
copper clad steel plates that were used to fabricate the vacuum vessels. The authors are particularly
indebted to the following people for their contributions: W. R. Field, D. H. Janney, H. P. Lindberg,
R. E. Stapleton, and E. M. Sandoval of Group GNLX-I 1; C. R. Emigh, R. R. Stevens, and F. R. Tesche
of MP-Division; and M. E. Ennis of W-Division.

George Wheeler, now of the Brookhaven National Laboratory, served as consultant on high

power radio frequency generators during the construction period. W. A. Sandberg provided some of
the mechanical engineering design studies for the large vacuum vessels.

R. G. Shreffler, formerly the Associate Division Leader of GMX-Division, provided much of
the initial drive for this program.

It is also a pleasure to thank Lee Shlaer of GMX-I 1 for typing the manuscript and the members
of Group D-6 for proofreading and other editorial services.

Douglas Ven,able, GMX-11
Editor
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

bv
Douglas~enable

.\

.

It is the purpose of this report to discuss the
development of PHERMEX as an electron linear
accelerator that provides very intense short bursts
of bremsstrahlung for precision flash radiography
of explosive-driven systems. Flash radiography, as
a diagnostic technique, for implementing experi-
ments relevant to detonation wave and shock wave
phenomena is by no means new; 1.1-1 1s this field
continues to be very rewarding. The first serious
applications began nearly three decades ago, con-
tinuing into World War II. As revealed by postwar
reports the United States and Germany had made
very nearly identical progress in techniques of
low energy flash radiography, or skiagraphy, ap-
plied to explosives and explosive-driven metal
systems. However, by 1950 it was still evident
that available flash radiographic equipment and
techniques were insufficient to perform precision
flash radiography which demanded both accurate
resolution of edges and discontinuities and ac-
curate resolution of areal mass density distribu-
tions. Notwithstanding this apparent deficiency, a
study was initiated at the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory to determine the feasibility of achiev-
ing quantitative radiodensitometry as well as con-
structing a pulsed electron accelerator which
would provide the proper bremsstrahlung spec-
trum, flux, and spot size needed for precision flash
radiodensitometry of thick sections of high atomic
number materials.

Although this preliminary studyl ~Ig was not
reported in the open literature, it literally formed
the backbone of this entire program, in that it
established beyond doubt the feasibility of ob-
taining high quality flash radiographs. It clearly
demonstrated that, even when using film, pre-
cision determination of areal distributions of mass
density in very thick sections, greater than ten
mean-free-paths thick, is not only physically
feasible with adequate flux but also practical with
a variety of object configurations, provided care-
ful control is exercised over alignment, penumbra

effects, geometric symmetry, scattered radiation,
detector latitude, 12CI and calibration techniques,
along with a host of other problems. Thus the
feasibility of performing precision radiography,
as defined above, was established.

The second objective of this early study was
accomplished also. It was shown that an x-ray
machine, capable of performing many of the tasks
of interest to this laboratory, could be fabricated
from existing facilities using known techniques.
This phase of the study provided rough specifi-
cations of the electron beam energy and the
amount of charge that must be delivered to a
target to satisfy the flux requirements of pre-
cision thick-section radiography. Radiation pulse
length, as prescribed by specific experimental ob-
jectives, then defined the electron beam current.
The resulting values of current implied high
space charge fields which represented one of the
most serious limitations in the electron optics of
the proposed device. Considerable computational
work was done at that time using card pro-
grammed electronic computers to solve the equa-
tions of motion of electrons in high current beams
which were accelerated in radio frequency fields.

This groundwork demonstrated that a high
current electron accelerator capable of generating
very intense bursts of bremsstrahlung having
suitable properties was feasible thefi. However,
this pro ject formally began with the initiation of
detailed design and constrllction in 1957, at which
time both techniques and equipment had matured,
resulting in a far superior facility than could have
been built in 1952.

It was intended that this x-ray machine
should have the capacity of performing certain
precision tasks within a well-defined range of
radiography of detonating explosives and ex-
plosive-driven metal systems. At one extreme of
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this range lies the more or less conventional flash
skiagraphy or shadow radiography; at the other
lies flash radiodensitometry requiring penetration
through various thicknesses of material, particu-
larly material of high atomic number such as
uranium. Densitometry as used here applies to
the quantitative determination of areal mass dis-
tribution. A flash x-ray source of sufficient in-
tensity to penetrate desired thicknesses of urani-
um, for example, and which also provides an
adequate signal-to-noise ratio for densitometry
would be sufficient for most of the contemplated
skiagraphic work. Therefore attention was focused
upon a radiographic machine which would most
nearly satisfy the more severe densitometric re-
quirements. Experimental parameters of penetra~
tion experiments dictated that the x-ray spectrum
must be rich in 3 to 4 MeV quanta. Pulse
length and radiation transmission through the ex-
perimental materials then establish the required
electron beam current for an acceptable absorp-
tion statistical error.

Precision radiography requires accurate
resolution of edges and discontinuities as well as
mass density distributions. Precision is degraded
by many things, but especially by scattered radia-
tion. In this sense scattered radiation, which in-
creases with object thickness, serves to establish a
practical upper limit of object thickness that can
be radiographed usefully.

Static radiographic experiments using filml ~1g
demonstrated that with certain geometrical shapes
and with considerable experimental care the
resolution of areal density can be held to within
2 percent for objects approaching thicknesses as
great as ten mean free paths for the incident
radiation.

The error of resolution associated with
scattered radiation increases very rapidly with
mean free paths for thick sections. Furthermore,
the usefulness of information also decreases very
rapidly as the errors increase beyond several per-
cent. Therefore a reasonable practical upper limit
of object thickness was established at about ten
mean free paths. Generally speaking PHERMEX,
at present, is capable of performing precision flash
radiography in objects about four mean-free-paths
thick when using conventional film techniques
and about ten mean-free-paths thick when using
elect ronic detectors.

A dichotomy of radiographic experiments
had to be considered wheri designing this flash
x-ray machine. One class of experiments demands
peak radiation flux per unit area distributed over
a region significant y smaller than the radio-
graphic object, whereas the second class requires
a high average flux completely irradiating the
region of interest.

&
In experiments of the first class high in-

tensities are obtained by simply increasing the
beam energy that both narrows the radiation cone
and increases the radiation production efficiency.
Indeed this is cne of the primary selling points for
present day traveling wave electron accelerators
as radiation generators. In this class a figure of
merit for relative output intensities of x-ray ma-
chines can be defined as the ratio of beam current
at an arbitrarily chosen standard energy to the
beam current at some other energy that will pro-
duce the same useful axial radiation intensity.
Such a relative figure of merit, shown in Fig.
1.1, has been determined as a function of enel
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Fig. 1. 1. A figure of merit for radiographic machines
where maximum uaefuI radiation intensity
is demanded.
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for the two radiographic extremes: skiagraphy,
wherein only shadow profiles are obtained, and
densitometry, using a standard energy of 20 MeV.
For instance, a 20 MeV electron beam must have
5.4 times the current of a 40 MeV beam to be
equally useful for skiagraphic service. On the
other hand, the current of a 20 MeV electron
beam need be only 2.6 times as great to provide
the same useful transmitted radiation intensity
as a 40 MeV electron beam when radiographical-
Iy penetrating 10 cm of uranium. Therefore, for
this class of radiography, high electron beam
energies are important.

Another, even more important, figure of merit
is defined for the second class of radiographic ex-
periments in which not the relative intensity but
the total useful flux transmitted through the ex-
perimental object is considered. It is this latter
figure of merit that is paramount when radio-
graphing a fixed size thick object. It is also this
figure of merit that is most applicable to PHER-
MEX experiments. In this case there is a much
less favorable energy advantage since it is the
production efficiency of 3 to 4 MeV quanta that
is significant in whole object penetration experi-
ments with uranium or 4 to 8 MeV quanta for
iron objects. This may be seen by comparing the
figures of merit presented in Figs. 1.1 and 1.2.
Again, examining the radiation generated by 20
and 40 MeV electron beams, one finds that a 20
MeV beam must have 35 percent more current
than a 40 MeV beam in order to generate the
same skiagraphically useful radiation flux. On the
other hand, for radiographic penetration of 10
cm of uranium, the 40 MeV beam must have
about 1.5 times the current of the 20 MeV ma-
chine. The higher energy machines offer no ob-
vious advantage for whole object radiodensitom-
etry when penetrating thick sections of uranium;
real gains in radiation intensity are obtained by
increasing the electron beam current. Similar
data are plotted in Fig. 1.3 for the case of radio-
densitometry with iron. Here higher energies pro-
vide at best only a modest gain. These figures of
merit were derived from data given in Chapter 2.

It was whole-object thick-section radio-
densitometry in detonating explosives and ex-
plosive-driven metal systems for which this flash
x-ray machine was initially designed and built.
The radiation flux for single pulse radiography
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Fig. 1. 2. A figure of merit for radiographic machines
where maximum useful radiation flux is

required to penetrate uranium.

that is required to overcome the statistical un-
certainties of some of the more difficult of the
contemplated experiments is equivalent to that
generated by a 20 MeV electron beam, delivering
5 to 10 pcoul or more to a 3 mm diameter tungsten
target in times like 0.2 to 0.1 psec or less. These
figures do not by any stretch of the imagination
represent a maximum useful flux, but rather an
acceptable practical lower limit above which the
utility of such a device is well established. Al-
though Fig. 1.2 suggests that 15 MeV might be
the most favorable energy for thick section radio-
densitometry of high atomic num~r materials,
20 MeV was chosen as the nominal beam energy
of this machine, representing an acceptable corn-,
promise when considering all aspects of the” con-
templated radiographic experiments. This con-
clusion is in rough agreement with Kerst and
Adams 1z‘ who carried out extensive radiography
studies in the 3 to 20 MeV bremsstrahlung range.
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Fig. 1. 3. A figure of merit for radiographic machines

where maximum useful radiation flux is
required to “penetrate iron.

Thus a minimum desirable electron beam
power at the target is roughly 1000 MW, with a
beam kinetic energy of about 100 joules. For a
radiation production efficiency of about 42 per-
cent, the maximum power in the 20 MeV brems-
strahlung beam would be about 420 MW.

The high current electron beam accelerator
that has the most attractive characteristics and
that can most nearly satisfy the specifications of
the desired x-ray machine is the standing wave
accelerator, in which electromagnetic energy can
be stored at a modest rate by means of convention-
al radio frequency amplifiers, and subsequently
energy can be extracted by an electron beam at a
greater rate.

Chapter 2 then discusses the economical pro-
duction of useful quanta within a suitable spatial
distribution. The number of useful quanta is de-

fined as that number needed to perform a given
radiographic task within prescribed limits of al-
lowable error. Parameters which are needed to
minimize the ratio of the number of high energy
electrons delivered to a suitable target to the num-
ber of useful quanta required to perform an ex-
periment are discussed. The information needed
to provide estimates of answers to these problems
is presented. This includes a survey of brems - *
strahlung production as a function of both electron
energy and target material, the intensity-angle
distribution of the useful radiation, and the trans-
mission and spectral degradation of brems-
strahlung through materials which are possible
candidates for experimental systems. The most
important parameter in this study is the electron
energy that was varied from 5 to 100 MeV. Target
materials ranged from beryllium to uranium, with
tungsten chosen as most suitable because of its
refractory properties and its high efficiency for
bremsstrahlung production. In sho~ Chapter 2

is concerned with the determination of the most
favorable radiation spectrum and the total flux
required to perform statistically significant thick
section flash radiography.

The radiation flux and hence the electron
beam energy and target current required to solve
a certain class of flash radiographic problems can
be obtained most satisfactorily by means of a
standing wave accelerator. Chapter 3 discusses the
design parameters for an accelerator of this kind
which most economically assure the delivery of
the required charge to a target. Hence this chapter
is directed primarily toward considerations of
particle and cavity energetic, field strength
limitations and choice of wavelength, equations
of motion, optimum injection parameters, the
spa tial distribution of energy and momentum
among the electrons of the ejected beam, and final
focusing. In essence, the development of particle
energetic and electron trajectories is effected by
following representative points in classical phase
space from their source on a cathode to thei~
termini which must lie either on walls of the

●

accelerator system or on the target. Space charge
is included as a perturbation. As is illustrated in
Fig. 1.4, a representative point is one which is .

typically found initially at the point ro, 00, ZOin
configuration space at which time, to, the mo-
mentum components are pro, pOO,pzO. The equa-
tions of motion are discussed in this chapter, along
with analytic description of the aperture defect,
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azimuthally symmetrical magnetic focusing fields,
space charge effects, and the cavity accelerating
fields. -

Fig. 1. 4. An initial representative point in the in-
jected electron beam.

Several computational models have been used
to describe electron .flow through PHERMEX
cavities. In two of these schemes the beam was
conceptually divided into many smaller regions
of charge. To each region was assigned an effec-
tive charge center. Then each charge center was
treated as a point charge in one case and a ring
of charge in the other case. The interactions of all
these elements of charge with one another and
with the cavity fields were computed and referred
to a frame of reference fixed in the accelerator.
Much useful information was obtained, especially
relevant to space charge effects.

Yet another model was tried in which the
electron beam was considered as a charge bunch
whose effective charge center was constrained to
move along the axis of the cavity. In order to de-
scribe space charge effects as well as off-axis par-
ticle motion, a test charge was followed computa-
tionally throughout the cavity system of fields.
This model also yielded considerable information,
not only on space charge effects but also on

the important problem of phase focusing and
phase defocusing. The model that has been used
most extensively is that whose analytic description
is provided in Chapter 3. It is this model for
which an elegant computer code was written.

Chapter 4 presents a detailed working de-
scription of this code, called GRAPE SEED III.
Numerical data from GRAPE SEED III provided
much of the guidance for detailed design of the
electron optical system of PHERMEX by means
of a very extensive parameter variation study. A
report of some of this latter work is found in
Chapter 5. Here it was determined that the opti-
mum injector convergence angle for the machine
was very nearly zero. Beam trajectories were
examined as functions of injection phase angle,
radius, and energy, and also as functions of beam
current, peak accelerating field, and confining
magnetic fields. These results may be seen in the
trajectory plots illustrated in that chapter.

Chapter 6 pertains to the development of the
electron optical components of PHERMEX. It in-
cludes the electron source, beam preparation, in-
jection optics, some of the optical properties of the
accelerator cavities, ejection optics, final focusing,
and the production of the desired bremsstrahlung
beam.

The nature of the half-wavelength-cavity
standing wave accelerator system of PHERMEX,
when operating with continuous injection, is such
that only about one-third of the charge that is
injected continuously over one cycle can be ejected
from the first cavity. Of this ejected charge, only
a fraction is physically accessible to a remotely
located small target. This latter fraction depends
upon many factors, the principal ones being the
method of final focusing and the distance from
the ejection aperture to the target. However, in
the case of PHERMEX, blast protection demanded
that the target be located about 11 meters away
from the last cavity. As a result of this constraint,
only about one-eighth of the continuously injected
charge is accessible to the 3 mm diameter target.
The pre-established pulse length of 0.2 psec and
the required charge then suggest a target beam
current of about 20 A or greater. Thus, if nature
is otherwise sufficiently kind, a continuously in-
jected electron beam current of 200 to 300 A
should be adequate. This has proved to be the
case.
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It is recognized that greater optical efficiency
can be achieved with suitable beam preparation
such as bunching; however, the resultant gains in
ou[put radiation flux are at best only moderate.
Therefore, until less expensive and simpler
schemes for enhancing the bremsstrahlung output
are exhausted, continuous injection appears to be
the most practical.

As with most electron optics, no one com-
ponent is completely independent of any of the
others. Therefore, the design of the overall electron
optical system required careful considerations of
the electron beam at every point between the
cathode and target, including the characteristics
of lenses as well as those of the cavities which be-
have as time variable refractive optical entities.

A minimum number of lenses was employed
to assure the required optical conditions. Since
both beam radius and convergence are important
upon injection, two lenses are needed to provide
optimum beam preparation for continuous injec-
tion, allowing some degree of flexibility. Likewise,
since the beam incident upon the target must lie
within given radius and convergence ranges to
satisfy both radiographic space resolution and the
desired In-emsstrahlung intensity-angle distribu-
tion, two lenses are needed also in the ejection
optical system. More than two static lenses in
either region offer redundancy.

Except for the electron beam flow within the
electron gun and in some regions of the cavities,
paraxial optics is maintained throughout PHER-
MEX. Paraxial optics here means that beam con-
vergence angles, as viewed from a frame fixed in
the beam, are constrained to lie within one-tenth
radian. In regions free from externally imposed
electromagnetic fields, the trajectory equation, as
discussed in Appendix B of Chapter 6, can be
normalized and reduced to a simple second-order
differential equation.

where

dR 1 dr

(1.2)

The validity of this scheme of beam design
is well recognized for nonrelativistic electron op-
tics. Its extension to the relativistic case has prov-
en to be wor~hwhile as indicated by the results of
tests with PHERMEX injectors. Indeed, results of
experiments, reported later in the text, demon-
strate that for high current electron beams, 200

. .

to 300 A, these simple considerations adequately
predicted beam beh&ior. -0

Magnetostatic lenses were used throughout.
These were short strong focusing devices possess-
ing azimuthal symmetry. Quadruple lenses are
not compatible with high current circular cross
section beams wherein space charge forces are
significant. Lens design was based upon the fol-
lowing simple formulation for the necessary
ampere-turns for this type of lens of focal length
f.

[

1/2
NI = 9.82 X 10-8 ; V(v + 2p) 1

(1.3)

An effective value for the lens radius, b, can be
obtained from electrolytic tank plots or, with
somewhat less precision, from field plots made on
conducting paper.

Extensive calculations were made to de-
termine the most favorable conditions for (a)
time-independent injection, (b) continuous but
time-variable injection, and (c) bunching. The
results of this work, discussed in Chapter 5, served
as a guide for defining suitable ranges of beam
radii and convergence at injection fbr a given
achievable ejected beam energy and current.
These opt imum conditions were those which as-
sured the greatest useful radiation flux output,
demonstrating the intimate connection among all
the optical components.

The next step was that of designing a suit-
able electron gun. This course of action was ilc-
companied by detailed supporting calculations *

which accounted for additional information
needed for complete gun design. Nonrelativistic
gun design techniques, employed at first, are dis-

.

cussed in Appendix A of Chapter 6. These con-
cepts were applied to a low voltage electron gun 7
model, which was designed to emit continuously
16 A at 70 keV, representing a perveance of about
10-s. Indeed, pulses as long as 1 msec were used
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in the early experiments. Results of experimental half-scale injector demonstrated that about 90%
tests with this gun verified basic gun design pro- of the gun current could be injected into the first
cedures. cavity satisfactorily.

The cathodes used for this work were im-
pregnated ones, the Type B originally developed
by Phillips. Tz This type was preferred over all
others that were considered at that time because
of its high emission current density capability,
low operational temperature, long term stability,
resistance to poisoning, and the dimensional pre-
cision with which these cathodes can be fabricated.
At the beginning of this project large diameter
impregnated cathodes (T,Ype B) were not avail-
able commercially. Cathodes up to 12.5 cm in
diameter were made by the metallurgical group,
CMB-6, of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
(LASL). Since that time these devices have be-
come available through industrial facilities at
reasonable costs.

The first gun model was of conventional
Pierce design, and used a 5 cm diameter cathode
capable of emitting greater than 150 A. At the
time of design it was not known what voltage
pulse this gun structure would tolerate. There-
fore, once the design characteristics had been
found suitable, this gun was operated under
pulsed conditions with 0.2 psec pulses that could
be varied continuously up to 300 kV. Initially,
internal electrical breakdown was experienced be-
tween the cathode field forming electrode and the
anode. Slight modifications were made in the
geometry of this region which eliminated this
problem without seriously affecting either the
perveance or the beam flow characteristics. Be-
fore attaining 300 kV, external breakdown had to
be suppressed. This was done by encapsulating
the external insulator with a cloud of SF,,, at local
atmospheric pressure, containing this gas in a
plastic bag. This scheme has proved very satis-
factory and is used frequently in other similar
applications. An ejected gun current of about 165
A was achieved at 300 keV. The original perve-
ance of the 70 keV version of this gun was pre-
served to a first approximation.

As indicated earlier, two magnetic lenses are
needed to provide suitable adjustments of both
beam radius and beam convergence at injection.
Two scale model lenses, clad with cold rolled steel,
were built and tested in a geometry similar to that
expected to be used in the final machine. This

The Pierce gun with its 5 cm diameter
cathode and the injector lens system was scaled
up by a factor of two. A commercial y fabricated
600 kV, 275 ohm, 0.2 ~sec pulser was selected to
drive this gun.

PHERMEX cavities are excited by means of
nine very high power radio frequency amplifiers.
These 1 MW level generators are capable of being
driven at a rate of fifteen 3 msec long pulses per
second. After about 1 msec the cavity fields reach
equilibrium; at an appropriate time during the
ensuing 2 msec the electron gun is energized to
inject charge continuously into the first cavity.
Some of this charge passes through the three
cavities and emerges with a peak energy of about
27 MeV. Typical operating conditions consist in
injecting about 200 amperes into the first cavity
for 0.2 psec. By virtue of the nature of this kind
of accelerator, the first cavity rejects all but about
one-t bird of the charge injected per cycle. For-
tunately it is the higher energy charge which is
favored and injected into the subsequent cavities
in turn. Chapter 7 describes the radio frequency
power generation, details of intercavity phasing,
operating procedures, and personnel safety.

This entire radiographic facility owes much
of its success to the thorough considerations of the
mechanical engineering problems. These ranged
from designing the blast-proof bunkers which
house the accelerator to the deionized water cool-
ing system for removing heat from the anodes of
the final amplifiers. Of course, the amplifiers
themselves, as well as the cavities and the vacuum
system, fall into this category. Solutions to some
of these problems are presented in Chapter 8. Me-
chanical alignment of the entire electron optical
complex, one of the most difficult problems, is
discussed in Chapter 9. A very high vacuum is
required before efficient electron optics can be
achieved. This vacuum system was another fea-
ture unique to the mechanical engineering aspects
of PHERMEX; this part of the work is included
in Chapter 10.

Many of the details of the accelerator can be
identified in Fig. 1.6, a model of PHEWX,
while the frontispiece gives an excellent view of
the PHERMEX site and complex of buildings.
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Chapter 2

THE RADIATION PROBLEM

by
Douglas Venable

I

I

Where experiments permit sufficient freedom
of choice of parameters as well as component ar-
rangement, an optimum radiographic thickness
would correspond to two mean free paths for the
traversing radiation. For instance, for a given num-
ber of available monoenergetic quanta incident
per unit area upon an object, the minimum sta-
tistical uncertainty for measuring density changes
occurs when the radiographic thickness is two
mean free paths. However, in most cases a line
spectrum of sufficient intensity is not available for
flash radiography of dense matter; in practice,
only continua are avaiIable. Therefore, similar
considerations must be given to the available
radiation spectra. This concept was worked out
theoretically and confirmed experimentally for a
low energy continuum spectrurn.z. T

If the spectral distribution is defined by the
function ~ (V), then the transmission of this
spectrum through matter of density p and thick-
ness x is given by

!
v,

e-~px+(v) dv

T= ‘v,

!

+(V) dV
o

(2.1)

where the absorption coefficient p is a function
of the energy and of the material. The mass ab-
sorption coefficient is assumed to be negligibly de-
pendent upon interatomic distances for the com-
pressions that can be achieved by means of present
day laboratory facilities, even using high ex-
plosive systems, although Bainbridge, Goldhaber,
and Wilsonz.z have shown that a change in p
might be expected at sufficiently high compres-
sions. For the continuum spectrum case, the
fractional uncertainty in measuring changes in
the product of density and thickness, px = t,can
be written

24

At 1
.p/iio”=. —

ptTY2

(2.2)

where a mean value of F is defined as

dT~ = _T-1
x

(2.3)

and no is the number of useful incident quanta.
The extension to a monoenergetic spectrum is

obvious, where F = p.

Equation (2.2) is illustrated by Fig. 2.1 for
the case of tungsten bremsstrahlung transmitted

through Fpx mean free paths in uranium, urani-
um being chosen as representative of one extreme
case. It is seen that an optimum thickness, mini-
mizing the ordinate, is still roughly two mean free
paths. Furthermore, it is clear that for thick sec-
tions the choice of an optimum spectrum is de-
cidedly not critical.

5
t / i
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Fig. 2. 1. Statistical uncertainty in radiographic

measurements of density.
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Precise unfolding of radiographic data de-
pends also upon the symmetry of the object. In
the case of flash radiography of shock waves and
detonation waves, it is most desirable to use suf-
ficiently large objects so that hydrodynamic
perturbations do not seriously disturb measure-
ments of the primary phenomenon. For example,
measurements of the density variation behind a
detonation wave are affected by wave curvature.
By suitable choice of geometry and explosive
charge size, this perturbation can be reduced,
hopefully to a negligible amount. Experimental
conditions then usually determine whether a sec-
tion will be radiographically thick or thin. For
purposes of discussion here, thick sections are
those which are many mean free paths thick.

Therefore, the first problem is to find the
optimum spctrum needed to satisfy the average
reqtiirements of a large class of experiments, and
hence to find the most suitable energy, VO, of the
electron beam generating the radiation. Once the
spectrum is established, permissible statistical un-
certainties, object size, and experimental geometry
dictate the radiation flux, the radiation intensity-
angle distribution, and the target size. The flux
that engulfs an object is determined by the charge
delivered to the target at energy V,, target thick-
ness and material, and the convergence of the
electron beam incident upon the target. Radiation
pulse length and target charge prescribe the elec-
tron beam current; desired space resolution for a
given target-to-object distance and a given object-
to-detector distance finally fix the target size as
well as target current density. The beam con-
vergence angle at the target should be less than
the bremsstrahlung angle to ensure maximum
on-axis radiation intensity.

The radiation beam parameters completely
define the electron beam, i.e., the space-time mo-
mentum and density distribution among electrons
incident upon the target. Indirectly then, the
parameters describe the characteristics of an
electron accelerator that is needed to achieve the
desired electron distribution. The accelerator de-
sign parameters are discussed in Chapter 3. In
short, it is essential to understand target design,
radiation production, and radiation intensity-angle
distribution, as well as the transmission and spec-
tral degradation of radiation passing through
matter.

13ecause of the number of variables that can-
not be easily accounted for analytically, such as en-
vironment and object scatter, noise-to-signal ratio,
radiation intensit.v-angle distribution, and spectral
response of detectors, it is clear that extremely pre-
cise computations were not warranted. Instead, a
wide latitude of parameters was employed to pro-
vide adequate coverage of the problems anticipated
in experimental designs, radiation sources, radia-
tion shields, and even electron beam collimators.

Section I, the basis for the rest of this chap-
ter, discusses the energy loss gradient, i.e., the
rate of electron energy loss per unit path length
in various materials. Energy losses ascribable to
both radiation production and ionization effects
are considered for electron energies ranging from
5 to 100 MeV and for materials having atomic
numbers from 4 to 92.

The next step in the computations determined
the integral of the energy loss gradien~ taking in-
to account both the radiation and ionization loss
rates, in order to obtain the electron energy
as a function of the average depth of pene-
tration. The integral distribution of the energy
loss is given so that one can determine what frac-
tion of the electron energy has been converted in-
to heat, which might damage the target, and what
fraction into bremsstrahlung. These data estab-
lish the upper limit to the radiation production
efficiency. In addition to self-absorption within the
target, one can determine the actual production
efficiency and the spectral distribution of the
radiation emerging from a target of thickness t.

A useful adjunct to the energy loss gradient
data is the electron range. Here, the range is de-
fined as that effective path length at the end of
which an average electron has lost all of its initial
energy, through radiation and ionization (see dis-
cussion in Section II); straggling is not considered
important. Electron range determinations for sev-
eral elements are calculated in Section III.

A detailed determination of the emerging
radiation spectrum and intensity-angle distribu-
tion from a thick target requires evaluation, over
the total target thickness, of the effects in all thin
targets of thickness dx at x ascribed to (a) the
bremsstrahlung angular distribution, (b) the elec-
tron scattering function , and (c) the radiation
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absorption in the remaining target thickness.
t — x. Although this computation has not been
carried out completely, the basic conditions have
been established. Measurements of the intensity-
angle distribution of the radiation from PHER-
MEX are presented in Section IV. To a first ap-
proximation. the spectrum-angular distribution is
not important to PHERMEX problems; and this
aspect of the overall problem was not treated.

Therefore, a naive approach to the transmis-
sion and spectral degradation of radiation employs
the thin target bremsstrahlung spectrum (see dis-
cussion in Section V). This approach is somewhat
erroneous when the spectrum is applied to radi-
ography of thin sections, because the low energy
portion of the spectrum becomes an important fea-
ture needing more extensive consideration. On the
other hand, for thick sections (even thicker than
one-half mean free path for the radiation) this
choice of an emerging spectrum is more than ade-
quate to describe transmission phenomena for
purposes of radiography. Thus, extensive refine-
ment of the description of thick target radiation is
unnecessary when unfolding data from the typical
flash radiographic experiments planned for
PHERMEX. Ultimately, experimental reliability
must be assured by suitable calibration, using
theory merely as a guide.

The computational study investigated a
variety of elements with atomic numbers varying
from 4 to 92, and also provided data on materials
that are very poor generators of bremsstrahlung
and, therefore, could serve as excellent electron
shields or electron beam collimators. These data
also indicate that some material such as mercury
vapor or xenon gas could serve as useful self-heal-
ing targets for situations where very high electron
beam current densities and, hence, high areal en-
ergy dispositions cause solid targets to explode or
to ablate badly. Notwithstanding other possibilities
and conditions, the most favorable target material
for PHERMEX still appears to be the refractory
metal, tungsten.

1. ELECTRON ENERGY LOSS GRADIENTS
FOR SEVERAL ELEMENTS

Radiation production, intensity-angle &.ri-
bution, emitted spectral distribution, and eIectron
energy loss within targets are of prime importance
to thick section flash radiography. An understand-

ing of these phenomena as a function of such
parameters as electron kinetic energy and target
material and thickness is needed to enable one to
make better estimates of the capability of flash
x-ray machines, to facilitate establishment of the
design of radiation shields, electron shields, and
targets, and to determine the electron beam re-
quirements for a given experiment as a function
of the geometry and other constraints. For ex-
ample. one may need to know what target thick-
ness and material define an optimum target for
certain problems. In some instances, an optimum
target is that target which yields the greatest in-
tensity of radiation directed along the axis of the
electron beam and, concurrently considering the
refractory properties of the material, has a long,
useft~l lifetime.

.4 study of the relevant parameters began
with computations of electron energy loss gradients
for 12 elements that might conceivably be em-,
ployed as target materials: Be, Ne, Al, Ar, Cu, Kr,
Mo, Xe, W, Hg, Pb, and T-J.Energy loss gradients
were computed for energies ranging up to 100
MeV. These data are presented in Fig. 2.2.

The computations of the radiation production
process also reflect the energy degradation ex-
perienced by an electron traversing matter, ac-
counting for ionizing as well as radiative col-
lisions.z~ The results of these computations are
also shown in Fig. 2.2; the results of the critical
energy computations are given in Fig. 2.3, which
also indicates that energy for which radiation and
ionization loss gradients are equal for various ele-
ments.

The cross-section formulae consolidated in
Reference 2.3 have been used with a slightly dif-
ferent notation. These formulae and the appropri-
ate operations on them were coded for the I13M-
704 by Group T-1 at Los A1amos. The formula-
tions for these computations are given below.
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Ionization Ioss gradient:

[
Xhl (IP – p’) (u – p)
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-(%)(’-+)h’l
(2.4)

Radiation cross section:
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v

2~y <15

(2.8)

where

U = E + p, ~otal energy of electron
p = 0.5109 MeV, rest energy of electron

(2,9)

100p, v
Y=~~l—v

(2.10)

Radiation loss gradient:

dE

(–)
!

Vmm

dt
= u ~ dv

1?AD
o

(2.11)

The computation was carried out for energies
between 2 and 100 MeV in steps of 0.5 MeV. For
each value of V, v ranged from O to v~~ in steps
of 0.01. Similar computations were made for V
ranging from 0.05 to 2 MeV in steps of 0.05, and
for each V, v ranged from O to V.U in steps of
0.005.

The functions f,, f,, and C were taken from
Reference 2.3, and are shown in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5.

The constants, k,, k,, and & are listed in
Table 2.1.

It is recognized that the validity of these
computations becomes questionable when applied
to the low range of electron energies. However,
the computations were carried out to provide an
approximate guide for further work.

II. PENETRATION AND ENERGY BALANCE
FOR ELECTRONS TRAVERSING MAT-
TER
The computations discussed in the preceding

sect ion have been amplified to account for the
depth of penetration of the electrons and the de-
gradation of their initial energy.

The average energy loss suffered by electrons
after traversing X g/cmg of matter is

t

!() dE
u, =

~ ,0,
dt

0
(2.12)
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Table 2.1
Parameters for Equations 2.4-2.8

Element Z k, k, k,

Be 4 6.81313 X 10-2 3.72773 X 10-9 2.47808 X 10-s
Ne 10 7.60624 X 10-2 1.12653 X 10-8 6.91639 X 10-a
Al 13 7.39703 x 10-2 2.28372 X 10-s 8.74400 X 103
Ar 18 6.91794 X 10-2 3.31063 X 10-s 1.13229 X 10-2
Cu 99 2.00659 X 10-Z 7.75%6 x 10-8 1.84726 X 10-2
Kr 36 6.59499 X 10-2 1.21620 X 10-7 2.15887 X 10-2
Mo 49 6.71986 X 10-2 1.52560 X 10-7 2.56637 X 10-2
Xe 54’ 6.31371 X 10-2 2.55450 X 10-7 3.10019 x 10-2
w 74 6.17673 X 10-’ 4.73594 x 10-7 4.15623 X 10-2
Hg 80 6.12199 X 10-’ 4.72480 X 10-7 4.4!5311 x 10-2
Pb 82 6.07518 x 10-2 5.08148 X 10-7 4.52983 X 10-2
u 92 5.93252 X 10-Z 6.69741 X 10-7 4.96291 X 10-2
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Correspondingly, that portion of the total energy
loss which has gone into ionization and that which
has gone into radiation after the electron has gone
a distance X g/cm2 may be written

t
dE

UCOT.1, =
J() ~ ~O1,T,

dt
o

(2.13)

and

(2.14)

Proper account has been taken of the energy de-
gradation as the particles pass through matter.

Results of these calculations are presented in
Figs. 2.6 through 2.13, covering energies from 5
to 100 MeV for electrons traversing various thick-
nesses of Be, Ne, Al, Ar, Cu, Kr, Mo, Xe, W, Hg,
Pb, and U.

Ill. ELECTRON RANGE IN SEVERAL ELE-
MENTS

The electron ranges for the elements Be, Ne,
Al, Ar, Cu, Kr, Moi Xe, W, Hg, Pb, and U were
computed from the expression

!
E, dE

R=

()

dE0
~ ~oT

(2.15)

where

E. = kinetic energy of incident
electron

dE

() T
= total energy loss gradient, ra-

TOT diation plus ionization, MeV/

(g/cm’)
(2.16)

The results of these computations are given in
Fig. 2,14.

IV. RADIATION INTENSITY-ANGLE DIS-
TRIBUTION

Bremsstrahlung from high energy electrons
is, by nature, highly directional, having a sharp-
ly defined angular spread about the direction of
motion of the charged particles generating it.
Furthermore, as these particles wander through
the material of the target, they experience both
elastic and inelastic scattering collisions, with the
distribution of the former being predominant in
defining the intensity-angle distribution of radia-
tion emerging from thick targets.

One of the first calculations that must be
made is an estimate of the optimum target thick-
ness. Here, the optimum target is defined as one
which generates a maximum on-axis radiation in-
tensity. A more appropriate definition, however,
is that thickness which generates the greatest
forward intensity having the most favorable en-
ergy distribution for the particular radiographic
experiment being considered. Simple calculations
demonstrate that the first definition of an opti-
mum thickness target is adequate for thick sec-
tion radiography. Therefore, since PHERMEX
was designed primarily for penetrating thick sec-
tions, the naive definition is the one of importance
here.

Considerable effort has been made to under-
stand the phenomena of electron penetration of
matter, as well as of the intensity-angle distribu-
tion of the bremsstrahlung generated .z.q-z 1ZIMore
detailed theory of the on-axis and the off-axis
bremsstrahlung has been worked out thoroughly
by Emighz I‘ at Los Alamos. No attempt is made
here to extend present theories, but mexwly to pro-
vide an adequate guide for target design.

The total bremsstrahlung flux generated per
coulomb by electrons of kinetic energy VO incident
upon a target of thickness t and material Z can
be obtained from the preceding sections of this
chapter. Howe~er, two modifications are needed
to determine the emerging radiation spectrum,
flux, and intensity-angle distribution. Neglecting
the intensity-angle distribution for the moment,
the emerging spectrum and flux for target thick-
nesses sensibly less than one radiation length are
easily obtained by considering the target as being
composed of a large number of thin targets, dx.

Text Continues on Page 56.
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Bremsstrahlung generated by electrons of energy

V(x) in the elemental target, dx at x, is subse-

quently attenuated preferentially in traversing

the remaining target thickness, t — x. By account-

ing for the absorption coefficient of the target ma-

terial and the spectrum generated in dx, the modi-

fied spectrum of the emerging primary radiation

can be determined approximately. It is the low
energy end of the spectrum which is most grossly
modified; however, because this portion of the
spectrum is also the least useful, its adulteration
is unimportant.

Unless the
intensity-angle
affected by the

target is very thick, the radiation
distribution is substantially un-
internal radiation absorption pro-

cess. For thin targets, e.g., less than one-tenth ra-
diation length thick, the radiation distribution is
suitably defined by the convolution of both the
bremsstrahlung production-angle function and
the electron scattering function, providing there
is no significant degradation of the electron ener-
gy in traversing the target.z. 11 For target thick-
nesses greater than that for which the effective
electron scattering angle is as much as five to six
times the brernsstrahlung angle, there is no signif-
icant contribution to the useful on-axis radiation
intensity. Thus, beginning with this thickness, ex-
cept for radiation absorption within the target, the
on-axis intensity is, to a first approximation, in-
dependent of target thickness.

The on-axis relative intensity has been com-
puted for tungsten (Z = 74) targets of various
thicknesses for electrons having an initial energy
of 20 MeV. Figure 2.15 illustrates the results of
this work. It is noted that this conclusion is in
close agreement with the gold (Z = 79) target
discussed by LanA and Hanson.z. 15 Intensity-
angle distributions measured at Los Alamos with
film techniques were found to agree sufficiently
well with calculations. 1I to confirm this naive
method of target design.

Figure 2.16 shows typical intensity-angle
distribution curves determined from film data for
normal density tungsten targets having thickness
rang’es from 1.2 to 4.8 mm. A more fundamental
question concerns the intensity-angle distribution
of the useful portion of the spectrum, namely that

port ion which is transmitted ‘through thick sec-
tions of, say, uranium. This distribution has been
measured for radiation that has traversed about
10 cm of uranium (see Fig. 2.17). It is seen that
this distribution is very nearly the same as that
for the unadulterated spectrum.
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V. TRANSMISSION AND SPECTRAL DE-
GRADATION OF BREMSSTRAHLUNG
TRAVERSING MATTER

Transmission of the bremsstrahlung con-
tinuum through the substances reported here is of
particular interest to persons engaged in the flash
radiography of explosive-driven metal systems.
Computations have been carried out by Group T-1
at Los Alamos to determine the transmission of
bremsstrahlung through beryllium, aluminum,
uranium, and the high explosive Composition B.
Unadulterated bremsstrahlung from 5, 10, 15, 20,
30, 50, 75, and 100 MeV electrons incident on
tungsten has been investigated. Self-absorption ef-
fects of targets have not been treated here.

Since the distribution of radiation in the
brel nsstrahlung lies in a continuum, the transmis-

sion of this radiation through matter is described
hv:

[

vm~
e-~f’x+o(v) dv

T = 0 v~aX

[
@o(v) dv

Jo
(2.17)

where

+,(v) =

p=

p=
x=

v=

w=

u=

initial intensity distribution of the
radiation emitted by a target, defined
in Section I
p(v) = mass absorption coeffi-
cient,z” 1s cm2/g
density of absorber, g/cm8
linear thickness of absorber, cm
w/u
quantum energy
sum of kinetic and rest enemies of
electron producing radiation

The integral in the denominator is propor-
tional to the primary energy incident upon the ab-
sorber, whereas the numerator is proportional to
the transmitted primary radiation. As an example,
a plot of +O(v) is shown in Fig. 2.18 for the un-
adulterated 5 MeV bremsstrahlung spectrum
emitted by a thin tungsten target. The product
e-~px+o(v ) represents the spectra] distribution of

the radiation as a function of the properties and
thickness of the absorber.

In addition to the results of the transmission
calculations, plots of the spectral distributions at
various thicknesses of these materials are also
given in Figs. 2.19 through 2.89.. This information
enables one to follow both spectral degradation and
attenuation with increasing absorber thickness.
Furthermore, the data facilitate calculations in
the event one desires to consider transmission
through several layers of various thicknesses of
these materials.
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2.18. Unadulterated 5 MeV tungsten brerna-
atrahlung spectrum.
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Fig. 2.21. Transmission of 5 MeV tungsten brems-
strahlung through aluminum.
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Fig. 2.25. Transmission of 5 MeV tungsten brems-
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Fig. 2.26. Degraded 5 MeV tungsten bremsstrahlung spectrm after traversing various thicknesses of Composi-
tion B.
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Fig. 2.27. Unadulterated 10 MeV tungsten brems-
strahlung spectrum.
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Fig. 2.29 Degraded 10 MeV tungsten bremsstrshlung spectrum after traversing various thicknesses of beryllium.
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Fig. 2.32. Transmission of 10 MeV tungsten brems-
strahlung through uranium. For thickness
E 140 g/cm2, logl~ T= –0.01956t – 0.2029.
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Fig. 2.42 Degraded 15 MeV tungsten bremsstrahlung spectrum after traversing various thicknesses of uranium.
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Fig. 2.56. Degraded 30 MeV tungsten bremsstrahlung spectrum after traversing various thicknesses of beryllium.
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Chapter 3

PHERMEX DESIGN PARAMETERS

by
Douglas Venable

In designing a device such as PHERMEX,
two mutually dependent characteristics of the
electron stream must be examined. The first of
these pertains to the energy spectrum of the
ejected electron beam; hence it is related to the
energy initially stored in the electromagnetic
fields of the accelerator structure and the inter-
action between these electrons and the fields. The
second concerns the selection of stable orbits;
hence it is related to the equations of motion and
to some extent to the initial distribution of the
electromagnetic fields.

The energy extracted from the cavity by the
electron beam must be consistent with both the
energy stored and the tolerable momentum dis-
tribution among the ejected electrons. Once the
lower limit of the permissible stored energy has
been fixed, the product of wavelength, & and
peak field strength, Eo, is determined for a given
cavity length. An upper limit to field strength in
a high vacuum is set where the electron field
emission current excessively depletes the stored
energy and seriously overloads the rf generators
driving the cavity. This limit depends on the
properties of the electron emitting surfaces and
on the field strength distribution normal to these
surfaces. Attainable field strength is more likely tq
be limited, practically, by rf power amplifier cost
and, possibly, by the method of coupling power
into the cavity. On the other hand, there is ob-
viously a sensible lower limit to useful field
strengths, below which electrical breakdown
never occurs; there is no advantage in having
lower fields.

As electrons are accelerated, energy flows
into them from the electromagnetic field. The

result is a depletion of the stored energy and,
hence, a decrease in the strength of the accelerat-
ing fields. A cycle-to-cycle decay of the electric
field strength implies a cycle-to-cycle spread in
the space and time distribution of the vector mo-
mentum components of the ejected electrons, and
hence an aperiodic variation in momentum dis-
tribution.

The three-dimensional equations of motion
describe particle trajectories through a cavity.
These equations account for aperture defects and
space charge, both treated as perturbations. An
axial magnetic field, as well as the magnetic fields
from single-turn loops of arbitrary size — con-
centric with the cavity — are included to fa-
cilitate a study of the effects of various combina-
tions of confining magnetic fields and magnetic
lenses. The equations simply describe the motion
of an arbitrary electron located on or within a
long beam injected into the cavity. This concept,
which simplifies the description of radial space
charge, neglects axial space charge effects. How-
ever, this latter defect is not important in the case
of particles injected relativistically about optimum
injection phase angles. Injection is discussed in
Chapter 5, where beam preparation methods for
both continuous and bunched injection are ex-
amined; and the advantages and disadvantages of
these two general methods of injection are pre-
sented.

Before optical devices can be designed to
focus the ejected beam to a target, the spatial dis-
tribution of momentum among the ejected elec-
trons must be known. This aspect of the acceler-
ator optics is also examined.
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L PARTICLE ENERGY — PARAXIAL OP-
TICS APPROACH

A particle i of charge q, gains or loses kinetic
energy when interacting with electromagnetic
fields. The energy of such a particle is given by
the energy equation

dU

(

a+,

T =qi ~

or by an integration of the

‘0$ (VI:,,) =

+u, .E,
)

(3.ia)

equations of motion

qi(Ei + Ui x BI)

(3.lb)

For the present discussion, it is sufficient to
consider the special case of a particle constrained
to the axis. The particle is injected with an en-
ergy VO into a cavity of length L, where the excit-
ing wavelength is A, and the peak electric field
strength is &. In general, the energy of such an
on-axis electron, after it has been in transit

&=+-+.=fi)At (3.2)

is given by

V=J+{[(++l)’-lI%

7/2
+2 }1

2

(Cos C#J,– Cos +) —P

(3.3)

where the axial position z andA+ are related by

Under the appropriate conditions the electron
energy gain V — V“ can approach the limit

EOAvg=— ?r
(3.5) :,

The cavity length for which this occurs is A/2
for a relativistic injection energy, V,. Aside from

c
.s

the rf drive capability to achieve a predefine
E,, the physical limitation in Eq. (3.5) is that im-
posed by electron field emission. In reasonably
well-prepared systems, the limiting electric field
strength may well exceed 50 MV/m in nominal
half-wavelength cavities.

For on-axis particles, Ei in Eq. (3.1) is
simply EO Sin +, + = cot. The transit angle, A+,
accounts not only for the transit time for an
electron to move along the cavity axis toward the
far wall, but also for multiple excursions. Thus,
V corresponds to the ejection energy only when
A+ is the transit angle across the cavity. It is
clear that there is an infinitude of values of +0,
A+, V“, and V. for which an electron cannot
reach the far wall of a cavity of length z = L
but is turned around somewhere between the
bounding end walls and driven into the upstream
wall where z = O. Indeed, once L is fixed, A+ is
defined by Eq. (3.4).

Because Eq. (3.3) is general, neglecting space
charge effects, it is worthwhile to present in Fig.
3. I a plot of the peak energy gain, Vmu — Vo,
as a function of V~ for several cavi~y lengths ex-
pressed in terms of fractional wavelengths. Super-
imposed on this figure are points obtained from
the literature representing electric field strength
values that have been achieved.=” 1‘3.4

\

‘ [E’+’)’-’]%+ =(cos’”-ms”
z=

; [’+{[(;+1)2- ‘Ih++(cm’”-ms’o’l% “
40 (3.4)
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that the voltage gain for nominal half-wavelength
cavities is not a strong furfction of injection en-
ergies when V~ is greater than, say, 10 MeV. In a
half-wavelength, 50 Mc cavity this value of V.
corresponds to about 5 MV/m field strength.

In those cavities where injection is not
sensibly relativistic, nor paraxial, consideration
must be given to all the details of the trajectories,
since the transit time angle A@ and particle energy
can be ‘seriously affected by off-axis excursions.
Even so, Eqs. (3.3) and (3.5) describing the en-
ergy of on-axis particles prove very useful for
general design purposes. Complete three-dimen-
sional trajectory calculations have demonstrated
that, for paraxial optics, where beam radii are
very much less than one wavelength, these two
energy equations are excellent approximations. In
the presence of large space charge forces, the
paraxial assumptions become less and less ac-
curate, as will be discussed later.

Fig. 3. 1. Beam energy gain vs Vg for relativistic in-

The numerical
relativistic injection

data in Fig. 3.1 apply to
where f10 ~ 1. However, it

is not always feasible to enjoy such a large value
of /30 upon injection into the first cavity of an
accelerator. Consideration is given to low energy
injection in Fig. 3.2, where PO = O. It is seen
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Another way of displaying the physical
meaning of Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) for paraxial
particles is shown in Fig. 3.3 and these curves
indicate the energy spread found among the
electrons that arrive at the end of a single 50 Mc
cavity of length L,/L when injection takes place
over a finite range of phase angles, A+O. These
curves also illustrate the range of EO, hence V~,
beyond which the effect of VO is unimportant for
on-axis electrons. The most important conclusion
that can be drawn from this discussion is that for
paraxial optics, the optical efficiency — defined
here as the ratio of ejected charge to injected
charge — increases significantly with VO. This is
also true in the general case of off-axis trajectories.
For very short bunches of electrons there is an
optimum injection phase angle for a given cavity
length, the optimum being that phase angle for
which the terminal energy, Vt, is a maximum;
the maximum terminal energy is also given in
the curwes of Fig. 3.3.

4 10° 10‘ I02 I03

Vg -MoV

Fig. 3. 2. Comparison of energy gain for relativistic
and nonrelativistic injection.
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II.

fine,

FIELD STRENGTH Eo,WAVELENGTH ~,
AND NUMBER OF CAVITIES N

Radiation flux and spectral requirements de-
approximately, the quantity of charge, Aqt,

and the terminal energy, it, of the electron beam
that must be focused on a target of given material.
Thus, the kinetic energy of the beam at the target
must be

Au, = Aqtvt
(3,6)

The properties of the ejection electron optical
system, including target diameter, further dictate
that permissible field variations associated with
energy extraction should not exceed some fraction
of the initial field strength. In the absence of
serious phase defocusing due to axial space charge
forces, the optical efficiency, q, of an N-cavity,
standing wave accelerator can be made to ap-
proach unity if suitably prepared electron bunches
are injected within a small angular range about
the optimum injection phase angle. These con-
ditions imply that there is a maximum fraction,
& of the stored energy that an electron beam may
be permitted to extract.

Once [ has been fixed, the stored energy,
hence the product of field strength and the square
of the wavelength, can be established simply in
this ideal case for each of the N cavities. However,
nontrivial space charge effects are inherent with
high average beam currents. Hence, the ac-
celerator injector-to-target optical efficiency, q,
is always less than unity. In accounting for both
.$ and q, the total stored energy must be at least

Aqtvt
u“= .

For a tandem array
wavelength cavities

v,

If the cavity length
wavelength, then

Tf
(3.7)

of appropriately phased, half-
having equal field strengths

E,A
= N—

?r

(3.8)

is set proportional to the

It is necessary to determine
celerator parameters IL, & and

(3.9)

the basic ac-
N. Equations

(3.7) through (3.9) define A2E, but not-N. An ~d
obvious lower limit to N is unity, requiring LA to
be a maximum, The choice of E, for a single cavity .
then must be consistent with the limiting break- 0

down field strength within that particular ac-
celerator structure and also with the ability to
excite this structure to the desired field strengths.
Although the choice of A depends upon ~, a lower
limit on A already may be fixed, in a practical
sense, by the availability and costs of rf com-
ponents. An upper limit to N also may be de-
termined from that choice of field strength below
which electrical breakdown will certainly never
occur in highly evacuated, half-wavelength
cavities. Consistent with the acceptability of an
extrapolation of Kilpatrick’s criterion,s.s a max-
imum number of cavities can be established.

In the case of PHERMEX, calculations of
trajectories of representative electrons in high
current, bunched beams traversing cavities in-
dicated that q might be as great as 0.8 for feasible
injector systems. The properties of the exit optical
system limit f to a value no greater than 0.1.
Thus, the total stored energy should be about
2500 J, and NE,A should be about % X 10r V.
The maximum number of half-wavelength cavities
was then determined, from Kilpatrick’s criterion,
to be three for IL and A of about 3.8 X 10° V/r-q
and 6 m, respectively. Relationships among various
parameters are shown in Fig. 3.4. The values of
E., A, and N obtained here provided an adequate
starting point for more detailed calculations of the
final cavity length, field strength, and suitable in-
jection parameters.

A A of 6 m was fixed early in order to begin
designing rf power amplifiers. Because the opti-
mum cavity length is actually somewhat Iess than
a half wavelength, as determined from these simple
concepts, a greater value of EO is needed. Indeed,
for this case, E, must be more nearly 4X 106 V/m.
To illustrate this last point the computational
data shown in Fig. 3.4 are presented specifically
in Fig. 3.5 for 50 Mc cavities of several lengths,
where /30 + 1. Also included for reference are an
extrapolation of Kilpatrick’s criterion and an ex-
perimental point obtained at Los Alamos.
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When the original design parameters of this
machine were established, more worldly factors
than technical ones dictated the choice of operat-
ing wavelength. There existed no reliable, rugged
tubes with adequate power and duty-factor rat-
ings suitable for this service that were capable of
long pulse megawatt power levels at wavelengths
less than about 4 to 5 m. On the other hand, the
physicaI size of a cavity system operating at
wavelengths greater than 7 to 8 m was highly
unattractive for this particular application. Thus,
the operating wavelength was chosen to be 6 m,
a choice compatible with existing technology and
commercially available equipment. Hence, it was
consistent with minimizing development work.

10=
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Fig. 3. 5. Beam energy gain vs field strength for

Ill. DIMINUTION OF STORED ENERGY

\

\

I

Fig. 3.4.
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2 3 45 678910

WAVE LENGTH-METERS

Field strength requirements vs operating
wavelength for various numbers of half-

wavelength cavities.

Energy continually flows between catity
fields and injected electrons. In general, the
terminal energy of an electron does not represent
the maximum energy it acquired during its
flight. The energy, ( AUi ) ~=, is defined here as
the maximum energy gained by the ith electron
during the j’h excursion, energy being radiated by
the electron when it is decelerated. More than one
excursion may occur before the particle is lost to
the bounding walls. Obviously, this may happen
during multiple excursions in which an injected
particle may first be accelerated, then be slowed
down, fail to reach the far wall, and finally be
turned around and driven upstream.

The portion of the deceleration radiation
energy that has suitabIe frequency components
and phase relations with respect to cavity fields
will reinforce the fundamental cavity fields or
excite other modes. However, in high-Q cavities
without coherent deceleration, this reradiation
could, at best, represent a discouragingly small
fraction of the deceleration energy. Therefore,
field reinforcement is neglected in the following
discussions. Cavity field depletion measurements
substantiate this conclusion.
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The maximum energy, AU, extracted from
the cavity fields by the injected charge, i.e., the
beam loading per cycle, is obtained by summing
all (AU! ) ~u experienced both by particles in-
jected during one period and by residual particles
that were injected earlier. This includes those

(AUI ) ~,~ which also arise as a result of multiP1e
excursions. In general, there is no closed analytic
expression that describes ( AUL ) ,,,~; however,
these values may be obtained through numerical
integration of the equations of motion. Indeed,
this is the method that was employed for the
electrons in nonparaxial beams. For the case of
paraxial optics, neglecting cavity wall losses and
the input power, the field energy diminution, AU,
associated with the charge, Aq, injected during
one cycle can be written as the product of Aq

and a mean energy ~ defined below. Here, AU
is limited to a small fraction of the stored energy.

AU = Aq,,
(3.10)

where

Aq = I,,f

is the charge injected at a constant rate, 10, over a
fraction, f, of a cycle of period r; and where

is the mean energy gain of the particles that are
injected over the phase angle range #01 to +OZ1

accounting for multiple excursions. The term

g(@l~,A~) is a weighting function, determined
from numerical computations. This term also ac-
counts for those maxima of (V — VO) which are
permitted for a given transit angle, A+ Although,
for on-axis trajectories, A+ is an implicit func-
tion of V,, ~0, L, and & it is also a weak function
of EO, and, over limited ranges of E,, permits Eq.
(3.11) to be reduced to

~=k,, +k,E(,”, a=l+c
(3.12)

The constants k, and k, include the cavity length,
L, and depend upon the range of injection phase
angles, A@O = +~~-— ~~,. For off-axis trajectories,

A+ is a strong function of r,, :0, and ~o, There-
fore, in general, Eq. (3.L1 ) must be rewritten to
include these other parameters. Figure 3.6 shows

~ of Eq. (3.1 ~) for the on-axis conditions of
A+, = !2%,L = 2.6 m, and V, = 0.!5, 1, 2, and
3 MeV. The term . is a computable number and
smaller than unity when injecting over all possi-
ble ~,. For sufficiently short electron bunches in-
jected about the optimum phase angIe, e ap-
proaches zero. Only then does the sum of particle
terminal energies correspond to the energy ex-
tracted from the electromagnetic fields. Figure

3.6 also illustrates ~ for the case of e = O, i.e., for
injection of short bunches around the optimum
phase angle.

On the other hand, when charge injection oc-
curs at a constant rate over an entire cycle, con-
siderable deceleration radiation is generated. If
this radiation is absorbed coherently by the cavity
in the operating mode, then the net energy ex-
tracted per cycle from the electromagnetic fields
is the time average of the terminal energies. Ex-
perimental studies of field depletion in long
cavities clearly demonstrated that there is very
little if any fieId reinforcement from this
mechanism.

Of particular interest to PHERMEX design
is the fractional energy depletion per cycle per
unit current injected. If the initial stored energy
is

Uo= l@,2

(3.13)

where kz includes a term ~a and the cavity length,
L, then, if it is assumed that deceleration radia-
tion does not reinforce the cavity fields,

AU/Uo Tf

Io ‘z
(k,E,-2 + k,E,O-’)

(3.14)

Typical examples are illustrated in Fig. 3.7
for a 2.6 m long, 50 Mc cavity into which 0.5, 1,
2, and 3 MeV beams are injected over all phase
angles. The case of bunched injection about the
optimum injection phase angle is shown also.
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These data are within a few percent of those ex-
isting for the same conditions, except L = 2.4 m,
corresponding to the length of the experimental
prototype cavity.3s

The total fractional energy depletion over j
cycles is

j

x

Aui E2

u,
i

(3.15)

If the fractional energy depletion per cycle is

small, and Eq. (3.12) is a valid description of ~,
then the cycle-to-cycle fields can be determined
from the recursion formula

[

Aq
Ei+l = E! _ (kOEi-2 + klEi

1 – 2k, a-’) ]

(3.16)

The injection current is included in the tem Aq,
as indicated by I@. (3.10).

Consider the case of the experimental cavity
L = 2.4 m, where V, = 0.5 MeV, and

+02 – +01 = %. Figure 3.8 illustrates the fraction-
al energy depletion over 10 cycles as a function of
peak field strength and a constant injected beam
current, I,. Experimental points were obtained for
which the fractional energy depletion over 10
cycles, ( AU/UJ 10,was determfied from Oscillo-
scope traces of field decay. A typical cathode-ray
oscilloscope trace of the field depletion is shown
in Fig. 3.9.

Electric field strength is directly proportional
to the output voltage of a pickup loop located at
the cavity wall. Furthermore, the difference be-
tween the peak electron energy and the injection
energy can be computed precisely. A beta-ray
spectrometer was used to calibrate EO. The value
for 1, was obtained from the experimentally de-
termined volt-ampere characteristics of the in-
jector.

To a close approximation, Eq. (3.15), Using
Eq. (3.16) where adequate, has been confirmed
for a total fractional energy depletion as great
as 50~0 over 10 cycles. Indeed, this result of the
diagnostics agrees closely with the small-signal
theory predictions used here.

It is noted that U,,/AU, whose inverse is
seen in Eq, (3.14), is a measure of the loaded Q
of the cavity. Within a reasonable approximation,
these expressions for energy depletion also agree
with the work of Khizhnyak et al.3”7

Energy considerations, although necessary,
are insufficient. Except in a gross sense, they con-
tribute nothing to a description of those electron
trajectories that are. ultimately accessible to the
target. However, if the cycle-to-cycle energy ex-
traction, hence the field decay, is too great, beam
trajectories must be considered for each cycle dur-
ing which beam injection occurs. For completeness,
the equations of motion must be solved quite gen-
erally. Thus, for a given set of injection and
operating parameters, the spatial momentum dis-
tribution among particles can be detenrnined for
any time. Of the beam particles injected continu-
ously during any one cycle, only a fraction is ac-
cessible to the target, Although the differential
equations of motion describe at any instant of
time where a particle wants to go, it is the integral
solution that tells where a” particle has been.
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Fig. 3. 8. Fractional energy depletion for ten-cycle
injection.
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Fig. 3. 9. Oscilloscope trace showing cavity field depletion with injection current.

IV. EQUATIONS OF MOTION

Two previous relevant papers have discussed
the dynamics of charged particles in multicavity
accelerators.~.v”~s Gabor limited his treatment to
very low current relativistic paraxial beams lying
near the axis with negligible beam loading of the
accelerators B Linearizing the equations of mo-
tion was accomplished by assuming that both the
beam convergence and the changes in beam con-
vergence were every-where very small. Solution of
his final equations also inherently implied that
the particle energy gain per cavity was a small
fraction of the mean particle energy. Space focus-
ing, phase focusing, transit time considerations,
and first-order aperture effects were examined in
the absence of space charge. In effec~ he treated
each cavity as an optical entity possessing

characteristics that contributed to both stability
and instabilityy of the beam. Mathematical stric-
tures imposed upon his analysis were sufficiently
severe that the resulting beam stability criterion
sharply limited the range of useful design param-
eters.

Somewhat over a decade later, Khizhnyak
etd. published their study of a multicavity linear
accelerator.~.7 These authors added two considera-
tions: weak space charge fields and energy de-
pletion. Space charge effects were included in
the radial equation of motion assuming a con-
stant charge density consistent with highly par-
axial beams. Although Khizhnyak et al. approxi-
mately matched the nonrela tivistic and relativistic
regimes, their treatment, like Gabor’s, is essential-
ly aimed at highly relativistic electrons.
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In both these papers, the resulting equations
of motion, linearized in a similar way, are two
dimensional in r and z. Neither axial nor radial
components of possible superimposed magnetic
fields were considered, so that no account could
be made of azimuthal motion. Thus,” neither of
these earlier treatments could cope with the ef-
fects on space and phase focusing of various
magnetic field configurations that might facilitate
high current beam confinement within an accel-
erator. Furthermore, adherence to strictly paraxial
motion, although perhaps both desirable and neces-
sary for accelerators with very many cavities, con-
strained the defined design parameters in both
studies to a more restricted range than is neces-
sary in a high current electron accelerator having
only a few cavities, such as PHERMEX. In neither
of these papers was the space and time distribu-
tion of momentum among particles given serious
consideration. Yet the capability to focus ejected
charge, one of the primary design objectives of
PHERMEX, is completely dependent upon the
spatial distribution of momentum and charge
density at the time of beam ejection.

The restriction to highly paraxial optics,
where azimuthal motion has been precluded, is
one of several limitations necessary to linearize
the equations of motion given by Gabor and
Khizhnyak. However, that this restriction is un-
necessary and often much more severe than re-
quired for actual design purposes has been borne
out by experimental diagnostic work at Los
Alamos.

Approximate PHERMEX design criteria of
operating wavelength, cavity length, minimum
field strength, and maximum number of cavities
appropriate to the desired machine specifications
have been determined by rather simple energy
considerations in earlier sections. Energy consid-
erations alone do not constitute a complete or
sufficient description of the machine properties;
for example, trajectories of energetic electrons
that are accessible to the target are not defined.
Therefore, it is necessary to determine an achiev-
able time-space distribution of momentum among
injected electrons such that, consistent with these
design criteria, a maximum useful radiation flux
is obtained from a target of fixed size. If the pre-
dicted maximum does not satisfy the radiographic
demands of the machine, then the design criteria
must be readjusted, and the computational pro-

cedure must be repeated. To this end, both particle
dynamics and beam energbtics were simulated by
high speed computer techniques. The three vector
components of the I nrentz force equation, ex-
pressed in cylindrical coordinates, were solved
simultaneously with digital computers. The elec-
tromagnetic fields used in the computer codes ac-
counted for the cavity fields of the TMOIO mode,
space charge forces, self-magnetic fields, and cer-
tain externally imposed but azimut.hally symmet-
rical confining fields. Aperture defects were also
included. Thus, in principle, one can synthesize
various momentum distributions among the in-
jected electrons, since it is possible to follow
representative points throughout their trajectories
within the accelerator and to determine which of
those electrons accessible to the target lie within a
desirable range of terminal momenta. In essence,
the computer can follow representative particles
from the electron gun to their termini.

Aperture dimensions were kept small in
comparison to the operating wavelength, so that
the aperture field defect, confined to the immediate
vicinity of the aperture, could then be described
by a variation of Davisson’s weak lens formula.~g
A more elaborate treatment of the aperture field,
similar to that suggested by Coleman,s. 10 was
also devised. However, this latter scheme offered
no useful improvement over the analytically

simpler aperture approach. The aperture defect
is highly localized, as illustrated in Fig. 3.10,
which shows the distribution of the on-axis field
and its first space derivative in the vicinity of
the injection aperture for an accelerative &eld

Fig. 3.10. Aperture field distribution.
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configuration. The computer codes were so ar-
ranged that an aperture defect could be introduced
in the plane of each aperture. Thus, depending
upon the direction of the electric field of the
c&ity and upon the
electron could receive
tribution to its initial
ing to Eq. (3.17).

injection phase angle, an
a positive or negative con-
radial momentum accord-

M=W;+I)2-d”~E,-EJ
‘(3.17)

where El and EZ are the axial components of the
electric field strength which would exist on the up-
stream and downstream sides, respectively, of the
aperture (in the absence of the aperture); and
where V is the energy of the particle upon enter-
ing the aperture. Equation (3.1 7), a relativistic
modification of Davisson’s lens formula, shows
that the higher the injection energy the less im-
portant the aperture defect.

Because the cavity is excited in the Th&
mode, the accelerating fields are independent of
the cavity length. Thus, the cavity fields can be
described by the following two equations:

and

(3.19)

Space charge effects are accounted for as a
trajectory perturbation, not necessarily small, for
those electrons which are injected over a favor-
able range of injection phase angles. The group
of electrons lying within these favored injection
phase angles can be treated as a cylinder of
charge having a large length-to-diameter ratio.

This assumption is also reasonable for par-
axial, but not necessarily parallel, flow in small
diameter beams. Indeed, laboratory measurements
of the time-average current and current density
distribution within ejected beams demonstrated
the validity of trajectory predictions for those

electrons emerging from the exit aperture of a
single cavity, even when the implied paraxiaI
constraint was neglected.

Internal field distributions were computed for
long, cylindrical bunches of electrons having a
uniform charge densit y.s. 11 The results of these
determinations indicated that end effects were not
serious if the diameter-to-length ratio, when
viewed from a frame at rest with respect to the
electron bunch, was kept small. Figure 3.11,
illustrating the topology of space charge fields,
shows surfaces of constant space charge field com-
ponents, E, and E,, for a right circular cylinder
of uniform charge density. Except for the charge
located very near the ends of such a bunch, the
trajectories of the remaining charges are affected
primarily by radial space charge forces and
negligibly by axial space charge forces. Thus, the
space charge perturbation field existing over most
of the bunch length can be described adequately
by the approximation

‘r= -2Hm- (%+’)-21-%
(3.20)

where 10 is the injected current situated witbin
the radius, r, at an energy V,. &al space char~
fields associated with the nonparallelisr.n of the
beam are insignificant. Self-magnetic fields, de-
scribed by the relation B = u X E/c2, were ac-
counted for. Forces arising from these magnetic
fields tend to reduce the effect of the radial space
charge of Eq. (3.20). Because of axiaI space

: /
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; ~,4 .

Zd ~ ‘: 3,!$
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Fig. 3.11. Electric field topology within a cylindrical
charge of uniform charge density.
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charge forces associated with end effects, as
shown in Fig. 3.11, one necessary consideration
in choosing the injected bunch length is that the
length, measured in terms of injection phase
angles, must be somewhat greater than the favor-
able range of injection phase angles.

The computer codes describing beam tra-
jectories also accounted for externally imposed,
beam-confining magnetic fields; these included
fields arising from two separate sources: one, a
simple, ‘time-constant, spatially uniform axial
magneti-c field; and the other, a time-constant field
also, generated by two multiturn loops whose axes
were coincident with the cavity axis. Further-
more, the location outside each cavity and the
radius of each coil wem arbitrary. This geometric
arrangement, as well as a typical distribution of
the axial component of the magnetic field, is
shown in Fig. 3.12. Thus, with sufficiently large
coils, one placed at each end of a cavity, a fairly
realistic beam-confining magnetic field distribu-
tion graded from injection to ejection could be
described analytically and included within the
equations of motion.

The computer code description of the Lorentz
force equation included aperture defects, cavity
fields defined by the TM,l, mode, space charge
and self-magnetic fields, various magnetic-con-
fining fields, cavity length, operating wavelength,
and particle specific charge. The resulting radial,
azimuthal, and axial force equations were solved
by a Runge-Kutta scheme using high speed digital
computers.

The computer output gave the representative
particle positions, in three-space and time; the
three momentum components and energies; and
the various electromagnetic fields sensed by the
particle in that position at that instant. Thus, the
complete trajectory of a representative injected
electron having an arbitrary initial position in
time (or injection phase angle), configuration,
and momentum space could be studied in detail.
Furthermore, from these data one could obtain in-
formation on field depletion by virtue of the in-
jected electrons as well as by multipactoring.

bl
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z,—

COILI
Nj TURNS

Bz

—— ——

— z~

I

COPPER CAVITY

T
bz

L —

COIL2
N2TURNS

NI =40
N2 =28
b, = b2=2.20 M
Z; =0.2M

Z2=2.905M

AXIAL POSITION

Fig. 3.12. Typical magnetic confining coil configura-
tion and magnetic field distribution.

Thus, the field depletion due to off-axis particles
was determined and was found to be very nearly
equal to that of the on-axis particles when their
radial position was always small compared with a
wavelength. Numerical studies and experimental
work indicated that multipactoring at design fields
in the nominal half-wave cavities of PHERMEX
is negligible. The three equations of motion em-
nloved in the computer code to describe the beam
~rc&-ties are giv& below in terms of the cavity
fields and the externally impressed magnetic
fields:
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+ ~Br–;Bz I
-1

p/32

~2

(3.21 )

(3.22)

(3.23)

where E., B,, and E, are given by Eqs. (3.18),
(3.19), and (3.20), respectively; and B, and B,
are the radial and axial components of the ex-
ternally applied magnetic fields. The B, and B.
are functions of the on-axis component of B., and
for this two-lens system have the following forms:

Bl,
B,(r,z) = — ~r

111
B B;

+ -& – —r~+ . . .z2zf2fj

(3.24)

(3.25)

where the on-axis field has the form

B,, = B,,

j

+ 27rx 10-’
x

1

(NI) ,b,2

[b? + (Z – zi)2]8t2

(3.26)

superposed constant axial field
ampere~turns in the i~ lens coil
axial position of the ithlens coil
radius of the i~hlens coil
number of lens coils

models and the computational method
for solving the equations of mo-tion are described
in Chapter 4. Numerical solutions of the equations
are presented in Chapter 5, together with discus-
sions of injection, orbit stability, and space charge
effects.

V. BEAM COLLIMATION AND OUTPUT
RADIATION

The emerging electron beam is collimated
with a short, strong-focusing magnetic lens that
directs the most useful electrons to the focusing
lens. Many electrons are eliminated by this pro-
cess. Therefore, instead of permitting them to
terminate on the stainless steel vacuum walls of
the drift tube, beryllium collimators are used. The
final beryllium collimator, located just upstream
from the target, has a tapered hole, with the smalle-
r diameter being 3 mm. Thus, the beam imping-
ing upon the target is no larger than this mini-
mum diameter.

Engineering details of the overall optical sys-
tem, including the beryllium collimators and the
target blast shielding, are discussed in Chapter 6.
Typical radiation intensity angle distributions
were discussed in Chapter 2. Figure 3.13 shows
the variation of the forward intensity brems-
strahlung as a function of beam energy. Data
from the literature and a measured point for
PHERMEX are included in the figure.

CalcuIations had demonstrated clearly that
higher injection energies and higher accelerating
fields concomitantly enhance the electron optical
efficiency in high current, standing wave electron
accelerators. Although the initial design fields
were chosen to be 4 X 108 V/m in each cavity,
to be attained by means of two amplifiers on each
of the three cavities, provisions were made for
installing a total of nine amplifiers, in the event
that three more amplifiers were deemed worth-
while. In the first development phase of
PHERMEX the beam energy was about $X3MeV,
with 75 A ejected from the last cavity and with
about 15 A delivered to a target located 10 m
away.

.
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Fig. 3.13. Roentgen per coulomb vs peak photon
energy.

PHERMEX operated very satisfactorily for
almost 2 years under these conditions, occasional-
ly providing as high as 10 R./o.2 psec pulse or
5 R/O.l psec pulse. However, there were many
worthwhile and needed experiments that were
marginal with this available flux and intensity.
Therefore, three more amplifiers were added so
that fields would be 6 X 106, 5 X 106, and
4 X 106 V/m in the first, second, and third
cavities, respectively. .41though this work is not
quite completed, it can be reported that the beam
energy is about 27 hleV and an on-axis radiation
intensity as high as 30 R,/O.2 psec pulse has been
measured 1 m from the target.

With regard to this kind of device as a gen-
erator of bremsstrahlung, the following remarks,
although specifically applicable to single-cavity
devices, are also germane to multicavity, standing
wave accelerators. The total radiation flux varies
as the production efficiency and as the delivered
charge. The production efficiency is a function of
particle energy; hence, it is a function of the
electric field, too, whereas the ejected charge
varies as the square of the accelerating field. On
the other hand, the on-axis radiation intensity
varies as the production efficiency, and as the
charge delivered, and approximately as the square
of the beam energy.

Thus, the total radiation flux varies as the
product of the radiation pr~duction efficiency and
the square of the accelerating field strength; the
on-axis radiation intensity varies as the product
of the radiation -production efficiency and the
fourth power of the accelerating field strength. It
is to be noted that, to a first approximation, the
cost of a standing wave device varies as the square
of the field strength. Therefore, one can make a
rough comparison of cost versus need for standing
wave bremsstrahlung generators.

3.1.

3.2.

3.3.

3.4.

3.5.

3.6.

3.7.

3.8.
3.9.

3.10.

3.11.
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Chapter 4

COMPUTATIONAL MODEL:
GRAPE SEED Ill

by
D. O. Dickman
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Several computational models have been em-
ployed to describe various aspects of charged
particle trajectories in standing wave accelerators,
such as PHERMEX, which operate in the TMOI”
mode. These schemes, summarized in the intro-
ductory chapter, have provided considerable sur-
vey data with regard to both phase and space
focusing of high current electron streams. Indeed,
thorough examination of these problems, by
means of early models, indicated that phase
focusing of the higher energy portion of the
particle spectrum was ordinarily not important
in a standing wave accelerator containing only a
few cavity sections. For this reason, the simpler
model, described fully in Chapter 3, has been ade-
quate to provide most of the useful computational
data.

The computer code for this model is discussed
in detail in this chapter. Not only has this model
provided beam trajectories in both configuration
space and momentum space, but it has also pro-
vided information on the irreversible exchange
of energy between the electromagnetic fields of
the cavities and the injected electrons. This latter
computational contribution has agreed with ex-
perimental measurements of energy depletion of
cavities which has been as great as 10~0 per
cycle.

The computer code for this model is named
GRAPE SEED III. With the exception of the
Runge-Kutta integration routine. the entire code
is written in FORTRAN IV language. The present
code was designed to run on the IBM-7094 com-
puter under the IBSYS operating system. A com-
plete listing of GRAPE SEED 111 is given in

Appendix 4A. The code considers a representa-
tive particle and follows its path through an ac-
celerator cavity, computing the attendant fields
at each point. Provisions are made for aperture
corrections and for various instability tests. To
determine when any given problem is completed,
provisions are made for testing the axial position
and radius of the particle, and the phase angle
of the fields. One may test all three criteria or
just the axial position alone. In instability cases
(such as the particle crossing the axis or turning
around) three possibilities are offered: (a) con-
tinue the problem, (b) go to the next problem
within the set, or (c) proceed to the next set. In
any given run, there can be many sets (or only
one); and in any given set, there can be many
problems (or, again, only one). Provision is made
in the output to label each set and problem and
to print out the date the run was made.

Various checks are made throughout the code
for instability and errors. The Runge-Kutta in-
tegration routine determines the interval in time
that is best suited to the problem. It also deter-
mines when output is needed. The two read sub-
routines assure that all cards necessary for a run
are present. The main code determines when all
problems within a set are completed and when
all sets for that particular run are finished. The .

main code is also responsible for the introduction
of aperture corrections when specified in the in- ●

put data. The user will always know if he has
4

inadvertently left out an input data card because
GRAPE SEED III will print out a message saying *
which card is missing. If data crucial to the Runge-
Kutta are missing, the entire run is terminated
via 1.A13RT (the error routine).
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1. THE MAIN CODE

GRAPE SEED III is composed of a main
code and several subroutines. Thus, it is possible
to modify one section of the code without recom-
piling the entire program. In fact, this was pre-
cisely the route taken to yield the “backward”
version of GRAPE SEED III. The backward ver-
sion allows the user to take as input a set of
ejection conditions, run the representative particle
backward through the cavity, and thus deter-
mine what initial conditions would be required
to achieve the desired output. In formulating this
particular version of GRAPE SEED, only the
main code was recompiled. The subroutines that
were used for the “forward” version of the code
were perfectly adequate for the backward version.

The main code ties the various subroutines
together, adds the aperture corrections, and per-
forms the tasks listed below:

2.

3.

4.

5..

6.

7.

The initial condition print routine which
prints out the initial conditions for a set;
this routine uses the FORTRAN IV 1/0
package.

The read “set” data routine.

The problem print routine, which pro-
vides the output during the running of
each problem at intervals selected by the
user, (see discussion of input data).

The read problem data routine, which
reads the input data for each problem
within a set.

The B,(, routine, which computes B.,, each
time an output print is required.

The Bessel function routine (which is
used only initially), after which the Bes-
sel function is integrated.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Calls on the routines that read in set and
problem data.

Determines the last problem in each set
and the last set in a run.

Computes the constants needed during
the run.

Sets up the initial conditions.

Determines if aperture corrections are
needed and inserts them at the proper
time.

Calls the Runge-Kutta and the print rou-
tines when the Runge-Kutta indicates it
is time for output.

Makes the various tests specified in the
input data concerning errors and end of
run,

It can thus be seen that most of the controls and
decision-making take place in the main code.

The following subroutines are controlled by
the main code:

1. The Runge-Kutta integration routine
which, in turn, controls the derivative
routine.

The main code also calls on the FORTRAN sine
and cosine routines when setting up the initial
conditions. The Runge-Kutta integration routine,
the derivative routine, and the input data are
discussed in succeeding sections.

Il. THE INTEGRATION METHOD

The integration scheme used to handle the
14 differential equations of GRAPE SEED III is
a fourth-order Runge-Kutta with certain modifica-
tions. For a description of the method, refer to
Fig. 4.1.

4/ * J/

x~ )(N + h’1’

h

Fig. 4. 1. Runge-Kutta integration model.
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Consider one cycle of integration:

YN =
Y.’=

h =

Y, =

Y. =

Let: K, =
K2=

K, =
K, =

Then: YP =

value of dependent variable at Xx
value of derivative of Y~ at Xx
discrete value in X that one
wants to advance the integration
predicted value of dependent
variable at XN + h
corrected value of dependent
variable at XN + h

hY’(XN, Y.)
hY’(& + h/2,YN + K,,/2)
hy’(xx + h/2,YN + K,/2)
hy’(xx + h,YN + K,)

Y.+ i/6(K, + 2K, + 2K, + K,)

Replacing the value h by h/2, we integrate
from X~ to XN + h/2 to yield Y,j,. Then, using
Y,l, as the initial value, we integrate from Xti +
h/2 to XN + h. This yields Yc. Based on an ac-
curacy criterion provided by the user, a com-
parison is made to determine if YP and Yo are
sufficiently close. If not, the cycle is discarded. If
the test is passed, the Y~ is replaced by YC, and
X~ is replaced by X~ + h. If Y~ and YO are very
close to each other, the interval h is replaced by
2h for the next cycle and an indication is given
to the user. Also, if the integration was not suc-
cessful, h is replaced by h/2 for the next cycle.
Again, the user is notified of this change.

The testing section on YP and Yc uses a
combination of unnormalized arithmetic and
bit-by-bit-compare. If either YP or Yc is zero, or
if both are zero, that cycle is treated as a special
case.

As a special feature, the Runge-Kutta can
integrate from XN to some value, say XF7 taking
as many cycles as it needs. It will always inte-
grate to X, exactly. This can be very useful for
printout purposes. GRAPE SEED III utilizes this
feature.

While the time needed for a single cycle is
long compared with some other methods (twelve
evaluations of the derivatives are computed), ex-
perience has shown that the total running time
for a given problem in GRAPE SEED HI will be,

on the average, 30 percent less than when using
other integration methods. Further, uncertainty
concerning the accuracy of the results has been
considerably lessened.

111. DERIVATIVE ROUTINE

GRAPE SEED 111 is made up of a series of
subroutines. One of these routines computes the
derivatives for the Runge-Kutta integration. Be-
cause this routine is utilized 12 times each cycle,
ordering and efficiency are essential. For this
reason, Bessel functions and sine and cosine
functions are integrated instead of computed.
Thus, eight of the 14 integrated values provide
these quantities. The other six values are the
running results of GRAPE SEED, and their de-
rivative equations are obtained from the equations
of motion for the beam. It is also in the derivative
routine that the electric and magnetic fields are
computed. These fields are used in the derivative
equations of motion. This section describes how
the number of dependent variables was established
and how the order of computation evolved. Time,
t, is the independent variable.

Now, let YI equal the integrated dependent
variables and W?, be their derivatives. The sub-
script i will assume values from 1 to 14. The
dependent variables, for which we need derivative
expressions, are as follows:

Y,=R
Y,=e
Y,=z
Y, = Cos (ti,t + *,)
Y, = sin (tilt + *,)
Y, = Cos (.,t + *,)
Y, = sin (u,t + *2)
Y. = J. (27rR/L)
Y, = (%R/A) [J, (%rR?A) 1

Y,O = sin (“t)
Y,, = :0s (“t)
Y,, = R\8
Y,, = R2#/8
Y,, = 2/8

The order of computation for the derivative
routine will now be considered, with comments
inserted as needed.

.
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The first quantity needed is 8 which is equal Of course, to have values to start with, dependent

to~l—pz. variables Y, through Y,, are calculated initially
and then integrated thereafter.

Let
The last three “derivative equations are taken

~2 + R$2 + 52 directly from the equations of motion as described
/32 =

~2 in Chapter 3. However, hefore these equations

(4.1) can be set down, the B and E fields have to be
computed.

where c = speed of light. Using variables ●Y1~,
Y,,, and Y,,, an expression for fi2 + R2~2 + Z2 is The expression for the radial

developed: the electric field is everywhere

( Y132
;2 + R2$ + ?Z = 82 Y,,2 + ~ + Y,,2

)

I
E. = –59.958 —

Poyl

(4.2)

or, from Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), If the representative particle is not

component of

(
then

J32C2= (1 – /32) Y,,2’ + # + Y,.,2
)

(4.3)
&=E, and B~=O

(4.5)

in the cavity,

Let

y132

Y*22 + ~ + Y,,2= A

where Y,2 = R2.

Then

P2
1–82 =A and /3z= A

I+A
(4.4)

Having an expression for 8, one can now
write the equations for the first three derivatives:

YP, = 8Y,,
YP, = 8Y,/Y12
w?, = 8Y,,

The next eight derivation equations are derived by
playing one against the other as follows:

YP4 = —.,Y,
YP, = (J),Y,
Y-I?, = –WY,
~, = 6,,Y~

m?, = –YP,Y,/Y1
YP, = (2?r/A)2Y,YP,Y,
m?,,= .Y,,
w,, = –.Y,.

If the particle is in the cavity, then the following
equations hold:

IL = E, + E,Y,Y,.
(4.6)

IZJY,Y,,
B,=—

27rcY1
(4.7)

The fields B, and Bz are space variable. That
is to say, they take on different values depending
on where the representative particle is. Six test
values for Z are read m: Zll, Z~l, Zlz, z z,,,22,
and ZZX. Associated with these are three U values,
namely U,, Uz, and Us. These U’s have the value
of either zero or one, based on the following re-
lationship:

{ {.

o z < z,,
u,= I if z,, < z < Zzi

o Z2,< z
(4.8)

where i = 1, 2, and 3,

One can now write the equations for B, and
Bz in steps and then put the steps together as
follows:
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~ = % X 10-7( NI),Y,b,2

[b,’ + (Y, – Z,)’] 812

~ = !% X 10-7(NI) ,Y,b,2

~,z + (Y, – Z*)’]’/”

K,=:
[

Y, (Y. — z,)

2 b,2 + (Y, – Z,)2 1
K 2=

Y,~[b,~ – 12b,a(Y, – ZJ’ i- 8(X – z)’]
L=:{ ~*, +(y, _

)’14 }

(4.9)
(4.19)

Then
(4.10)

Bz = U,[k(l + K, + K,)]

+ u,[l(I +L, +L2)I +B,.U.

(4.11) (4.$20)

With these expressions computed for the E
and B fields. the derivative czmressions for Yl~,

15 f(Y,— Z,)Y,8 [3b,2— 4(Y, — Z,)21~ Yn, and Y,, are calculated as fol~ows:

ml Jb,’ + (Y, – ZJ218

{[
(4.12) ~12 = ~ En I –

- Y,(Y, – z,)
L,=<

L2 b,’+ (Y, – Z,)’ 1 _(mJ2
(4.13) 1~z —

(Y,YPJ’

~

YP,B. + Y,YP,Bz
}

L, = Y,YP,2
+8

{

15 (Y, — ZZ)Y,8 [3bz2 — 4(Y, — Z2)2]

z [b,’ + (Y, – Z,)’]’ }

(4.21)

(4.14)
(

E~Y,YP,2
W,, = Y,7 B.YP, — BZYI?,— ~x

)
Then (4.22)

B. = U, [k(K, +. K,) 1 + U,[l(L, + L,)]

(

YP*Y-P,

(4.15) YP,, =T &+ER7

To obtain the equation for Bz, the same expressions
for k and I are used as in B,. Subscripted K’s and + YP,B. – Y,YP.B. )
L’s take on different values as follows:

let

K = 3 Y,2[b? – 4(Y, – Z,)2]
1 T { [b,’ + (Y, – Z,)2]2 }

{

3 Y,2[b,2 – 4(Y:, – Z,)21
K,=T

[b,’ + (Y, – Z,)212 }

y,~[b,~ – l~b,~ (Y, – ZJa + 8(Y, – Z)’]
h=~{

[b** + (Y, — V]’ }

.,
(4.23)

This completes the equations computed by
the derivative routine. It will be noted that some
expressions are used more than once. These are,
of course, computed only once and saved. Also,

(4.16) the value of u, fi & B fields is checked before

any computation is performed. If the value is
zero, that portion of the calculation is skipped.

(4.17)

.
-.
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IV. INPUT CARDS

All input to GRAPE SEED III is in floating
point. Each card has six fields of 12 digits. ”Some
fields on the cards are not used and are, thus,
reserved for future expansion. The FORTRAN IV
format for each card is

6 E 12.7

which implies the following form for each num-
ber:

~Decimal point implied
(not actually present)

The first field of each card is the card num-
ber. This is used by GRAPE SEED III as a check
to be sure all cards are present. Cards 1 - 9 are
“set” input cards and are present only once in a
given “set.” Cards 10-12 are problem input cards
and may be repeated many times within a set.
In a given run, GRAPE SEED HI will handle
more than one set. Thus, one could have three
sets (or more, or less) in a given run, each set
containing several problems. The last set in a run
is denoted by a —1.0 in fjeld 1 of card 1.

The card contents are listed below. A sample
coded input sheet, included as Fig. 4.2, follows.

CARD 1: set input card
Field 1: 1.0 (—1.0 for last set in run)
Field 2: month
Field 3: day
Field 4: current year
Field 5: set number
Field 6: last problem number in cur-

rent set

CARD 2: set input card
Field 1: 2.o
Field 2: accuracy desired in the

Runge Kutta (usually 1.0
E-5)

Field 3: Lt; interval in independent
variable for use by the Runge-
Kutta

Field 4: pr@t interval; used to print
out results when wanted,
based on value of independent
variable

Field 5: branching directions in case
of error:
0.0 — go to next problem in

set
1.0 — go to next set

Field 6: what to test during run in
order to terminate problem:
0.0 — test Zmu, Rmu, #mnx

1.0 — test GW only

CARD 3: set input card

Field 1:

Field 2:

Field 3:

Field 4:

Field 5:

Field 6:

3.0
whether or not there is an
input aperture correction:
0.0 — no input aperture
Az — aperture correction

within *AZ

whether or not there is an
Output aperture correction:
0.0 — no output aperture
Az — aperture correction

within &AZ

radius negative decision:
0.0 — continue if R goes

negative
i .0 — terminate if R goes

negative

PO
1— injected beam current

CARD 4: set input card
Field 1: 4.0

Field 2: Z,

1

positions of lens coils

Field 3: Z,
relative to injection
aperture

Field 4: b,
Field 5: b, }

radii of lens coils

Field 6: L —’length of cavity

CARD 5: set input card
Field 1: 5.0
Field 2: (NI),

}

ampere turns in lens
Field 3: (NI), coils
Field 4: #,

}

phase angles for lens
Field 5: +, coils
Field 6: q — specific charge for par-

ticles
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CARD 6: set input card
Field 1: 6.0
Field 2: f,

}

drive frequency for lens
Field 3: f, coils
Field 4: c — speed of light
Field 5: A — operating wavelength of

cavity
Field 6: Z,,

CARD 7: set input card
Field 1: 7.0
Field 2: Z,,
Field 3: Z,,
Field 4: Z,,
Field 5: Z,,
Field 6: Z,s

Note: Zii (i = 1, 2, 3) values are
used to turn off and on,
spatially, the various B fields

CARD 8: set input card
Field 1: 8.0
Field 2: E, — effective inside cavity

only
Field 3: E, — constant field
Field 4: Z~u
Field 5: +~~
Field 6: R~mx

CARD 9: set input card
Field 1: 9.0
Field 2: BOO— constant field

CARD 10: problem input card
Field 1: 10.0
Field 2: problem number

CARD 11: problem input card
Field 1: 11.0
Field 2: t,
Field 3: R,
Field 4: 0,
Field 5: Z.

CARD 12: problem input card
Field 1: ~2.O
Field 2: ~0
Field 3: ~,
Field 4: Z,

Note: Cards 11 and 12 contain the initial condi-
tions for the problem. Th~’e values specify the
radius, angle, and position of the peripheral elec-
trons relative to the cavity, as well as their initial
velocities.

All linear dimensions are in meters; time is
in seconds; and angular measure is in radians.
Electric and magnetic fields are expressed in volts
per meter and webers per square meter, respec-
tively.

Appendix 4A

GRAPE SEED Ill LISTINGS
AND SUBROUTINES

This appendix contains the following detailed
information:

1. FORTRAN listing of GRAPE SEED
III, including all subroutines except the
Runge-Kutta. *

2. FORTRAN listing of the recompiling of
the main code to yield “backward”
GRAPE SEED. *

3. Writeup of the Runge-Kutta integration
subroutine, describing its use.

4. Writeup of LABRT.

—

*Each of these listings contains the output of an
actual problem that was run.
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I

c
c
c

c

c

c
c

c
c

c

c

:

c

c

c

c

c

B* 10JC8,CICKMAN,O GR.SD.3101
8ExECUTE tBJoR

tBJCfl VERSION 5 HAS CCNTROL.
$IBJCtl GO,PAP
s.
S* VENABLE - GRAPE SEED 3
s.
SIBFTC GS3 LIST.REF

6s3 - EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN(S) -

FAIN COOE FOR GRAPE SEEO 3

EXTERNAL FY

O(l$E1/SICN YI(141sYPt 14),Y4(56)08ESTEM( 100)cTEt4P(5)

COWMEIN /NAMEO/ EZERO,El*ZNAX*PHIMAX,RMAX~ Zll,Z21,Z12t
2&22,Z1.3,Z23.600,BldB2,CENGTH,ETA,CMU,0LAMB,
3.8ETAZiCAPI}ZlVZ2~FPNO*ENON0, TEST,RIN~ROUT*
4PflkTER,sHIFTbsuITST~PRORNO; TZISRZ,THETAZSZZ,
5Rzool,rHzooTbzzo13T+csQicoNl, 0MEGA1COMEGA2*
6COlt5,0PEGAbCllN7,COlU8,COtY9,CON10,CONl 1,.CON12,
7cOh13~CaN14,ERtBTHETACEZ*BRt fiZ,T,PHI,PHIZC
8PHilsTZl~Z\ZOOT,RtROOTs TltETA}THEOIJT~LIZOtCTlt
9BETASQ.BETA.L)EL1A,SETN(3, OMONTH,OAY~YEAR,ACCO
AOT)ONI l,0h12\PS11jPS 12bFREQ19FREQ29
llC#COU2,CCN30CCN4,C13N6

1
2

3

4

5

SET CCNSTANTS ANO ENOSET FLAG
FPNO*O.O

LF(FPNO12,:::’
CALLEXIT

CALL REAO1
PRGBNO~ObO

COKPUTE VALUE

csa=ces2

iALIZE REAOS ANO TESTS

FOR SET

CMU=A13S(CSQ/ETA)
conl=l.olc
COk2=3.L4159
COK3=6.28318
COK4=39.47842
CON6=CCN3~C
COR1O*1.5
COM1L=15.0116.O
Ci3KL2=0.75
~0K13=45.o/64.0
COKL5=CCN3*I 1.OE-7)
CMEGA1=CCN3*FREC1
CPEGA2=CCN3*FREC2
COh5=CCN4/lCLAMti*~21
ct4EGA=cflN6/cLAMR
cnk7=EzERG/c
COfi8*OLAP@lCCtY3
con9=ccN15QLm[l
CON14=CONL5*CN12

CALL PRLNTL

LF(PRot3No-ENoNo)5,195

CAUL REA02

CALL SU8A
CTZ=OT

EQ 13

LASTSE1

5
SETREAO 7
EQ 14

.
-.

E9 2
EQ 2.1
EQ 3
EQ 4
EQ 5
EQ 6
ECI 7
EQ 8
EQ 9
EQ 10
EQ 11
EO 12

.

SETPRT
9

LASTPR06

PROREAO
13

BZOCALC 15
SAVEOT

.
.

.
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1,

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

VI(1
Y[(2
vi13
vf(4
Vf(s
VC16
V[17

SET INITIAL CONOITLONS
*R
= THETA
=2
=C(TS(ICPE6A1*T)+PSI 1)
=SIN((CPEGA1*T)+PSI 1)
=COS(ICMEGA2*T) *PS12)
=SIN(tCHEGA2~T)+PS 121

EQ 15
EQ 16
m 17
EQ 18
EQ 19
EC 20
EQ 21

AR6A=lC@N30R)/DLAMB
8ESANS=0.O
NBES=O

CALL BESJN(AMGA,NBES,8ESTEM,8ESANS)

V!(8)=LYESANS

BESANS=O.O
li8ES=l

CALL 8ESJN(fiRGA,N8ES,8ESTEM, 13EShNS)

Yl(9)=ARG3*0EsANs
Y!llO)=SLh(CYEGA~Tl
Vf(ll)=CCS(CYEGA*T)
13ETASO=( (ROOT**2)+((RQ*2) ●(THEOOT0921 )+(ZOOT**2) )/csG
@ETa=SQRT(BETASC)
CELTA=SQRT[ l.O-@ETASQ)
vi(12)=RocT/oELTA
VI(131=( (R**2)*THEOOT) /CELTA
YI(14)=Zl?CT/OELTA
~.lq

CALL FYtT,VI,YP,N)

PHIZ=OVEGA*T.?

CALL PRINT2

XF+T+PINTER
SH*OT~l.OE-5
KF+o

INO=O
CROOTF=O.O
ZFLAG=-1.O

CALL RKA(T,DT,VI,VP,V4)FY,ACC, XF,SH,NF,INO,N)

LF{RINIIOO,IOO,1O
10 1F(VI131111C200,20

20 IF(VI(3)-RIN]2OO,2OO,1OO
c

11 TEl@P(l)=ABs(Yf 13)
LF(lE”MP(l)-[2.o~P

c
250 “XF*O.O

TENP(l)=T+PI.hTER
c

251 LNO=O
TEPP12)=A8S[YI(3)
LF(T-TEPP(1)1255s

c
252 Z*YI(3)

NTER*ZOOT I)250,?50,32

52,252

ZOIJT=VI(14)*OELTA
RsY[(l)
ROCT=V[(L2)*OELTA
THETA=V[(2)
THEOClT=(YIl13)QOELTA)/ tR**21

c
CALL SURA
CALL PRINT2
TEWP(l)=TEMP[ l)+PINTER

(.

255 LF(TEMP(2)-PIN)256,256, 257
c

257 CALL RKI?
GO TO 251

EQ 22
EQ 23
EQ 24

J(ZEROI

EQ 25

EO 26
EQ 27

J(ONE)

EQ 28
EQ 29
EQ 30
EQ 31
EQ 32
EQ 33
EQ 34
EQ 3.5
EU 36
EQ 37

FYSUB

EQ 3B

PROPRT

17
lB
19

20

22

25

27
2B

29
30

32

34
EQ 39
EQ 40
EQ 41
EQ 42
EQ 14.5
ECI 14.6

CALLRKA
38

ZAPER

52
54

5q
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c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c
256 XF*TEPP(l)

GO TO 200
c

32 ChLL RKB
c

.3*y~{3]
ZIOCT=YI(14)*OELTA
Q*YI[l)
RDCT=YI(12)*CELTA
THETA=YI(2)
THEOOr-(VIl13)*CELTA)/ (R**2)

CALL SUR4
CALL PRLNT2

xFixF+p[NTEp
cT*orz

lNC=O
GC TO 11

c
2CC hRITE(~,?Cl)PRCPNO
201 FCR~AT125r0 P~OtlLFP WMPFR ,F1(I.0,

A45P AOS APl=IJTIJ~E C(IRQFCTlnV, NFK1 CVCLC)
c

VZCVIJe[(l.11/CFLTA)-l.0)
c

A!N(R=[f TA.Yl[l)t13EL TA*f/E12(’cY[(lr))

A/(2.(i*CSC*f)ETdSC)

TElfPtl)=<YPlll/YP(31)-AINCR
TEPP(2)=(TENPt l)@*2)t1L0
TElMP(3)=(YPl lJ*.21t(YPl 3)**2)
TEFP[3)=TEMP{3)/TEHP(2)
TEfrP(5)=sQRTfTEPP13\)
Y((141=TEHPJ5310ELTA
TERP(3)=TENP15) *TEMP{1)
Ytt12)=TEPP[3)/CELTA
TEllPt4i=TEMJ?.43J-YP(ll)

MRITEL9,2023TEMP(4),YI t3j
202 FOPPAT(23H OELTA R DOT =,1PE16.7,

A15H Z* 41pJ=16.7)

lCO
111

110
102
101

40

275

276

277

278

279

IF(Z1l’10,Illilll
ZFILA6*1.O
GO T@ 102
IF(ZFLAG):102I5O*5O
LF(DROOTF)3OOS1O1,3OO
IFtRLllJT)300.3oo,40

DTEsr=cENGTti-(2.o.PINTER*zooTl

IF[YI(3)-0TE!iT1300#275b 275

xF+o.o
TENP[ll*T+PINTER

INO=O
IF(T-TEPP( llj278,277,277

.z*yI13)

ZD13T=YI (14).*OELTA
R*YI(l)
ROOT=YL(12)*OELTA
TNETA=YI(2j
THffOLlT=(YI[13)*OELTA)/tR**2 )

CALL SU13A
CALL PRINT2
TEI!P(I I=TEMP[lI+PINTER

LF(YI(31-(CENGTH-ROUT) )2794280,280

CALL RK.fl
GO TO 27t.

64
EL 46
EIJ 47
EO 48
ELJ 49
ELI 50
EO 51

PRLIPRT

66

68
EC 52
CQ 53
EQ 54
Tll IN TE

71
APERTURE
COMMENT

EQ 55

EQ 57
ELI 58
EQ 59
EQ 60
EQ 61 72
EQ 61.1
Et) 6L.2
ECJ 61.3
EQ 62

73

.
-.

EQ 62.1

●
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93

.

98
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c
28e XF*TEMP(l)

GO TO 41
c

41 hRlTE(9,201)PR08N0
c

v*CMUC( (1.O1OELTA)-1.O)
c

A.IRCR=(ETA*YI(ll@OELTA*FZERO*Y 1(10))

B#t2.f3*csQaBJETAsQ)
a

c

c
300

c

c

(L

c

c
c
c

c
50

a
301

c
302

c
303

c
304

c
30s

c
320

c

mERPtl)alYP413fYP(3) )*AIwR
TENP12)=tTENPl l)@*2a*lAo
TEPPL31=tYPJll@*2)*(YPt3)O~21
TE#P(3)=TEMPf3t/tENP42i
TEMPC51=6QRT47EM?(3)I
‘Y4t14)~TEflP45)/oELrA
TEFP(3)=TENP.151*TESP( 1)
Yl(12)~TEMPf3#/OELTA
TEKP14)=7ENP.t31-VPOl)
OROOTF*lLO

WRlTEfQ,202JTENPt4$,Y1031

catL KK8

z*yi(3)

ZDOT*YL(14)AEIECTA
R*YI Ll)
flDaT*Y”I tL2),sc!EtTA
TMETA*Y142!
THEOOT*tVlt133*OELTA)/tR**2)

CAtl. SUEA

CAkL PRINT2

%F*xF~PINTER

07*OTZ

TWE R, Z4 PHC~ MO SH TESTS

LFIINO-2L301k60,301

Lf(SlHFT%t\4bl

LNB=O
LF(Z-ZMA’X)302t+,4

16(R)320,303b’303

LF(TEsT)lao,304,100

IF(ft-i?MAx13c15b4*4

LE(PtiI-PH4NA!(0200~4c4

LFfsufTsT)50$303*50

STOP

ENO

APERCOMM
ioz

EQ 64

EQ 65

EQ 66
EQ 67
EQ 68
EQ 69
EQ 70 103
EQ 70.1
EQ 70.2
EQ 70.3
EQ 71
ELI 71.1

DROOT
104

106
EQ 72
EQ 73
ELI 74
EQ 75
EQ 76
EQ 77

BZO CALC
108

PROPRT
110

EQ 76
EQ 79

EQ 80
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SIBFTC FY LISTCREF

FY EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN(S) -

FT - FUNCTICUAC EVALUA’T1(Xl FOR GRAPE SEED 3

SWIRaUTINE EVlt,YIJYPblW)

Ol#EUSfION Y[414)4YR( 14),7ZNP(5)

CORMLIN /NANECI/ EZERO,EI,ZMAX.PHIMAX,RMAX,Z1l ,2.21,
lZ12,Z22*Z’13~Z23,BO0,81bB2bCENGTHtETAcCPWS
2DkAMlld8ET’Az*cAPI*zl*z2bFPNo*ENDNo,TEsT*
3RfM,R9U7,PINTER,SHlFT,SUITST.PROBNO*
41T2dRZ.TNETAZbZZ,RZ130T~THZL10T.ZZOOT,
5CSa,CONl,IlMEGAl,0PlEGA2bCON5gOMEGAVCON7,
6C13M8&CClN9,CEN10,COKlllbCONlZ,CON13,CON14,
VER4B1t4ETA9EZ$BR,t3Z4T9PHIePflIZ+PHI lsTZ1,
8Z4ZOEIT.R,ROOTCTHETA,THEOOT$5ZO*CT1,
9BETASQ,BETA.0ELTA,9ETN13,0?ION7H,DAY,YEAR,
AAEC,DTwONI100N12CP911bPS 12bFREQl,FREQ2,
llC4aON2bCON3.CON4SCON6

I
2

3

4

N*R
T*T

SNH=YI(1)**2
TEMPll)=YIJJ2t**2
TERP(21={Yi4 13)*s21/SNFl
TEWPt3)=Y14.14B**2
CAPA*LTWP41)+TEMP(12)+TEMP1 3))!CS0

8ETASQ*CAPA1( 1.O+CAPA)
BETA*SQRT(BETASC)
0EtTA*5QRTllLC1-BETASCI!

YPtl)*oELTasY{(12)
YP12)*iO~LTA*Yl[13!)/6NH
w13)*DELTA*Ylt14)

s?w=YItll*Yello
sM2=YIt3L-z.l
SND=SMBd*2
SM@=SQRT<5NLi*SMOl

YPC4)=-(OWEGAI*YF(5))
YP;5)=OHEGA1*YI(4)

SNE?=YI(3)-Z2
SMff=SMEW2
SW3=9QRT(SNH*SMF)

W(61*-(OHEGA2*YI (7))
YP(71*ONEGA2=YI(6)

SN$=YI(9Y/Y[(l)
VPtt3)*-(SMJ*YPCll)
YP(91*CON5*SNA4Y5(81

YP(10)MWEI3A*YI(1LI
YP(ll)=-(OMEGA*Yk( lO).)

ER*-(2.oE-7*Cl@(CAPI/(BETAZ*YI.[ l)))

IF(Yit31).3,2,1
IF(CENGTH-YIt3) )3,2,2
TEPP(11=EZERC*YI18)*YI (10)
ETt3ETA=CON7*CC!N8*SMJ*YI tlL)
GO TO 4
TEffP(l)=O.O
8THEfA=0.O
EZ*El+TEPp(l)

COMMaN02
COMMON03
COWON04
COMMON05
COMMON06
COMMON07
COMHON08
COUHON09
COWKIN1O
COMMON1l

EQ 1
EQ 2
EQ 3
EQ 4
EQ 5

EQ 6
EQ 7
EQ 8

EQ 9
EQ 10
EQ 11

13Q 12
EQ 13
EQ 14
EQ 15

EO 17
EQ 18

EQ 19
EQ 20
EQ 21

EQ 23
EQ 24

EQ 25
ELI 26
EQ 27

EQ 28
EfJ 29

Ec) 30

EQ 31
E(J 32
EU 33
EQ 3+
EQ 35
EC 36
EQ 37
EQ 38

3

4

5

6

.
-.
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c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

21
22

23

24
31

32

33
41
42

43

bJl FI_=t D19*LJT>~U

CA9G=IB2..2)+SMF
CAPH=CAPF**2
CAPK=CPPH*CAPF
CAPL=CAPH**2
CAPP=SQRT(CbPK)
CAPN=CAPGC02
CARO=CAPN*CAPG
CAPP=CAPNQ*2
CAPQ=SORT(ChPC)
CAPR=SPH~Ylil)

LFtY1(3)-Zll123,Zl,21
IF(Z21-YI (31)23,2i!~22
SPW=B1**2
Snc=svw..?
SPK=(CCN9*Yi141~SMM)/CAPM

TERP(l)=CCNIO-( ISMM*YI (1))/CAPF)
TEWP(Z)=( 3.C*SMP)-L4.O*SF1O)
TEPP(3)=SP13<AP!?
TEPP(4)=( TEPP[2)*TEMP( 31J/CAPK
TEPP(5)=CCN11*TEMP14)
eR*sMKalTEMP[ l]+TEPP(5) 1

TEFPI1)=( SMW-(4.O*SPO) )*sMtl
TEPP(z)= (CON12*TEMP(1) )/CAPH
TEPP(31=SY0-[ 12.O.9F!M*SPD) +(8.b.(SMO*S2))
TEWP[4)=(SNH**2).TEMPI 3)
TFPP(51=(TEPP(4)/CAPL )*CON13
Bz*sPK~( l.o+TEMP(2)+TEMP( 5))
GO TG 24

SHK=O.O
eRio.o
13~*(J.fJ

IF(YI(3)-Z12)33,31,31
lF(Z22-YI (3)).33~32,32

SMh=B2~*2
SYP=SMN**2

SMU=(CON14@Y4t61*SRNJ/CAPQ

TERP(l)=((SHEtYItl))/CAPGj ●CON1O
TEl?Pt2)= ((3.09SPN)-14.&l*SMF ))*SPE.CAPR
TEPP(31=(TEMP(2)*CON11) /CAPO
BR*8R+(SML*(TEUP(.l)+TEMPt 3)))

7EPPtl)=(SMh-14.O*SMF).) ●SHH
TEI!P12)=(CON12*TEMP(1) 3/CAPN
TEWP(3)=SWP-( 12.QOSMN*SMF1+( 8LOQ(SMF**2))
TEI!P(4)=( (SMH**2)01EMPI 3)*CON13)/CAPP
13z*Bz+(sPLe41.0+TEMP12) +TEMP(4)))

IF4YI[31-Z13343,41441
IF(Z23-YIL31)43,42J42
nzdBz+800

SMR+YItll*YPt2)

TEl?P[l)=(l:o-((lsMR**2)/csQ)-[
TEPP12)=BTFLETA*YP(3)
TENP(3)=BZ*SPR
TEPP141=IETA*(TEMP( 1)-TEMP(2) +’
TEl@P(5)=(SMR*YP12))/OELTA
YP(121=TEPP[4)+TEMP(5)

TENP(l)=8R*YPt3)
TERP(21=BZ*YP(1)
TEmPc3)=ER*f fsMR*Ya(l) )/cscJ)

YP(3)o*2)/CSQ))*ER

EMp(3))

VP1131=(ETA*Y{( ll)*(TErnPt 1)-TEMP(2)-TEMP( 3))

TEPP(ll=ER*! tYP(l)4YP(3 1)/CSQ)
WWP[2)=8THETA*YP(1)
TERP(3)*BR*SMR
YP(141=ETA*[Ez+TEMP(1) +TEIW(2).-TEMP( 3))

RETURN
ENG

123

EC 39
Eu 40
EL 41
Ec 42
EQ 43
Eu 44
Iiil 45
EU 46
EQ 47
E(J 48
Ew 49

EQ 50
EL!51
E(J 5.2
EU 53
CQ 54

E(J 55
EG 56
ELI 57
liI- 58
Ed 59
EU 60

E~ 61
EU 62
E< 63
E(J 64
EC) 65
EQ 66
Lii 57

EO 68
EC 69
EiI 70

EQ 71
EC 72

EQ 73
Ec 74

EQ 75

EQ 76
Et) 77
EQ 78
EC) 79

EQ 80
EQ 81
EQ 82
EQ 83
EQ B4

EQ 85
EQ 86
ECI B7

EQ B8

EO 89
EQ 90
ELI 91
EQ 92
EQ 93
EQ 94

EQ 95
EQ 96
EQ 97
EQ 98

EQ 99
EC) 100
EC 101
E61 102

14



91BFTC PRT1 LIST,RFF

PRT1 EFN SOURCE STIiTEME”iT - IFN(SI

c
c P4?INTI - rNITrAL C0NOfT10ti5 FLJR A sET
L

SIJ8ROUTINE PRINT1
c

COflPON /NdHELJ/ EZERO,E1,ZPAX*PHZHAXVRMAXV Z11,Z21V
AZIZ,Z2Z,&13,Z23,BO0, 81~B2QcENGTF$ETA?cMu*
80LAPB,BETAZOCAPICZ1, Z2$FPN0,ENON0,TEST,
CRINSROUT,PIhTER*SH!FT,SWITST*pRCBNO,
OTZ,RZ,THETAZ,ZZ,RZOOT;THLOOT,ZZOOT,
EC6CSCON1,CIWGA1,0MEGA2,CONS, 0MEGA,CON7,
FCCN8SCCN9,CCN1O,CON1 1,CON12,CON13.CON1*,
GER#BIHETA.EZ,8R,BZ~T.PHI ,PHIZ.PHI1.TZ1,
HZ?ZOTJT,R,RDCJT,THETA, THECOT,BZO~CTl,
IBETASQ,J3ETA*OELTA,9ETN0,0MlltYTH sCAY,YE4R,
JACC*OT*ONL1*ON12*PSI 1,PS12*FREQ1*FREC2*
KC,CCN2,COk3,CON4,CON6

c
hR1TEt9,100)

lCO F71R~AT(40Pl GRAPE SEEO 3 v5NAKLE)

hRITE(9,Lol)
101 FORPAT(LHO)

c
i@ITE(9,10210PONTH#OAY~YEAR, SETNO

102 FORPAT113H0 MONTH I=,F5.O,1OH DAY =,
AF5.0911H YEAR =,F5.0,
B22H SET NUMBER =oF1O.O)

L
hRITE(9, 103)Acc,oT#BETAz

103 FORPAT[24H0 ACCURACY OESLREC =,1PEL6.7,
119H OELTA T =,1PE16.7,21H BETA ZERII =,
C1PEL6.7)

c
HRITE[9,104)CAPI, Z1,Z2)CENGTH

104 FORPAT(14H0 I =~lPE16.7,’?H Zl =,1PF16.7,
29H 22 =c1PE16.7,9H L =,1PE16.7)

c
hRlTEt9, 1C5)R[N,ROUT,131 ,B2

105 FORMAT(14H0 IN =,1PE16.7,9H GUT =,lPE16.7,
39H B1 =,1PE16.7,9H B2 =,1PE16.7)

c
kRiTE(9,106)CN11,0N12.PS IliPSL2

106 FORMAT(14H0 N[l =,LPE16.7,9H N[2 =,1PE16.7,
49H PSL1 =,,1PE16.7,9H PS12 =,1PE16.71

c
kf71TE(9, 107)ETA,FREQl,FREQ2,CMU

L07 FORMAT(14H0 ETA =,1PE16.7,9H FRFCJt =,
51PfE16.7,9H FREC2 =,1PE16.7,9H MU =,1PE16.7)

c
HRlTE{9,108)oLA~B*Flooc Z11,Z2L

108 FORF!AT(14H0 LAMOA =,1PE16.7,9H BOO =,1PE16.7s
69H Zll =#,lPE16.7.~9H 221 =,1PE16.7)

c
hRlTE(9, 1093Z12,Z22,Z13, Z23

lt9 F7JRMAT(L4H0 Z12 =,LPEL6.7,’7H Z22 =,LPE16.7,

79H 213 =c1PE16.7s9H 223 =,1PE16.7}
(!

kRlTE(9,110)EzERo,E19zNAx
110 FORMAT(24H0 EZERO =.1PE16.7,

824H El *,1PE16.7s
A 24H Z NAX ●~lPE16.7)

L

hRITEt9,111)PHIPAx4RMAx
111 FURPATf4+H0

944H
L

W?lTEt9g101)
RETURN
ENII

COMMON2
COMMON3
COMMON4
COW!ON5
COMMON6
coMnoN7
COt4MONB
CLJ$WON9
COHMONIO
COMMON1l

TITLE 1

SPACE 2

LINE 1 3

.
-e

LINE 2 4

L[NE 3 5

LINE % 6

LINE 5 7

LINE 6 8

LINE 7 9

LINE B 10

LINE 9 11

.

LINE 10 lZ
PHI MAX =.1PE16.7,

R MAX =,1PE16.7)

SPACE 13

.
.

.
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SII!FTC RO1 LIST,REF

Sol - E6N SOURCE STATEHENT - IFN(S) -

c
RESD1 - READS SET DATA

:
SUDRIWTLNE WAO1

c
D{RENSION TfEMPA(6)

t
C8EM@N /NANEO/ EZERO,EISZMAX,PHIMAX,RMAX, Z11,Z21O

A&12,Z22,&13eZ23,B00,BlbB2,CENGTt+,ETA,C?NJ.
10tAHDsBETAZsC.APISZl,Z2bFPN0, ENONO,TEST,
BRCltcROUT,PItlTER,SH#FT,SMITST.PROBNO*
2TZ4RZ,THETAZbZZ,RZOOTbTHZQOT,ZZOOT~
CCSg~CONlwONEGAl,0MEGA2bCO?+5,0MEGA,CON7,
3CClN8bCON9,CL!N10,CORll~CON12,CON13,CON14,
DER#BTHETA,EZ6BR,BZ#T,PHI SPHIZi,eHIl,TZl,
4ZJZ06T*R,ROOTOTHETA0 THEOOTbBZOcCT1.
EBETASQ.BETA.DELTA,SETNO,OMONTHSOAY*YEAR,
5ACC,0T,0P/IlCON120PSIl~PS12tFREQl,FREQ2,
FCd60N2.CON3,CQN4,CONb

c
t

2
300

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

4

3

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

102

c
103

c
104

c
10s

c
106

c
107

4UEbO(10,300)TENPA(ll, OUONTH,OAV,VEAR,SETNO,ENONO
FoRMATt6E12.7)

IFtTENPA( l)-1.0)4,3,2
FPflO*TEMPA[l)

ftESOt10,300)TEMPAtl),ACC@T,PLNTER.SHIFT,TEST
LFtTEMPA( l)-2.0)102,5s102

REAO(10,300iTEMPA(l),R1N,ROUT, SilITST,BETAZ,.CAPI
IF(TERPA( I)-3.O)LO3,6O1O3

WEAO(10,34)OII EMPA(1),Z1 ,Z2bBl,B2,CENGTH
LF(TEHPA( l).-4.O)IO4,7, 104

REAollo.300)TEMPA( l)boliI 1,0NL2,PS11.PS12,ETA
LFtTENPi{ l)-5.0)lo5<

REAO(I0,3001TEMPA(1
IF(TEMPA( I)-6.O)1O6

REAO11O,3OO)TEMPA[1
LF(TEMPAI 1I-7.O)1O7!

0,105”

,FREQ1*FREQ2*C*OLAMB*ZL 1
9,106

,Z21,Z12,Z.22,Z13,Z23
10b107

UEAO(10,300)TEMPA( l),EZERObE1.ZPAX,PHIMAX,RMAX
LF(TEHPA( 1I-8.O)1O8,11$ 108

REAOt10,300) (TEMPA(Il, 1=1,6)
LF(TEMPA( ll-9.0)109,12~ 109

Botl=TEMPA(2)
GO TO 500

CARO=2.O

GO TO 200

CARO=3.O
GO TO 200

CARO=4.O
GO TO 200

CARO*5.O
GO TO 20!?

CARO*6.CI
GO TO 200

CARO*7.O
GO 10 200

COMMON B
COMMON C
COMMON O
COMMON E
COMHON F
COMMON G
COMMON H
COUPON I
COMMON J
COPHON K

CARL) 1 L

LASTSE1

CARD 2

CARO 3

CARO 4

CARO 5

CARD 6

CARD 7

CARO 8

CARD 9

NOCO 2

NOCO 3

NOCD 4

NOCD 5

NOCD 6

NOCD 7

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18



c
108 CARO=8.O

GO 10 200
NOCD 8

c
1C9 CARO=9.O

GO TO 200
Noco 9

L
200 hRITE19,201)SETN0,C.ARO
201 FORPAT(13H1 SETNO *,F1O.O,14H CARO,

1F5.O,1OH PISSING,21H SKI.P 10 NEXT SET)
hRlTE(9,2021

202 FORPAT(lHX)
c

GO TO 2
i.

500 RETURN
ENO

916FTC PRT2 tIST,REF

PRT2 EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN(SI -

a

PRINT2 - CiU.TQUT FOR PROBLEM DURING RUN

“SUIIRCNJTLNE PRIUT2

COUMON /NANEO/ E2ER0.El*ZMAX~PHIMAX,RMAXv Z11,Z21*
lZ12SZ22,Z’13.Z23,BO0,81i B20CENGTH,ETA,CMU,
AOLAM8~BETAZQCAP16Zl, Z2bFPNll*ENON0,TESTS
2RIK*ROUT9PINTER*SHIFT,SWITST*PR08NO*
BTZdRZtTHETAZbZZ,RZOOT,THZDOT,ZZOOT,
3CSILVCONlVOUEGAl~OMEGA26CON5,0MEGA,CON7,
CCOk8*CON9gCCN10tCONll,CON12, CON13,CONL4,
4ERJBTHETA,EZb6RtBZ4T ,PHIsPHIZ.PHI1,TZL*
DZbZOOTkR,R08T~tHETAg THEOOTt8Z0,CTli
5BETA!3QQBETA,IIELTA*SETN0,0MONTH,0AY9YEAR*
EACIL,OT,ONI1.0N12,PS11.PS 12*FREQ1*FREQ2?
FCiaON2.CaN3,CaU4~CON6

c
PHI=OMEGA~T
PliIl=PHI-PHIZ
TZ1=T-TZ
cTl=a*T
TENPA=BETA/DELTA
v*cMu*( (I.o1OELTA)-I.O!

c
hRlTE(9,2001PHI,Z,R,THETA

200 FoRPAT(14Ho PHI =xlPE16.7,14H Z =,1PE16.7*
114H R =,1PE16.7,14H THETA =,1PE16.7)

c
kRlTEt9,2011PH11,ZOOT,ROOTb THEOOT

201 FORPAT(14H PHI-PH[Z =.1PE16.7,14H Z DOT =,
21PE16.7,14H R 00T =ilPE16.7,14H THETA 00T =,
31PE16,7)

c
,MRlTElq*202)TsEZiER,8THETA

202 FORMAT(14H TIME =*1PE16.7,14H EZ =,1PE16.7*
414H ER =,lPE16.7g14H 8 THETA =*1PE16.7)

L
WlITE(9,203)OTi13Z,BR,V

203 FtlR14AT.(14H OELTA T =.1PE16.7,14H BZ =slPE16.7t
514H 8R =,lPE16.7~14H V =,1PE16.7)

c
kRITE(9,204)TZ1?8Zos TEMpAscTl

204 FORFAT(14h T-TZ =.1PE16.7,14H BZO =,1PE16.7*
614H 8ETA/DELTA =,1PE16.7,14H C*T =,1PEL6.7)

CARO N
Is
NOT
rHERE,
SKIP

COMMON2
CUMMON3
COMMON4
COMMONS
COMMON6
COMMON7
COMMON8
coMt4aN9
COMI4ON1O

LINE 1

LINE 2

LINE 3

LINE 4

LINE 5

44

45

2

3

●

-b

4

5
.

6

L

RETURN
ENO

.

126



c
c
a

c

c

G

9tBFTC RD2 LIS7~REF

R02 E FN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFNIS) -

REA02 - READS PROBLEM OATA HLTHIN SETS

WBRWTINE READ2

DfREU910N TEHPB(6)

C13RM13N lNANEO/ E2ER0,E1,ZMAX.PHIMAX,RMAX, Z11,L21,
AZ12,Z22,Z13QZ23,800t81\B2bCENGTH,ETA,CMU,
tOLAMB,BETAZbCAPI.ZlTZ2$ FPNO,ENONO,TEST,
CflfR,ROUT,PtNTER,SHtFT,SbJITST.PROBNO,
BTZdRZdTMETAZbZZ,RZDOT.THZOOT,ZZOOT,
EC6a,CONl,0MEGAl,0MEGA2bCON5 ,0HEGA,CON7,
ffCOM8,CON9,C[N10,COMl l~CON12,CON13,CON14,
GERs8WETA,EZ6tlR,BZiT,PHI ,PHIL,PHI1oTZ1C
IZtZOS11”,R,ROL7T.THETA, THEOOT$BZO,CT1,
JBETASO.BETA,0ELTA,9ETN0,0MONTH,0AYoYEAR,
KAC&,DT.ONIl.0N12#PSI 1,PS126FREQ1,FREQ2.
tC$l?ClN21CON3. CON4,CON6

1 REA0110,400)TEMPB( 1),PROBNO
400 FORMAT(6E12.7)

LF(TERPE”( l)-L040)1J2,1
G

2 REAO(lCI,400)TEMPk3(l),TZ,RZb THETAZ,Z.Z
LF(TEMP.B41)-lliol lll,3b 111

c
3 REAO(!0,400)TEMPB(1J,RZOOT$ THZIOOT,ZZDOT

LF(TENPB* I).-12AO)112,2O, 112
c

111 kRlTEt9,211)PROf3N0
211 FORMAT(22H1 PR08LEM NUMBER =,FLO.O.

145H CARO 11 MfSSING, GO-TO NEXT PROBLEM)
GO TQ 1

c
ld2 &RITE[9,212)@R08N0
212 FORMAT[22H1 PROBLEM NUMBER =,F1O.O,

245H CARO 12 MISSING, GO TO NEXT PR08LEM)

c
20

c

21

GO TIJ 1

T:Tz
z*~z

&oaT=zzooT
+l*Rz

ROflT*RZOOT
THETA=THETAZ
TH6D0T=THZ00T

WRITE(9,21)PR08N0,0MONTH,0AY,YEAR
I=ORMAT(22H1 PROBLEM NUMBER =*F1O.O*

316H OATE A,3F5.0)
c

RETURN
END

9L8FTC SUBA l.{S~bREf

SU8A - E6N 60URCE STATEMENT - IFN(S) -

(T
G COEPWE 820 FOR PRINT
(?

WJBRWTLNE SUEfi
c

CO~MON /NtlNEO/ EZEROeE3,ZMAX,PHIMAX.RMAX, Z11,Z21,
l&12*Z22*&13eZ29.BOO*Oli B2iCENGTH,ETAOC?4Ut
20LAPE08ETAZ.CAPI.Zl,Z2t FPNO,ENONO.TESTS
3R{M,ROUT,PINTER,SHIFT,SHITST,PROBN0,
4TZ#RZ,THETAZiZZ,RZOOT,TliZOOT ,AZOOT,

COMMON B
COMMON C
COMMON o
COMMON E
COMMON F
COMMON G
COMMON H
COMMON 1
COMMON J
COMMON K

CARO 10 1

CARO 11 3

CARO 12 5

7

9

PROBLEM 12
HEAOING

127



6CS0,CONl*CMEGAl,0MEGA2bCON5,0MEGA~CON7,
6CON8,CCN9,CCN1O,CON1 1,CON12SCON13,CON14,
YER#BTHETA,EZb6R,8Z4T.?HI sPI’IILwPHI1*lZ1*
8Z4ZOUTtiR~ROOT,rHElA, THEOOT48ZOSCT1V
9BETA9Q,.8ETA*OEtTA, SETN0,DMONTHsCAYt.YEAR*
AAC(L,0T,0N11,DN12,PSI lsPS12bFREQ1,FRE020
BCeCON2,CCN3.CON4.CON6

c
L

CAPA1*DN11*481**2)
cAPA2=(Bl**2\*( (z-zl)9*2)
CARA2*6QRT(C6PA2**3)
CAPA3=CUS(ICW6A1*TI+PS 11;
CAPA*tCAPAllCAPA2)~CAPA3

c

c

c

G

cAPBl*oN12*.ts2**2)
CARB2*(B2~*2)+( lZ-Z2)*42)
CAR92=SQRTtCAPB2@*3)
CARB3=COS( ICNEGA2*Y)*PS12)
CARB=[CAPBllCAP82)@CAP83

cAPc*tcof43*.( 1.0E-71) *tcAPA*cAPe)

BZ13*800+CAPC

RETURN
END

91BFTC 8ESJN

BESJN -. EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN(S) -

WBROUIINEBESJN(X*N,T,BI
EOUIVALENCEIATEX,TWOX)b (C[1),B7,T1) Q(FTSAP),!N1, IC)

l,tS,APS),(T2bC4), (BET,ENU)
0{!IENSIONA016) *BO(6)
O[REMSICNC{4)
O(MENSIONGTC181
OATAIGTC(I), I=1,81 /48H6ESJN THE N SUPPLIEO IS GREATER TIIAN 20

1 /
1.t3GlCALSET

OtRENSIONTIN)
OATAPH/liw570796331
0ATA(AO(L)bl*l,61/-l .1476882112E+11, 98124896. >-142304.,4249-4.s1./
0ATA(80(L)iI*l,6)/-3. L50778311E+9,3435232..s-6867.2 ,

13L3333.33333E+1,-1.,. 1251

2

s
3

4

5

10
6

1

8

SET=ATRUE.
y*A8glx)
xN+.[ABs[N)

ti2=XN
LFtxN.LEb20.)GoTol
CALLLABRT(1CGTC,23.
RETURN
IF(YiNE.O.)GOTOIO
LF(N2.EQ.0)GOT05
B*Q.

RETURN
B*~.

RETURN
LF(YJLT.50i)GOtO100
IF(N24E0’.O).GOTO15O
IF(Y/XN.LTi3LOGOTO100

ATEX=8.eY
AsYPl*-(xN*a5)@PH+Y
Ct3)*SIN(ASYMll
Ct2)*COStAS.YNll
C(I)*-C(3)
;::;:-C(2)

Apd17.

‘APS733.
ASYMX*C(l)
ENU=l~
FN2=2DN

EQ 1
EO 2
EQ 3
ELI 4
ELl 5

EQ 6
EO 7
EO 8
E(J 9
EQ 10

EQ 11

EO 12

n
. .

7

.

27
28

●b

.
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●

✍✎

6

9.

*

.
4

●

oo151*Is17
FUP=tlFN2-APSj/APl*(tFN2+APS)/ATEXl
ASYHl*Ct LCj+ASYPl*FMP
AP*AP-1.

“APS=AP5-2.
15 LC*l+MOO(ICe41

ASYMI*(ASYN1 )/SOUT(PH*Y)
14 IF(P120(N2,2)LEQ.0)60T018
17 lFtN&LT.OIASYUl=-&SYMl
Ztl IFIXALT.O.)ASYM1=-ASYMI
18 B*ASYMI

RETURN
100 IF(YLLE.’.001)GOTO2OO

7NOX*2.*Y
Nl*(6*W~fT~X,XN9/2062
E7:2&fy

TC1)*O
7C2)*1.E-!19
oololf*2,Nr
~T*N1-L
F7*FT*B7

10S ~tl.+l)*TffIBA~T-TII-lJ
SET=bFAkSEA
161Yi6E.50L$60T0150

le2 we.
N9*NZ-2

oolo3f*2*Na*2
lf33 s*s+roIl

~*~1*2
AsYNl*T(J)/{2.4s4TeNlt\
G0TO14

150 BET=60(11.
TI*(8A*YX**2
~2*~otl)

DO1511*2p6
8ET=A04L).+( BETIT1)

isl T24BO{I)4(T2YTI)
72=T2*(8.*Yt.-PH/2J

p7*8ET*cfJ5(J2)

31SYHl*FT/SQRT[PH*Y)
LF(SET)GOTO.14

3*N1-N2

ASYMl=T(g)4ASTN1/T@Nll
GOTO14

200 T14Y12L
T2*T~*,2
gaa.

i)02010=l,3
Zt)l s=ls*t-lblw{J4T2/FL13AT( N2*4-LI

AsYhlz*tlL*s3
LF(Ni!iEQa03G2!T818
N3●1
0021)2ikl,N2

202 NI*19NX
‘Sknl
ASVNl*ASYWIS4Va*@N2)/S
GeTo14
Imo

129

38

87
88

101

115
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a

G

c

c

c
c

8* 5JC8. 01CK?4AN,0$ GS3 Gll GRAPE SEEO 3
SEXECUTE i8JOB

SBJCEJ UERSION 5 HAS CONTROL.
S18JOB GO.NAP
g-
s. VENABLE e 8ACKWARD GRAPESEED 3
$.
SIBFtC ~S3 LIST,REF

SS3 - EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN(S) -

6tAlN COOE 150R ISRAPE SEEO 3

EXTERNAL FY

OIMENSIICN Y1414)cYP(14S,YA456).,9ESTEM( loo)9TEMp~5)

COPMCIN JNAHEOI EZEROVEI,LMAX.PHIMAX,RMAX, Z11SZ21SZ12.
2Z22,Z13,Z23c800,B14B2,CENGTH.ETASCMUoDLAMBS
31?ETAZ.C4PIbZliZ2JFPN0,ENON0,TEST,RIN,~UTS
4P(hTERsSHIFTbSWITST, PROBNO$TZ.RZ,THETAZSZZC
5RZOOTS.THZCOTbZZOOTJCSQtCONl,OMEGAl.oMEGA2,
6CIlR5eORlEGAbCCN7,CON8,CON9bCON10,C~ll,coN12,
7CON3,Cf7N14,E+70BTHETAtEZ,8R, BZ,T,PHI,PHIZS
8PHIltTZl *Z$ZOOTtR,ROOTt THE’TA>THEDUT,BZO,cTl,
9BETASQ,BETA.CELTA,SETNO*DNONTH*OAY*YEARSACC*
AOTiONIl,0h12~PSIl,PSi2b FREQl,FREQ2~
8C,80N2,CCk3,CClN4,CON6

1
2

3

4

5

SET CONSTANTS ANO ENIISET FLAG
FPNo*o.a

INITIALIZE REAOS ANO TESTS
LF1FPN(3)2,3c3
CAkLEXIT

CAllL REAII1
PROBNO*OhO

(A31!PUTE NALLl&S F13R SET

csa=c**2
IXU=ABS(C6QJETA)
coml~x.azc
COIt2*3k14159
caR3*6.2&318
COR4*39.4.7842
COR6*CON3*0
CON1O*1.5
CONll*l.5LOX16.O
CON12*0.715
CON13*45’.O/b4.O
C13M15*CON34419QE-71
CNEGA1*CON3SFREQ1
0NEGA2ECON3S_EQ2
COR5*CON4/tDLAMB**21
CNEGA=CCIN610LARB
coR7*EzERo/c
COR8*OLAM8/CON3
CON9=CCN15*DN11
CON14=CON16SON12

CAkL PRINT1

LF(PRoBNo-ENoNm)5,1*5

CALL REA02

CAkL SUBA
a7z=m
ZFLAC*O.O

SET INkTIAL CONEIITLONS
Y[(lI*R
YI(2)=THETA
YI(3)=Z
Yft41*cos(.(cPE6Al*T)*PsI 1)
Y!(5)=sLN{(nMEGAl*T)+PsI 1)
VI(6)*LXIS(ICWEGA2*T)+PSI 2)
Yf(7)=SIN(tC?IE6A2*T)tPS12)

.

E9 13

LAS7SET

5
SETR6A0 7
EQ 1*

fW2
EQ 2bl
m3
EQ 4
EQ 5
EQ 6
EQ 7
EQ 8
EQ 9
24) 10
E9 11
EQ 1S?

SETPRT
9

LASWROB

PROREAD
13

BZOCALC 15
SAVEOT

EQ 15
EQ 16
EO 17
EQ 18 17
Et) 19 18
EQ 20 19
EQ 21
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c

c

c

c

c

c

c

a

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c
c

bRGA*tCCN3~R)/OLAMB
RE9AUS*0.O
hBSS*O

CACL 8@ESJN[ARGA,NBESb8ESTEM,BESANS)

vf181=B6sANs

BESANS*OLO
Ne.os*l

CAkL BESJN(ARGA,N8ES,BESTEM, BESANS)

YI(91*ARGb@EsANs
YIt101=SLN[CME6A*T)
V[(llI*COSICMESA*T)
L3ETASQ=( (ROCT**2)+LiRQ~2) ●ITHEOCTO*2 ))+[ZDOT**2) )/CSCI
@ETA=SQRT(L3ETASQ)
OELTA=SCRTl lbO-BETASO)
Y[t12)=ROOT/OELTA
V((131=((RG*2)cTHEOOT1/DELTA
Y[l141=zocT/oELT4
h*~4

CAUL FY(T,YIbYP,N)

PHIZ=OMEGAO.7Z

CAkL PULNT2

xF4T+pINTER
sH*oTsl.oE-5
NF*o

INO=O

CAltL RKA(TiDT,YI,YP,Y4tFY,ACC~XF ,Sli,NF, INOsN)

IF(ROUT}300,300,41

41 $IRITE(9,201)PROBN0

v*cMwo((l.O/OELTA)-l.0)

A(NCR*(ET6*Yl tl)*OELTAsEZEROOY 1(10))
B/(2.O*CSQ*BETASQ)

300
c

c

c

c

c

221

TEWP(l)=(YP( lIIYP[$))-AINCR
TEPP(2)=( rEHP(l)*~2)*lio
TEFPL3)=tYPf l)s*2)+(YP( 3)**2)
TEPP(3)=TENP(3)/TEMP(2)
TEWP(5)=SCRT[TEMP[31)
Yr(14}=TEMPf53/oELTA
TEwP13)=TEMP15)*TEnP(l)
YIt121=TEP’P(3)/OELTA
TEPP(4)=TEMP[3)-YPI II
hRlTE19,202)TEMP(4)tYI [3)

CALL RK8

i00T=it(14).*oELTA
f?*YI(l)
ROOT=YI(12) ●OELTA
THETA=YI(21
TM600T=(YI[13)cOELTA)/( R**2)

CALL PRINT2

IF[ZFLAG)301t221.221
IF(Z-RLN)200,200,301

Et) 22
EQ 23
EQ 26

J(ZEROI

EO 25

EG 26
EQ 27

JIONE)

Eti 28
EQ 29
EO 30
EO 31
EQ 32
EQ 33
EO 34
EO 35
EO 36
EO 37

FYSUB

EC 38

PROPRT

22

25

27
20

29
30

32

34
EQ 39
EQ 40
EO 41
EG 42

CALLRKA
38

APERCOMM

41
EQ 64

EQ 65

E4 57
EQ 67
EC) 68
EQ 69
EQ 70
EQ 70.1
ECl 70.2
EQ 70.3
EO 71
OROOT

42

43

45
EQ 72
EO 73
Eo 74
EQ 75
EO 76
EO 77

BZO CALC
47

PROPRT
49

EQ 78
EQ 79
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c

c

c

c

c

200 bRlTEt9,201)PROBN0
2C1 FORPAT(25H0 PR08LEN NUR8ER ,F1O.O,

A45H ADC APERTURE CORRECTION, NEXT CYCLE)

v=aMu*ffl.O/CELTAl-l.O)

AihCR=( ETAaYf[ l)@OELTAaEZERO*Y 1(10))
A)12.O*CSQ*BETASC)

TCRPll)dYP[l)/YP(31)tAINCR
TEnP(2)=tTEMP( l)**21*lAo
TEPPL3)=tYPll)**2)+[YPt 3)**2)
TEWPt3)=TENP(31/TEMP12)
TEWP15)+SCRT[TEMP13) )
YIl14)=TEPP15)/cELTA
TEPP(3)=TEMP(SI*TEM.P[lI
Yfl121=TEPP13)/OELTA
TEMP(4)=TENP( 3)-YP( 1)

hRlTEt9.202)TEMP(41,YI )3)
202 FORHAT(Z3H DELTA R 001 =,1PE16.7,

A 15H Z= 41PE16.70
c

3el
50
302

3G3
304
305

.?FCAC=-1.O
LFIINO-21.302$50,302
IF(SHIFTPl,4tl
INO=O
tF(Z)4,4,303
IFC1EST1300,304,300
LF(R-RHAX1305,4,4
IF(PHI-PHIPIAXJ300,4,4
STOP

54
APERTURE
COMMENT

EQ 55

EO 56

E4 66
ECI 58
EQ 59
Et) 60
EO 61 55
EQ 61.1
EO 61.2
EO 61.3
EO 62

56

E(I 14.6
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LA DA15 A * DON DICKMAN T-1 64
LA DA15 O *RK - INTERVAL DETERMINING RUNGE-KU’M’A
LA DA15 B *INTEGRATION DI D2 MAP SR7094 IBSYS
LA DA15 C * LABRT SW 6 LS 22
LA DA15 II *MAP SOURCE CARDS 637BCDRELOCATABLE BINARY 42BIN
LA DA15 S * *RK*INTERVAL*T)ETERMINING*RUNGE-KUTTA
LA DA15 10*ON DISK FA COhlPAT WU 09/20/’65 REV DECK 10/28/64

LA DA15 11*INITIALIZING CALL —
LA DA15 12” CALL RKA(XZ, HZ, YI, YP, YY, N, ACC, XF, SH, NF, IND, N)
LA DA15 13* INTEGRATION CALL —
LA DA15 14* CALL RKB
LA DA15 15*PURPOSE —
LA DA15 16* TO INTEGRATE N SIMULTANEOUS FIRST ORDER
LA DA15 17* DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. ROUTINE IS SELF TESTING
LA DA15 18* AND DETERMINES OWN INTERVAL.
LA DA15 19* STORAGE — 699 LOCATIONS PLUS DATA IN CALL SEC).

LA DA15 20”USES-LABRT

RKA is entered once, at the beginning of a
particular integration, to set up addresses. It also
checks the calling sequence (RKA calling se-
quence has 12 arguments). If IND is set minus
prior to entering RICA, no doubling of HZ is per-
mitted (RK can still cut HZ). RKB is entered to
carry integration forward.

The calling sequences are:

FORTRAN IV
CALL RKA (XZ, HZ, YI, YP, Y4, FY, ACC,

XF, SH, NF, IND, N)

CALL RKB

OP FIELD
CALL RKA (XZ, HZ, YI, YP. Y4, N, ACC,

XF, SH, NF, IND, N)

CALL RKB

An explanation of symbols follows. In all
cases, a symbol in calling sequence denotes a lo-
cation where the value of symbol may be found.
All values are in floating point unless otherwise
specified. No zero locations are permitted.

Xz: Value of independent variable.

Hz: Interval size of independent variable.
It cannot be zero, but can be initially
small (RK will double it if it is too
small).
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YI:

YP:

Y4:

FY:

ACC:

XF:

.

Values of dependent variables. YI is
a block of storage N words long (YI
is FWA of block).

Block of storage, N words long, which
will contain the derivatives for the
YI as determined by user’s function-
al evaluation routine (YP is FWA
of block).

Block of temporary storage, 4N words
long, which RK uses (Y4 is FWA
of block).

Location of user’s functional evalua-
tion routine.

Specified maximum relative error
for a given cycle of integration, per-
tains to all YI. As RK uses only ex-
ponent of this number, accuracy of
cycle will be to nearest power of 2.
Thus number must be less than 0.5
and positive (a number like 1.OE-5
will give approximately five decimal
digits of accuracy per cycle).

Final value of the independent vari-
able. If XF = O, one cycIe of in-
tegration is performed. When more
than one cycle is wanted upon entry
to RKB, RK will integrate to XF
exactly. Thus the last value of HZ
could be small.



SH: Smallest value that HZ can become
at any time during integration. If
IHZI becomes less than SH during
run, RKB will return to user with
a comment printed via LABRT and
a 2 in IND as a FORTRAN IV in-
teger. SH must be greater than zero.

NF: A FORTRAN IV integer denoting
the number of single pass integration
cycles (with no testing) per stabiliza-
tion. If NF = O, RK stays in dual
pass. If NF is not zero, RK first
stabilizes on HZ. HZ is considered
stabilized when two successive inte-
gration cycles yield the same HZ.
RK then goes to single pass integra-
tion for NF cycles. After NT cycles,
RK returns to dual pass to stabilize
on HZ again. This process is re-
peated until XF is reached (thus in
order for NF to be nonzero, XF must
also be nonzero).

IND, RKB indicator test cell, a FORTRAN
IV integer. Possible contents and
meaning are described below.

N: Number of dependent variables as a
FORTRAN IV integer.

User must supply routine at FY to evaluate
derivatives for the YI. These derivatives are
stored in the YP block. Control must return to
1,4. RK calls N as follows:

OP FIELD
CALL FY (XZ, YI, YP, N)

In FORTRAN IV, FY must be a subroutine pre-
ceded by a subroutine card as follows:

SUBROUTINE FY (XZ, YI, YP, N)
Subroutine must end with a “Return” statement.

When the first error is detected in the call-
ing sequence by RKA, a comment is printed out
via LABRT and the job is terminated. In RKB,
when subroutine returns to user, a FORTRAN IV
integer is put in IND with the following mean-
ings:

Integer Meaning

o Normal re&n for XF = O. No
doubling next cycle.

1
*

XF = O, HZ cut, no integration has ●s
taken place (HZ already set to one
half of former value). a

. .

2 For either XF = O, or XF not equal
to zero. HZ cut and new HZ less
than SH (comment also printed via
LA13RT) .

3 XF = O, RK will double next cycle,
HZ already set to twice previous
Hz.

4 Normal return for XF not zero.
Integration has been completed to
exactly XF.

The restrictions are:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

If XF is used. user must be careful when
calling RKB again, as HZ could be quite ,
small when RK has integrated to XF
exactly.

RK uses XR1 and XR2. It does not save
them on entering FY. If the user codes
FY in MAP and uses XRI or XR2, he
must save and restore them. If FY is a
FORTRAN IV subroutine, the XR’S will
be saved.

The error routine. LABRT, is required for
proper operation of RK.

RK is compatible to MAP or FORTRAN
IV only. Routine will also be available
for the 7030.

For proper integration
hY,’ > 1.OE–7Y,

*

The method used is a straight dual pass fourth- *

order Runge-Kutta, with none of the variations
.

currently available. RK integrates over the interval
HZ twice, the first time in a single step, and the .

second time in two steps. The results are com-
pared, based on the accuracy required by the
user to determine if the integration was successful.
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SAMPJJ3 PROBLEM

c
t
c

100
102
101
103
104

3

2

5

6
7
4

ERROR

t RRnR

OICKYAN, I?K TEST 8

INTEGER TEST
REAL PH,PZ
EXTERNAL FS8
OIPENSICN Y.Z(5),YP(5),Yi
FCRMAT(221-1 llhCKW8RC Ih
FCRPAT171-: TEST=,12)
FORMAT(5HC XZ=,E16.8,51.
FoRMAT(25b Yz
FCRMAT(2E16.81
WRITE(9,1CO)
X2=1.5
tiz=-o.ol
ACC=l.OE-7
XF=O.O
PH=l.OE-8
Pz=o.o
TEST=O
N=5
YZ(l)=l.125
YP(1)=2.25
YZ(21=-O.:7074
YP(2)=0.’=J$749
YZ131=4.4817
YP(3)=4.4P17
YZ(4)=3.C
YP(4)=2.O
YZ(5)=-C.22313
YP(5)=!).22313

(2GI
EGRATION)

HZ=,E16.8)
YP1

CALL RKA(XZ,HZ,YZ,YP,Y4,FS8 ,ACC,XFSMH,MZ, TEST,N)
IF(TFST)3,2,3
WRITE(9,1C2)TEST
PAuSE 77777
klRITE(9,1cl)xz,Hz
WRITE(9,1C3)
hRITE(9,1C41 (YZ(I),YP (1),1=1,5)
CALL RKP
IF(XZ16,6,7
PAUSE 77177
1FJTFST)4,2,4
GC TC(5,6,2,2)TEST

SU13RCUTINE FSE(XZ,VZ,YP,NI
cIPENS:CK
P.N
YP(l)=XZQ!
YP121=SIN
YP(3)=EXP
YP(4)=2.O
YP(5)=EXP
R=YZ(l)
RETURh
EhC

YZ(:),YP(5)

2
X21
Xz)

-X2 I

4

7

8
9

lc.
19
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BACKtlARO INTEGRATION

X2= 0.15000000E 01 HZ= ‘G.1OOOOOOOE-C1
Yz YP

0.11250000E Cl 0.Z2500000.E 01
-0.70740000E-01 0.99749000E 00

0.44817000E 01 0.448170COE 01
0.30000000E 01 0.200000COE 01

-0.22313000E CO 0.Z2313000E 00

X2= 0.1490000CE 01 HZ= -0.20000000E-Cl’
Yz YP

O.11O26497E 01 O.222O1OOOE 01
-0.80711246E-01 0.99673775E 00

O.44371O64E 01 0.44370955E 01
0.29800000E 01 0.200000COE 01

-0.22537249E 00 0.22537266E CO

X2= 0.14699999E 01 HZ= -C.40000000E-01
Yz YP

O.1O58841OE 01 0.21608999E Cl
-O.1OO62853E CO 0.99492434E CO

0.43492460E 01 0.43492350E 01
0.29399999E 01 0.2000COOOE Cl

-0.22992532E CO 0.22992549E CO

XZ= 0.14299999E 01 HZ= -0.80000000E-C1
Yz YP

0.97473565E 00 0.20448999E 01
-0.14033440E CO O.99O1O455E 00

0.41787099E 01 0.41786990E 01
0028599999E Cl O..?OOOOOOOE Cl

-0.23930875E 00 0.2393C893E 00

X2= 0.13499999E 01 HZ= -0.16000000E CC
Yz YP

0.82012499E CO 0.18224999E Cl
-0.21900947E CC 0.S7572335E 00

0.38574362E 01 o.~8574253E c1

0.26999998E 01 0.2000COOOE Cl
-0.25924009E CO 0.25924028E CO

Xz= 0.11900CCOE 01 HZ= -C.16000000E CO
Yz YP

0.56171968E CO 001416C998E 01
-0.37166265E CC 0.528368S5E CO

0.32870919E Cl 0.3287C810E Cl
0.23799998E Cl 0.2000COCOE Cl

-O.3O4221O9E CO 0.30422128E CO

Xz= O.1O3OOOOOE 01 HZ= -0.16000000E cc
Yz YP

0.36424237E CO O.1O6O8999E 01
-0.51482162E CC 0.~57298~6E CO

O.28O1O766E 01 O.28O1O656E Cl
0.20599997E Cl 002000COCOE c1

-0.35700679E 00 o.~5700658E oo

Xz= 0.86999994E OC HZ= -0.16000000E CC
Yz YP

O.2195O1O5E 00 0.75689989E CO
‘0.64482930E CO 0.76432@89E CO

0.23869216E Cl 0.Z38691C6E (21

0.17399998E Cl 0.2000COCOE Cl
-0.41895138E CO 0.41895158E CO

X2= 0.70999993E 00 HZ= -0.16000000E CC
Yz YP

0.11930373E 00 0050409991E co

-0.75836462E CO 0.t5183371E CO
0.20340020E 01 0..?O33S911E 01
0.14199997E 01 O.ZOOOCCOOE Cl

-0.49164403E CO 0.49164423E CO

X2= 0.54999993E 00 HZ= -0.16000000E co

0.554~i422E-01 0.302%?92E 00
-0.85252725E CO 0.52268717E CO

0.17332638E 01 0.17332529E 01
O.1O999997E Cl. O.ZOOOOOCOE 01

-0.57694964E CO 0.57694986E GO

.
-.

XZ= 0.38999993E OC HZ= -0.32000000E 00
Yz YP

OO197731OOE-O1 0.1520$994E 00
‘0.92491176E CO 0.38018@35E CO

0.14769916E 01 0.14769807E 01
0.77999969E 00 0.2000COOOE 01

‘0.67705671E CO 0.67705692E 00

Xz= 0.22999993E OC HZ= -0.16000000E 00
Yz YP

0.40557745E-02 0.S2899967E-C1
-0.97366907E 00 0.22797745E 00

O.125861O7E 01 0.12585999E 01
0.45999968E 00 0.2000COOOE 01

-0.79453344E 00 0.79453367E CO

Xz= 0.14999992E OC HZ= -0.80000000E-01
Yz YP

O.112511O1E-O2 0.Z2499979E-01
-0.98877374E CO 0.14943806E 00

0.11618450E 01 0011618342E Cl
0.29999968E 00 0.20000000E 01

-0.86070781E CO 0.86070804E 00

X2= O.1O99<992E 00 HZ= -0.80000000E-01
Yz YP

0.44377751E-03 0.12099984E-01
-0.99395875E 00 O.1O977823E CO

0.11162888E Cl 0.11162780E 01
0.21999967E CO O.ZOOOOOOOE 01

-0.89583396E 00 0.89583421E CO

x.?= 0.69999q30E-01 HZ= -0.40000000E-01
Yz YP

0.11444470E-03 0.48999901E-02
-0.99755364E 00 0.69942776E-tl

O.1O725189E 01 O.1O725O81E Cl
0.13999967E CO 0.2000COOOE 01

-0.93239365E 00 0.S3239389E.00

Xz= 0.29999929E-01 HZ= -C.40000000E-01
Yz YP

0.91L16531E-05 0.~9999576E-C3
-0.99955266E 00 0.29995430E-C1

O.1O3O4653E Cl o.1o3o4545E Cl
0.59999675E-C1 0.2000CCCOE Cl

-0.97044536E CO 0.S7044560E CO

Xz= -I):1OOOOO71E-O1 HZ= -C.80000000E-CI
Yz YP

-0.22162362E-C6 0.1000C141E-C3
-0.99995261E CC -0.S9999037E-C2

0.99006057E CO 0.$9004976E 00
-0.20000324E-C1 0.2000COOOE 01
-O.1OIOO5OOE 01 O.1OIOO5C2E Cl

X2= -0.qOOOO071E-01 HZ= -0.16000000E co
Yz YP

-0.24288885E-C3 O.C1OOC127E-O2
-0.995q5533E CO -0.89878619E-01

0.91394192E CO 0.$1393113E CO
-0.18000032E 00 0.200000COE Cl
-O.1O941741E 01 O.1O941744E 01

●

✎
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Xz= -0.25000007E OC HZ= -G.160000COE CO
Yz YP

-0.52082259E-C2 0.62500035E-C1
-0.96891500E 00 -0.24740402E 00

0.77881152E CO 0.7788C074E 00
-0.50000031E 00 0.2000G000E 01
-0.12840252E Cl 0.12840255E Cl

Xz= -0.41000007E OC HZ= -0.32fIOOOOOE OC
Y? vu,.

-0.2297;566E-C1 O.1681OCC5E CO
-0.91712338E 00

o.66366099E Go ‘~:%zi% ;;
-0.82000031E CO 0.2000COC0E 01
-0.L5068176E 01 0.1506e179E Cl

Xz= -0.57000007E.OC HZ= -C.16000000E CC
Yz YP

-0.61730909E-01 0.22490008E CO

s

. .

LA NA03 A * CHERRY T-1 64
LANA03 O *LOS ALAMOSABORTER ANDMFSSAGE PRINTER
LANA03 B *MATH SR ERRORS Ni MAP SR7094 IBSYS
LA NA03 c * SW3 LS6
LA NA03 I) *MAP SYMBOLIC CARDS 57BCDIBLDRREL BINCDS 9BIN
LA NA03 S **ERROR*TERMINATION*COtiMENT
LANA03 IO*ONDISK F4COMPAT WU08/21/64REVDECK08/19/64 REV

LANA03 ll*CALL LABRT(ISW, LHOL,INT)
LANA03 12*PR1NTS MESSAGES, CALL LOCATIONS, SETS LINE COUNT,
LA NA03 13*ANDCAUSES JOB TERMINATION ACCORDING TOISWSET’TINGS.
LA NA03 14*USEIJWITHMATH SUBROUTINESFORERRORMESSAGES AND/OR
LA NMJ3 15*J013TERMINAT10N. 64WORDS REQ~RED
LA NA03 l6*USES-EXIT,.FWRD.,SYSLOC,.UNO9.,.FSLO.,.FCNU.,FFIL

.’

The purpose of this routine is to handle
FORTRAN IV library subroutine errors and t~
print double spaced error messages under count
control with option to terminate job or printing.
By use of the various entries, one may determine
whether (a) a message is tobe produced, (b) the
error is to be ignored, (c) the print limit is to be
reset, or (d) the job.is to be terminated. The rou-
tine prints 48 Hollerith characters plus six octal
digits. In library usage, the name of the routine
using LABRT is placed left adjusted in the first
word of the message.

USAGE: CALL LABRT (ISW, LHOL, INT)

ISW is the location of a FORTRAN IV integer,
LHOL is the location of 48 Hollerith characters,
and IN’17 is the location of a FORTRAN IV in-
teger.

If ISW equals:

1, the 48 Hollerith characters specified by
LHOL and the octal integer by INT will be
printed and the print limit reduced by one if the
print switch is on and if the print limit has not
been attained. If the termination switch is on, the
job will be terminated after any message.

2,set the print switch off; subsequent entries
with ISW = 1 cause no printing.

3, set the print switch on; set the print limit
equal to the value of INT.

4, set the termination switch on; subsequent
entries with ISW = 1 cause job termination.

5, set the termination switch off.

0, ( > 5) a return is made with no other
action taken.

Normally, library subroutines enter LABRT hav-
ing ISW equal to one. The progra~er may
enter using other values of ISW to control ac-
tions of LABRT upon error conditions. The pro-
gram is completely FORTRAN IV compatible.
Thus, one may simply write his own LABRT
routine in FORTRAN IV if he wishes a different
react ion to error conditions. Initial conditions are:

Print switch is on,

Print limit is set to 10.

Termination switch is off.
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Chapter 5

PARAMETER VARIATIONS

by
J. N. Hardwick and Douglas Venable

This chapter is based primarily upon the
work found in Chapters 3 and 4, in which the
mutual relationships among the operating para-
meters such as initial beam radius, energy, cur-
rent, and cavity accelerating fields were surveyed
over a significant range of injection phase angles
by exploiting the versatility of a computer code
that solves the equations of motion.

The function of PHERMEX is to provide a
high intensity pulse of bremsstrahlung that has
adequate total flux appropriately directed in space,
and a suitable distribution of quantum energy to
satisfy certain flash radiographic requirements.
Specifically, this flux corresponds to that which
would be developed by 5 to 10 pcoul of electrons,
having energies of at least 20 MeV, delivered with
nearly zero convergence to a tungsten target. The
desired electron orbits are those which terminate
on the target and which also have tlfe appropriate
energy and convergence. With unbunched injec-
tion, the electrons ejected from this kind of ac-
celerator have a significant distribution in mo-
mentum; furthermore, energy-dependent re-
fractive optics is needed to focus the beam to a
distant target. Depending upon ejection radii and
convergence, there are many particles which are
inaccessible to the target.

Therefore, a parametric study was made to
determine stable orbits of electrons injected into
the accelerator, where a stable orbit is one which
terminates on the target regardless of the electron
momentum. The next step was to extract the use-
ful stable orbits, i.e., those which when incident
upon the target also have the desired energy and
convergence to assure the proper gamma-ray
spectrum and intensity angle distribution. In addi-
tion to the injected beam current, energy, radius,
convergence, and cavity fields, externally imposed
magnetic field distributions were also considered.
Some computational work was done with

.
-.

●
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azimuthal y uniform but radially dependent cur-
rent denstiies. The independent variable for each
trajectory was taken to be the injection phase
angle or injection time. This problem then became
an iterative computational process using the com-
puter code RAPE SEED 111, described in Chap-

fter 4, whit determined each of the three vector
momentum components and energy at each spatial
point on a given trajectory beginning with an
initial vector momentum and position in space
and time. The i~eration was made to converge up-
on a spatial distribution of momentum among
ejected electrons that assures subsequent delivery
of at least the prescribed amount of charge to the
target within the permissible convergence and
energy ranges. Account was made of space charge
effects. The cycle-to-cycle depletion of the cavity
fields was considered when injection occurs over
more than one cycle, since particle trajectories
are strongly dependent upon the accelerating field
strength, especially when space charge defocusing
is important. From these studies it was found that
the conditions of stability suggested in the litera-
ture may be more restrictive than necessary for
an accelerator having a small number of cavities.
Subsequent experiments have demonstrated the
validity of these computations within the range of
PHF.RNII?X operational parameters.

The spatial momentum distribution of the
ejected electrons depends strongly upon the in-
jection parameters and, less strongly, upon beam
loading. Therefore, two widely different injection
schemes were investigated extensively in this b

computational study. One consists of injecting a
constant current into the accelerator continuously *
over the number of cycles which fall within a .

prescribed pulse length. Although this method is
extremely simple and inexpensive in practice, it .
suffers from one serious defect: When the injec-
tion energy is considerably less than the possible
energy gain of the cavity, as with the first cavity



of PHERMEX, only about one-third of the in-
jected charge can reach the ejection aperture of
a half-wavelength cavity. Of this quantity of
charge only a small portion can become accessible
to the target because of its unfavorable spatial
distribution of momentum. The second injection
scheme involves injecting bunches of electrons
whose initial momentum among electrons is op-
timally prepared. This latter method is by far the
most efficient optically in that parameters can be
selected for which virtually all of the injected
electrons are accessible to the target at the desired
energy. The disadvantage of bunched injection
lies in the cost, complexity, and reduced opera-
tional reliability.

Time variation of the beam convergence up-
on both injection and ejection is feasible. If
properly phased with the electric fields of the
respective cavities, the variation of the angular dis-
persion of the ejected electrons can be reduced
significantly. Like beam bunching, this added
method of beam preparation was considered in the
design studies, but only continuous injection has
been used up to now simply because of its prac-
tical advantages.

The study of particle orbits for continuous
injection showed that to a first approximation an
injected beam convergence of zero was nearly
optimum for most of the parameters considered
with both time invariant injection and ejection.
Hence those parameters which were varied ex-
tensively in this study were the beam radius, cur-
rent, and energy, cavity field strength, cavity
length, and the externally imposed magnetic field
distribution. Parameter variations ranged below
and above nominal design values but covered
values that were considered as physically feasible,
although not necessarily economically practical,
so that the estimated output radiation flux per
pulse also bracketed the desired value by a sig-
nificant margin. Thus, the study included the
potential growth aspect, too.

One of the first parameters to be examined
and established early for design purposes was the
cavity length. Considerations of beam energy,
momentum, practically attainable cavity field
strengths, and useful stable orbits indicated that a
noncritically defined optimum cavity length was
about 2.6 m for a sharply prebunched beam. All
subsequent design consideration was fixed upon

this length. This same length is very nearly opti-
mal for a continuously injected beam.

An additional point was examined. Calcula-
tions demonstrated that streamline flow ‘exists for
each of the cases shown. Only a slight departure
from laminar flow occurs for large negative in-
jection phase angles when phase focusing becomes
important. This property of Iaminar flow permits
one to estimate the time average of the current
density distribution in the beam. Precise experi-
mental verifications of this aspect of the analysis
would be extremely difficult. However, measure-
ments of the time average current density distri-
butions of beams ejected from a single cavity have
demonstrated that the computations are correct
within the error of measurements.

The equations of motion are also used to de-
scribe simple short strong-focusing magnetic
lenses which are located in various positions along
the optical path of PHERMEX. Therefore, in-
cluding the aperture defect and lenses, the com-
puter code served as the exploratory tool with
which most of the optical components of PHER-
MEX were designed.

The computer code is used to describe particle
trajectories in three-space, momentum compon-
ents, energy, time and phase angle, and the in-
stantaneous value of fields sensed by the electron.
From these data one also obtains the energy ex-
tracted from the electromagnetic fields in the
cavity.

Section I deals with typical trajectories in
the first cavity for different values of injected
beam radius, energy, current, and electric fields
when the injected beam is parallel. Accessibility
of electrons to the target depends very strongly
upon the flow conditions in the first cavity. Then
the effect of confining magnetic fields is examined
in Section II. The most favorable trajectories
found in Section I are carried throughout the
three cavities of PHERIWEX as shown in Section
III. Energy depletion plays a part in beam tra-
jectories. Section IV discusses this phase of the
study. Section V provides an illustration of the
injection aperture defect in the first cavity. The
utility of time variable injection is shown in
Section VI. In Section VII momentum and energy
distribution among ejected electrons is discussed.
Phase and space instabilities in PH3RMEX beams
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are also important over certain ranges of para-
meters, as demonstrated in Section VIII.

1. USEFUL BEAM TRAJECTORIES WITHIN
FIRST CAVITY

The computational explorations displayed in
this section pertain to variations in the following
parameters: beam radius, current, energy upon
injection, and cavity field strength. Aperture de-
fects are included in all of the calculations of
this section. There are no externally imposed
magnetic fields considered here. Instead the ef-
fects of confining fields are shown in Section II.
Results of beam trajectory calculations in the first
cavity with no superposed magnetic fields are
best presented in the form of graphs found in
Figs. 5.1 through 5.33. The pertinent parameters
are listed on each illustration. In these calcula-
tions the running variable was @,,, the injection
phase angle. Only those @o’s, hence only those tra-
jectories, are presented here which, upon reaching
the downstream wall of the first cavity, have use-
ful terminal energies.

Space charge effects are seen to be depressed
most strongly by increasing both the injection
radius and injection energy, whereas practicably
achievable increases in the strength of the ac-
celerating fields are not quite so effective. An
initial convergence of zero was found to be suf-
ficiently close to the optimum injection conver-
gence over the range of all other parameters that
no results of injection convergence variations are
shown here,

These calculations were based only upon
values of parameters that are considered to be
among those that are both physically feasible
and applicable to PHERMEX.

Il. EFFECTS OF SUPERPOSED MAGNETIC
FIELDS

The effect of superposed magnetic fields in
confining the electron beam in the accelerator
was the subject of careful consideration. As con-
strutted, PHERMEX incorporates large diameter
coils at each end of each cavity section. These
coils, having unequal numbers of turns, were de-

signed to provide axial B-fields within the cavities
varying in intensity with axial position, if the
coils are energized in series. A normalized plot
of the on-axis B, field within the first cavity is
shown in Fig. 3.12. In the legends of the figures
accompanying this section “NONUNIFORhf”

refers to B. fields which vary with axial position
in this manner. The value of magnetic field in-
tensity noted on the legends is the value at the
input aperture, and decreases with increasing
axial position. Where the fields are described as
“UNIFORM’ in the legends, they are considered
as having the same B, value throughout the cavity
with no B, component.

Since the optical properties of the accelerator
in the region of the first cavity affect the total
charge deliverable to the target to a far greater
extent than do the optical properties of other
regions, it is best to demonstrate the effects of
magnetic fields on beam trajectories in this cavity.
Account is taken of both B,. and B. components,
as discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. In Figs. 5.34 to
5.45 typical trajectories “of peripheral electrons
in the first cavity with superposed magnetic fields
are shown for nonuniform on-axis B, fields of 100
and 1000 gauss, and for uniform fields of 1000
gauss.

Although magnetic field confinement excit-
ing coils were built into PHERi3’lEX to provide up
to 100 gauss in the “NONUNIFORM” field dis-
tribution. it has not been necessary to make use
of these fields with injected beam currents of 300
A or less.

Ill. TRAJECTORIES THROUGH THREE
PHERMEX CAVITIES

Typical trajectories of peripheral particles in
a 300 A beam flowing through all three l?HER-
MEX cavities for the cavity fields now being used
and those originally planned are illustrated in
Fig. 5.46. Figure 5.47 shows the trajectories for
a 300 A beam passing through the present distri-
bution of cavity field strengths but with an in-
jection energy of 2 NIeV. Figure 5.48 presents the
predicted trajectories for 600 A beams accelerated
with the existing cavity field strengths, but with
enhanced injection energies. Figure 5.49 represents
trajectories for a 1000 A beam with an injection
energy of 3 MeV.
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IV. EFFECTS OF ENERGY DEPLETION

Particle trajectories are a function of the
peak acceleration field strength. As energy is ex-
tracted from a cavity its field strength decreases.
Consequently there exists a trajectory change which
occurs from cycle to cycle. Energy depletion was
determined using the same computational model
that was used in determining trajectories. The
agreement between energy depletion computed
by use of the model and the energy depletion
actually measured has been surprisingly good —
so good, in fact that measurements of energy
depletion in the first cavity have since been used
to determine the amount of injected charge, with
sufficient accuracy for day-to-day machine opera-
tion. A careful computational survey was made to
determine whether or not the effects of energy
depletion were sufficient to make the trajectories
of particles on the tenth cycle significantly differ-
ent from corresponding trajectories in the first
cycle. It was concluded that the effects of energy
depletion did not significantly degrade the optical
efficiency of PHERMEX when the electrons ex-
tract 5 percent or less of the stored energy.

V. INJECTION APERTURE DEFECTS

Aperture defects are most pronounced at the
injection aperture of the first cavity. Upon pass-
ing from a region where the electric field intensity
has one value, EO, through an aperture, into an-
other region where the electric field intensity has
a different value, E,, an electron beam experiences
a change of convergence given by

Ac = : –8- (E, -- E,,)
$7C2/32

(5.1)

In the case of PHERMEX, the field within the
cavity is varying sinusoidally while the field out-
side the cavity is zero; therefore Eq. (5.1) is
modified to become

(5.2)

where again 8 = ~1 — /32

It is apparent that when ~ is small, as is the case
upon injection into the first cavity, the change of
convergence will be the most pronounced; when
/3 approaches~ unity, as is the case upon ejection

from the first cavity, and at both injection and
ejection from subsequent cavities, the change of
convergence will be of much less consequence.
AIso, the aperture defect will be greater for low
injection energies, (e.g., 600 keV now being used)
than for higher injection energies such as the 2
MeV or higher energies projected as a goal in
plans for an improved injector. Equation (5.2)
also reveals that the change of convergence of
electrons injected into a region of time-varying
electric field will be different at different injec-
tion phase angles. Thus electrons injected at 0°
suffer no change of convergence, while those in-
jected at 90° undergo a maximum change.

Figure 5.50a shows trajectories for a 300 A,
600 keV, 2 cm radius electron beam injected into
the first PHERMEX cavity whgn-e the peak electric
field strength is 4 MV/m. This corresponds to
initially planned operating parameters. The
change of convergence due to the aperture defect
is indicated. Figure 5.50b shows trajectories for
the same injection parameters, but assuming no
aperture defect.

A 3 cm radius, 300 A, 600 keV beam in-
jected into a cavity having a peak electric field
strength of 6 MV/m is illustrated in Figs. 5.5 i a
and 5.51 b for the cases with and without aperture
defect, respectively. This last set af injection para-
meters corresponds to those that have now been
achieved.

The results of this study demonstrate that in
most cases for very high current injection the
aperture defect performs a very useful function
by providing a certain degree of focusing without
which the beam would suffer an unacceptably
large divergence. In the absence of large space
charge forces the aperture defect introduces
serious space defocusing forces such that Alvarez
windows or grids must be used.

W. TIME-VARIABLE INJECTION

If both the radius and convergence of the
beam were made time-variable upon injection,
significant gains in useful charge delivered to
the target could be realized. Computations were
made to determine optimum injection radius and
convergence for several injection phase angles for
a 300 A, 0.6 MeV beam injected into a cavity ex-
cited to 4 MV/m. Useful trajectories were
then computed through the other two cavities.

14



Results of these computations are shown in Figs.
5.52 and 5.53. For comparison purposes, computa-
tions for a 5 cm radit.ls 300 A, 0.6 MeV beam
are shown in Fig. 5.54. The potential benefits of
time-variable injection are obvious.

Most of the preceding sections demonstrate
that the cavities themselves act as time-variable
lenses. However, if the injection radius and in-
jection convergence are suitably chosen and kept
static, and the cavity fields are made appropriately
strong, useful trajectories converge at about the
ejection aperture of the third cavity. Since it
is within reach of the present day state of the
art to achieve these latter injection parameters
and field values, efforts to enhance bre~sstrahlung
output of PHERMEX are being directed along
these lines at this time rather than toward achiev-
ing time-variable injection. It is no easy matter
to vary the injection parameters of a 300 A, 0.6
MeV electron beam at a 50 Me/see rate. Though
technically possible, engineering difficulties make
this approach unattractive at present.

V1l. ENERGY AND MOMENTUM DISTRI-
BUTIONS AMONG EJECTED ELEC-
TRONS

About 70 A have been collected upon ejec-
tion from the last cavity where the peak energy
was above 20 MeV. These emerging electrons
follow trajectories which, although nearly paralIel,
have a sufficient distribution in radial momentum
and energy that only a fraction of these electrons
is accessible to the 3 mm diameter target located
about 11 m away. Currents in excess of 20 A,
indeed almost 35 A, have been collected at the
target, having passed through a 3 mm diameter
beryllium collimator. Figures 5.55 and 5.56 illus-
trate typical computed distributions in energy and

normalized radial momentum for peripheral
ejected electrons when the machine is operating
under the conditions indicated in Fig. 5.46a. An-
other set of distributions is found in Figs. 5.57
and 5.58 whefe the machine parameters are
identical with those used in Fig. 5.48c. ~

“}
Vlll. BEAM INSTABILITIES #

Here beam instability refers to those con-
.-

ditions of both radial and phase defocusing by
which electrons become inaccessible to the target.
The four illustrated cases of a 100 A beam, Figs.
5.59 to 5.62, provide examples of grow defocusing
phenomena where the injection energies are 0.25,
0.50, 1.0, and .3.0 MeV respectively. The so-called
aperture defect is included in the apertures of
each cavity; each cavity provides an accelerating
field strength of 4 MV/m. Figures 5.59a,
5.60a, 5.61 a, and 5.62a represent trajectories in
r-z space. These are similar to those shown in
Section III of this chapter. Electrons injected at
large negative phase angles do not reach the down-
stream wall of the first cavity, but instead space
charge forces cause the beam to expand and the
deceleration fields force them to return to the
upstream wall. In a similar manner those electrons
that are injected too late are turned around before
reaching the downstream wall and excessive space
charge forces cause the beam -to blow up.

These instabilities are diminished as the in-
jection energy is increased. The trend in phase
defocusing is seen in the Minkowski representa-
tions of Figs. 5.59b, 5.60b, 5.61b, and 5.62b,
whereas radial defocusing is illustrated by the
corresponding Minkowski diagrams of Figs. 5.59c,
5.60c, 5.61 c, and 5.62c. The important result is
that both space and phase focusing are improved
by increasing the injection energy,
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Chapter 6

ELECTRON OPTICAL SYSTEM
6

-a

by
E. D. Bush, Jr., J. N. Hardwick,

R. W. Taylor, and Douglas Venable

Results of calculations pertaining to the flow
of electrons through the three-cavity accelerator
were presented in Chapter 5. This study indicates
that, for charge injected with a suitable energy,
a modest degree of space focusing is effected. This
has been observed.

Discussions of development details of the 10
cm diameter cathode electron gun and its mag-
netostatic lenses are presented in Section I of
Chapter 6. Also discussed in this section are
fabrication and inspection techniques, the electron
gun vacuum system, and the high voltage pulser
associated with the electron gun.

Section 11 of this chapter describes the ejector
optical system and its development.

Output current of the machine delivered to
a 3 mm diameter target has exceeded 30 A. About
30 R of bremsstrahlung per pulse have been
measured at 1 m from the tungsten target.

L INJECTOR

A. Electron Gun Design

The purpose of this subsection is to present
the salient design features and fabrication tech-
niques employed to develop the present electron
beam injector. Although this injector incorporates
features developed on preliminary models, using
from 1.25 to 10 cm diameter impregnated cath-
odes, essentially all major prototype work was
accomplished on a 5 cm diameter cathode gun.
The cathode and anode field forming electrodes
of this model were half-scale versions of those of
the 10 cm gun. All other components, if not to
scale, incorporate the same design principles.

.
.

1. Cathode

Much of the mechanical design of the in-
jector was dictated by the type of cathode selected.
Cathode choice hinged upon the following con-
siderations: emission current density, uniformity
of emission current density under space-charge-
Iimited flow, low operating temperature, long
service life, surface smoothness, resistance to
poisoning, and ease of fabrication. An impregnated
cathode was selected for the PHERMEX injector
primarily for its reasonably high and uniform
emission current density, long lifetime, smooth
surface, and relatively low susceptibility to poison-
ing. A higher operating temperature of 11OO”C is
required, in contrast to about 900”C for the oxide-
coated cathode.

Since most of the thermal loss of the gun is
by radiation, the power required to heat the
cathode is proportional to the fourth power of
temperature. Therefore, more serious design and
fabrication considerations had to be given to ma-
terials used in the heater assembly than would
have been necessary with a coated cathode operat-
ing at a lower temperature.

2. Cathode field forming electrode
and anode

Cathode and anode field forming electrode ●

profiles were established experimentally using an
electrolytic tank, subject to conditions described in =
Appendix 6A. The final anode profile deviates ●

somewhat frow the theoretical design as shown in
Fig. 6.1. This modification was made to reduce .

the possibility of electrical breakdown. First-order
calculations were performed with these profiles
to determine the thermal operating environment.
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THEORETICAL PRoFILE

FORMING ELECTRODE

Fig. 6. 1. Comparison of actual and theoretical anode
profiles.

Previous experience showed that clean, low
vapor pressure materials are necessary to insure
long cathode lifetimes. Although inconsistent with
long cathode lifetimes, prototype field forming
electrodes were made of Type 304-L stainless
steel for initial studies. Final design components
were made of molybdenum. With a cathode
operating at 1100”C in a vacuum of 1 X 10-7
torr, alloying elements, which evaporate from the
stainless steel, impair cathode life seriously.
Figure 6.2 shows a typical cathode field forming
electrode of stainless steel after a short period of
operation.

Fig. 6. 2. Stainless steel cathode field forming elec-
trode.

The prototype cathode and anode field form-
ing electrodes were machined on a milling ma-
chine using matching radii to simulate the desired
profile as shown in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4. This tech-
nique proved adequate for prototype fabrication.

I
Fig. 6. 3. Cathode field forming electrode profile ap-

proximation.

Fig. 6. 4. Two-inch cathode field forming electrode
in milling machine.

For final models the coordinates, obtained
experimentally from electrolytic tank data, were
smoothed, using the seven-point moving method
of least squares. Since these parts were fabricated
on a tracer lathe, a master cam or template had to
be provided. The template, representing a cross
section of the figure of revolution, was made on a
jig bore. At each of the 147 smoothed points the
jig bore tool location was established by determin-
ing a position at distance r on a line normal to

a given Profile coordinate (see J%4 6“5) o The
value r is the radius of the jig bore tool.
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TEMPLATE

Fig. 6. 6. Cathode field forming electrode in tracer
lathe.

Fiz. 6. 5. Cathode field forming electrode tracer
template layout.

For stability, the template was made of
Pioneer Aluminum tooling plate. Upon com-
pletion, the template was inspected on a Jones
and Lamson Model ER-30 contour projector. Prior
to machining the molybdenum billets, full scale
aluminum models. were made and inspected to
verify further the accuracy of the calculations
and the template.

Molybdenum cathode and anode field form-
ing electrodes were machined in a 16 in. Monarch
lathe equipped with a Tru-Trace hydraulic tracer
attachment, Mark 2A, as shown in Figs. 6.6 and
6.7. The completed cathode field forming electrode
is shown in Fig. 6.8.

3. Cathode heater

The following method of analysis, applied
with considerable success on the half-scale gun,
was also used on the full-scale gun. The heater was
designed assuming negligible convection and con-
duction, using the following form of the Stefan-
1301tzmann equation:

P~ = KF.F,,A (T24 — T,4 )

(6.1)

Fig. 6. 7. Cathode field forming electrode in tracer
lathe.

where PR is the power radiated in watts, K com-
bines the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and ap-
propriate factors to convert to units of watts, A
is the radiating area, and Tz and TI are the
temperatures of the radiating area and cool area,
respectively. The terms Fe, function of emissivities,
and Fa, a factor depending on the system shape
and arrangement, can be found in most standard
texts on heat transfer.

II
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Fig. 6. 8. Completed cathode field forming electrode.

The power radiated by the cathode and its
field forming electrode was assumed to be equal
to the power dissipated by the filament:

P. = PB

(6.2)

Because of the relatively high operating
temperature of the filament, EF# 1, and because
of the small volume of the inner heat shield, it
can be conservatively assumed that

Pp = ILM T=4
(6.3)

A filament operating temperature of 2000”C was
selected; thus the radiating area of the filament,
AF, was determined by Eq. (6.3). From this radiat-
ing area and the operating temperature, the
filament length and diameter can be adjusted to
match the impedance of the filament power sup-
ply.

R.=@-
a

(6.4)

The filament resistance at operating temperature
RF is a function of the resistivity p (at T~),
cross sectional area a, and length L.

The values of T, and T, in Eq. (6.1) can be
estimated reasonably well; however, since radiated
power varies as the fourth power of temperature,
any error could affect the resulk significantly.
The terms Fs and F. are notoriously nebulous.
Estimates of the configuration factor, emissivities,
and operating temperatures of the components
must be selected judiciously to obtain realistic
power requirements. Blackbody radiation was as-
sumed to obtain an upper limit for the power re-
quired.

This approach proved adequate for the de-
sign of the heater on the 10 cm gun. The original
choice of filament radiating area has never been
modified, and its measured operating temperature
is about 1950”C. The filament is mounted in an
“S” shape, Fig. 6.9, to facilitate more uniform
thermal coupling.

Fig. 6. 9. Cathode heater filament.

Heat shields, filament supports, cathode sup-
port, and insulators, Figs. 6.10 to 6.12, were de-
veloped from designs used in earlier guns. Molyb-
denum was used for all metal components of
this assembly, and either high quality alumina or
sapphire was used for the insulators. Parts in this
area are subjected to high temperatures and
vacua in the 10_s torr region. Recrystallization
occurs in those molybdermrn parts subjected to
higher temperatures. This process takes place be-
tween 8850 and 1265 “C; however, it is also tirne-
dependent, increasing with time. Filaments have
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operated satisfactorily for as long as 2500 hr; con-
sequently the molybdenum becomes very brittle
because of recrystallization. In this application
molybdenum was chosen for its refractory qualities
and inherent cleanliness rather than strength.
since the mechanical loads are insignificant on
those parts subjected to extreme heating.

0

-,

.
0

—

—
—

Fig. 6.10. Cathode heater assembly.

Fig. 6.11. Cathode heater assembly.

-- !!

Fig. 6.12. Cathode heater assembly.

Other refractory materials display certain
advantages but were avoided because of cost,

machining cliff iculties, or more severe embrittle-

ment.

Hydrogen ernbrittlement of molybdenum,
like all body centered cubics, was another area of
concern. As indicated in Chapter i O, an established
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operating procedure has been to purge with hy-
drogen the three accelerator cavity sections dur-
ing pumpdown, and periodically thereafter to im-
prove the vacuum achieved by the ion pumps. The
cavities are purged only after the filament has
cooled for at least 12 hr and the valve between
the gun and cavities has been closed. This may
seem unnecessarily conservative; however, dis-
astrous results, because of hydrogen embrittle -
ment, were experienced with an early generation
tantalum gun (Fig. 6.13 ). To date no failures
attributed to hydrogen embrittlement have been
experienced with existing guns.

the effect of SFO as a breakdown inhibiting at-
mosphere was also studied. This information was
used to determine the insulator length required
to inhibit electrical breakdown for the 10 cm
gun. Under high vacuum conditions, breakdown
has never been experienced on the inner insu-
lator, even though that path length is considerably
shorter. To hold off 600 kV in air, an outside
length of at least 43 cm would have been required.
However, in the interest of ~conomy and to keep
the component size within reason, a length of 33
cm was chosen and provisions were made to
maintain an atmosphere of SF6 around this in-
sulator by means of a plastic bag.

r“ -“P-
n

II

Fig. 6.13. Hydrogen embrittlement of early 1 in. gun.

4. Cathode field forming electrode
support

Injector design requirements called for a
cathode-anode potential of 600 kV. Figure 6.14
shows the method of insulating the cathode field
forming electrode. It is supported by two alu-

S minum oxide ceramic cylinders. The breakdown
path length was determined experimentally, us-
ing cylindrical ceramic insulators with rings

.- pressed over the insulator at various axial dis-
tances. A 0.2 psec high voltage pulse was applied

● to these rings. The voltage was increased until
breakdown occurred. It is to be noted that even
when breakdown occurred it was always at the
very end of the 0.2 ~sec pulse, At the same time,

U05[O15
~M

Fig. 6.14. Cathode field forming electrode support.

The cathode field forming electrode is
cantilevered from the rear cavity flange within
the vacuum system (Figs. 6.15 and 6.16). The
support corisists of two 94~o aIuminum oxide in-
sulators (Frenchtown Type 4462) fixed to the
rear cavity flange and loaded by the internal
tension member. The inner ceramic cylinder has
two Type 304-L stainless steel rings assembled
over the ends with an interference sufficient to
load the rings slightly beyond their yield point.
By maintaining the stainless rings in tension and
the ceramic in compression, each material is
loaded in its optimum manner. Stainless steel was
selected for its nonmagnetic properties and its
relative cleanliness at modestly elevated tempera-
tures in a high vacuum. Initially, the rings were
pressed over the ends of the ceramic cylinder with

---
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Fig. 6.15. Cathode field forming electrode support.

is furnace-cooled overniglit. The furnace technique
seems to be less severe on the ceramic; however,
both methods have proved satisfactory.

The terminal temperature was determined
by applying the expansion equation

!
T,

!

T,

Ar, = r, ~m(T) dT – r, a. (T) dT
T, T.

(6.5)

In Eq. (6.5), rz is the radius of the metal-ceramic
interface, a is the instantaneous coefficient of ex-
pansion, and T is the temperature. The subscripts
m and c refer to metal and ceramic.

The analytical approach used to determine
resulting stresses and deflections utilizes the con-
ventional cylindrical shell approach. ‘. IS60ZIt corn-

Fig. 6.16. Cathode field forming electrode

bines several thick-wall cylinder expressions to
achieve parameters of interest for this particular
application. Figure 6.17 shows an enlarged view
of the joint with the notation used herein. Equa-
tion (6.6) gives the tangential stress in the metal
ring at any radius b.

METAL

1

RING

x I
t’

LL——
9

support.

a hydraulic press. The load was raised to about
1.8 X 106 N (20 tons) to assure adequate bottom-
ing. More recently, the procedure has been to
place the rings and the cylinder in a furnace, and
raise the temperature gradually to 345 ‘C over a
period of 6 ~. At tefiinal temperature, because
of differential expansion, the rings slip in place

.

over the ceramic. After assembly, the furnace
‘3 ~

temperature is progressively lowered and the part Fig. 6.17. Metal-ceramic joiint.

.
“-

.
,
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‘r”(’+a ceramic cylinder is assumed to be radially loaded

Um = by the metal ring at the end of the cylinder. No
rs2 — rz2 end moments or differential pressuns are as-

(6.6) sumed to exist.

where P is the interface pressure applied by the
If the metal ring is sufficiently long so that

metal ring for a given stress in the metal, a,,,, at
ds/dx~O, the following equation can be applied:

any value of the radius b, where rz < b < ra.

The radial deflection, 8, at a distance x from Ccu = —
the edge, can be derived from (r,T22r12) ( 1 + $)

(6.12)

8x=

—

where

d4~

~+4A4ko where Oa is the tangential stress in the ceramic

(6.7)
cylinder wall at any radius a, and rl < a < rz.

The radial deflection of the metal ring at
rz is

um,S(r,2 — rzz) (rz + rl)2

2EC(r,2 + r,z) (r, — r,)
Ae-ix cos (Ax)

8
Pr, (r,2 + r,z)

——
(6.8) [““ – & (rg’ – rz’) + ‘L”1

(6.13)

[

12(1 – p.’) 1
1/4

A =

(r, + rJ2(r, – rJ2
(6.9)

E. is Young’s modulus and p. is Poisson’s ratio for
the ceramic cylinder. The tangential stress dis-
tribution between r, and r, is described by

2EC8X(r, + r,)
(1+4)—

[(rl + rJ2 + 4r121 + p.llrl + rJ2 – A-,21
(6.10)

The axial moment of the mean radius of the
inner cylinder is given by

with M,

The

and for the ceramic

Pr, (r,’ + r12)
8c, =–—

Ec [ (r,2 – r,’) – ‘= 1
(6.14)

The minus sign in Eq. (6.14) iridicates deflection
opposite that of the metal ring.

By combming Eqs. (6.13) and (6.14), the
total radial interference can be written

[

(r,2 + r,2)
8 = Pr,

Em(r,’ — r,’)
+%

-+ (r,2 + r12) p=

Eo (r,2 — r,2) — ~ 1
(6.15)

Um2S(r,2 — r22) These equations were verified by measuring the
=

k(r,2 + r,~)
e-i’ sin (Ax)

induced strains and radial deflections on a half-
(6.1 1) scale electron gun support. The radial deflections

along the meridian of the ceramic were measured
maximum occurring at x = z/4. with a Brown and Sharpe electronic indicator set

for *0.001 in. full-scale deflection and calibrated
above equations are reasonably accurate with gauge blocks. The assembly was moved under

for cylinders as ~hort as 1 = ~/~ loaded at one - -the indicator head on a micrometer carriage.
end or 1 = A/A loaded at both ends. The metal Figure 6.18 shows the measured and analytical
rings are assumed to be loaded by a uniform in- radial deflections along the meridian of the
ternal pressure at their inner radius, rz. The ceramic cylinder.
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THEORETICAL
FDEFLECTION

. ...”.... . . . . . . . .

t , ! 1
5 10 Is 20

CYLINDER LENGTH (CM)

8 Fig. 6.18. Comparison of analytical and measured
deflection.

Prior to assembly, Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton
Type A-7 strain gauges were affixed to the com-
ponents. The gauges were connected, temperature
compensated, and balanced with a B-L-H SR-4,
Type N, strain indicator and balancing unit. Upon
assembly in the hydraulic press, strain readings
were recorded after the load was removed from
the ram. The comparison of measured and
theoretical stresses is

Station x =1.8cm

Radius “Ma (N/m2) Th eoretical (N/m2)

rl 2.375 .X 107 2.436 X 107
ra 1.975 x 107 2.200 x 107

The support assembly is completed by the
external ceramic cylinder and the tension tube.
The tube serves two purposes: to hold the com-
ponents of the internal ceramic cylinder in com-
pression and to provide a continuous load on the
two vacuum seals of the external insulator during
thermal transients. Convaseal, a high vacuum
elastomer manufactured by Consolidated Vacuum
Corporation, and reputed to have very low out-

gassing properties up to 260”C, has been used
successfully for these seals. The tension tube and
external insulator are held together in a fixture
and are assembled on the gun support as a unit.
Allenuts are used to hold the tension tube in place
and are tightened with a long wrench through the
center of the tube. The filament feedthrough in-
sulator flange serves as a cover plate on the tube
end.

5. Gun cavity
.

The gun support and anode mounting
flange, Fig. 6.19, are assembled on the ends of
the cavity that pi-ovides the proper cathode-anode .
spacing and ties the gun to the vacuum system, “.

Fig. 6.20. Cooling water is circulated in a series
circuit through the gun support flange, anode

#
7

support and connecting flange, and the gun cavity,
respectively. Cooling in this manner keeps the
Convaseal at a minimum temperature. Water con-
nections on the gun cavity utilize standard copper
gasket vacuum seals. While this may at first ap-
pear a luxury, its purpose is to provide a positive
means for leak-checking the vacuum system
through the water jacket.

Fig. 6.19. Anode and mountrngflange.

r+ t-1

Fig. 6.20. Cross section of gun cavity.
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6. Thermal studies

Several questions arose regarding the condi-
tions existing during transient heating and cool-
ing and at thermal equilibrium. The areas of con-
cern were: (a) time-temperature rrteasurements
during heating and cooling, (b) vacuum seal
capabilities, (c) stability of the metal-ceramic
structural support for the field forming electrode,
and (d) the cathode-anode spacing variations.

TO investigate these problems, a conventional
10 cm electron gun was instrumented with 33
Chromel-A1umel thermocouples located at specific
stations on all critical components of the assembly
(Fig. 6.21 ). The system was evacuated and power
applied to the cathode, thus simulating cathode
operating conditions. Temperatures were measured
after the system had reached thermal equilibrium

H Ill

TJy, MEASURE~ OPTICAUY

J

y

‘f m

———— — ‘w

.Ii

Fig. 6.21. Thermocouple stations.

Condition Anode Flange

when subjected to various water cooling condi-
tions. To study the transient conditions, tempera-
tures were recorded hourly for 8 hr after the
cathode power had been applied, and hourly for
7 hr after the cathode power was shut off. The
gun was not pulsed, and a Pyrex window was
used in the flange downstream from the anode;
otherwise the experimental setup was a duplicate
of the operational assembly. These variations had
a negligible effect on the thermal environment of
the unit. Cathode temperature was meastmed with
a Pyro Micro-Optical pyrometer. The temperature
recorded with this instrument was brightness
temperature. Ideal blackbody conditions were as-
sumed. Furthermore the temperature was not
corrected for the emissivity of the cathode ma-
terial nor the light transmission through the glass
window.

The thermocouples were cemented in place
with B-L-H PBX high temperature strain gauge
cement after preparing the surface with an S.S.
White abrasive unit. On the stainless steel areas
operating at lower temperatures, the thermo-
couples were affixed with Kirkson stainless steel
soft solder. Steatite thermocouple beads were used
to insulate the wire vvithin the vacuum envelope
between the measuring junctions and the Kovar-
to-glass feedthrough bushings.. The external junc-
tions were taped in place with lead foil tape and
thermally insulated to reduce convection and
radiation losses.

Although this setup involved several tens of
feet of thermocouple beads, soft solder, and only a
moderate degree of cleanliness during assembly,
pressures of 2.5 X 10-’J torr at operating tempera-
ture and 3.0 X 10-s torr

Data were collected
cooling conditions:

cold were achieved. -

for each of the following

Cavity Gun Support-.
I cooled cooled not cooled
II not cooled cooled cooled
HI not cooled cooled not cooled
rv cooled cooled cooled
v cooled not cooled cooled
VI cooled not cooled not cooled

not cooled not cooled cooled
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For transient thermal measurements the three
typical water cooling conditions selected were:

Condition Anode Flange Cavity Gun Support——— ——— ————— .—
A cooled
B not cooled
c not cooled

Because of the relatively low thermal
ductivity of stainless steel [0.039 compared
0.92 cal/(see) (cm2) (“C/cm) for copper]

con-
with
and

the poor thermal coupling between the three water
cooled sect ions, results indicate that the presence
or absence of water cooling on one section has
very lit tle effect on the adjacent section. Figures

1

Fig

u
6.22. Temperature distributions of cavity walls.

cooled cooled
cooled cooled
cooled not cooled

6.22 through 6.24 show the temperature distribu-
tion in the inned and outer cavity walls, the
ceramic insulators, and the center tension tube.
For clarity, only the curves for water cooling con-
ditions IV and VI are shown. Graphs illustrating
the transient heating and cooling of the cathode
field forming electrode and support are shown in
Figs. 6.25 and 6.26 for the thermocouple stations

Soo,

i

i

L —_l_–._._c..J
Fig. 6.24. Temperature distribution of center tube.

400 r
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I

Fig. 6.23.
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Temperature distribution
sulators.

of ceramic in-

.
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TIME ( HOURS)

Fig. 6.25. Heating rate.

0
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Fig. 6.26. Cooling rate.

noted. Only condition A is shown. It can be seen
that the system begins to approach temperature
equilibrium only after full power has been applied
for 4 hr; after 6 hr the unit has essentially
reached thermal equilibrium.

Figure 6.27 shows the sealing scheme utilized
in Varian-type vacuum seals. The nominal 0.12
cm thick copper gasket is plastically deformed in

accomplished by providing a close fit between the
aligning shoulders on the mating flanges. Dowel
pins are incorporated where precise angular align-
ment is required. When the reference shoulders
are in contact, the sealing edges compress the
copper to 0.05 cm. The maximum temperature
differential recorded during this series of tests oc-
curred during the transient heating run under
water cooling condition C. At this time, the anode
flange reached a maximum temperature of 840C,
while the corresponding ring on the cavity was
at 30”C. The total radial expansion described by
Eq. (6.16)

\

T,
Ar=r a(T) dT

T,
(6.16)

was found to be 0.0292 cm. While this leaves an
interference of only 0.0127 cm, these seals func-
tion properly even with a clearance of as much
as 0.117 cm.

Measurements showed the maximum tempera-
bearing at the overlapping-sealing surfaces of the ture in the area of the Convaseal gaskets ~o be..-
male and female flanges. Concentric alignment

+ & 0.042 CM INTERFERENCE

is

ENLARGEO VIEW OF SEAL

\

EL

17°C below the maximum temperat~re tolerance
of the material. The seals are compressed from
an initial nominal thickness of 0.318 to 0.157 cm
upon assembly. Using the temperature gradients
of the inner and outer ceramics and the tension
tube together with the temperatures measured
at adjoining stations, the resultant load release
was computed. Numerical analysis techniques
were applied to determine the total expansion of
each component:

!
T,

8.=1 a (T) dt
T,

(6.17)

where 8. is the resulting expansion of the nth com-
ponent. The length in question was divided into
increments and treated numerically, since the
coefficient of expansion is a function of tempera-
ture and the temperature varies with length. The
total expansion of each path is

Fig. 6.27. Varian type vacuum seal.
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The resulting compression for water cooling con-
dition VI is plotted against time in Fig. 6.28. The
total seal deformation is tabulated below for the
three typical water cooling combinations:

Cooling Condition Defonrnation (cm)

II 0.0647
III 0.0662
w 0.0702

Applying the load-stroke curve of Cunvaseal, as
shown in Fig. 6.29, the initial and final minimum
axial loads encountered are 7.17 X 104 and
1.65 X 104 N, respectively, for the seal area of
137 Cmz.

By loading the rings beyond their yield point,
the maximum radial load is achieved for the ma-
terials with their particular cross sections. This
design facilitates assembly and replacement of
cathodes by removing the cathode field forming
electrode after removing the outer ceramic cylin-
der. However, at operating temperature, the con-
ditions are such that the stainless steel ring near
the gun expands to a larger value than that of the

I I I I
2 3 4 5 6

TIME (HOURs)

u v= 0.075
0
K
1-

“’ 0.0

0.025

v I I I I I J
00 I x 10* 2 x 10’ 3 x 10’ 4XI08 5x 10’ 6xti

LOAO (N/M’)

Fig. 6.29. Cunvaseal load-stroke curve.

ceramic, thus relieving the preload, This relief is
due to the lower coefficient of expansion of the
ceramic compared with that of the stainless steel
and to the poor thermal coupling at the ceramic-
stainless steel interface. Figure 6.30 represents the
expansion-time characteristic of this assembly dur-
ing heating from ambient to operating tempera-
ture. The ring nearest the field forming electrode
reaches maximum radial clearance of 0.0724 cm
from the ceramic cylinder 3 hr after the filament
power has been applied and it stabilizes at 0.0686
cm upon reaching thermal equilibrium. While this
clearance is certainly undesirable, it is felt that
no serious radial misalignment is encountered,
since the axial load never falls below 1.65 X 10’
N. Also, when the assembly is cooled, the unit
undergoes a radial realignment due to the nature
of the design.

“’sr~
z 0.100}
v

0.075
z
g
In

:0.050

x
w‘1[ ‘“--l ?

:~fi .,

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 s

TIME- HOURS

Fig. 6.28. Convaseal deformation. Fig. 6.30. Gun support expansion curves.
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The cathode-anode spacing from ambient
temperature through the transient heating period
was calculated for the water cooling conditions A.
B, and C. The problem was treated numerically
as described previously, and the spacing was de-
termined for each hour of the 8 hr heating” period.
Figure 6.31 shows the cathode-anode spacing varia-
tions as measured axially from the center of the
cathode to the edge of the anode.

It can be seen that water cooling condition A
induces the maximum variation of 0.0315 cm,
while cooling condition C yields the minimum of
0.0168 cm. This situation is caused by the im-
proved temperature compensation when operat-
ing the cavity walls at a higher temperature. The
dip in the curve for condition A is caused by the
cavity reaching thermal equilibrium and then re-
maining at a relatively constant temperature early
in the cycle while the other parts continue to ex-
pand.

0.0375 I I I I I I I I

>

I I I I I I I
2 3 .? 5 6 7 8

TIME-HOURS

Fig. 6.31. Cathode-anode spacing variations.

B. Iniector Lens Design

The PHERMEX magnetostatic lens design
evolution is discussed here. A prototype injector
lens was built with its pole pieces and coils lo-
cated within the vacuum system. The reason that
pole pieces were initially placed within the
vacuum was to reduce the effective diameter
and hence to minimize the demanded ampere
turns. While valuable design and operation in-
formation was collected, problems were en-
countered evacuating the lens and sealing it off,

since it was not continuo~ly pumped. The
second-generation prototype lens utilized coils ex-
ternal to the vacuum system with pole pieces
forming part of the vacuum envelope. This as-
sembly technique necessitated vacuum welds of
stainless steel to Armco iron, causing undesirable
magnetic hard spots in the iron. In the interest of
economy and fabrication time, prototype test
lenses utilized a built up external magnetic cir-
cuit of mild steel. These lenses have proved sucess-
ful; however, owing to the magnetic inhomo-
geneity of the material and nature of construction,
appreciable on-axis transverse magnetic field
aberrations were encountered. That is, the mag-
netic fields were found to be azimuthally asym-
metrical. These deviations from azimuthal sym-
metry were intolerable for PHERMEX injection
energies. While modified versions of these lenses
were made later, the injector test lenses were in
service on the PHERMEX machine for over a
year.

The modified lenses were designed to mini-
mize on-axis transverse magnetic fields. Pole
pieces were machined from solid Armco ingot iron
billets. To eliminate the necessity of fasteners
penetrating and disturbing the magnetic circuit,
the two pole piece halves were joined by a clamp
ring at the outside equator of the lens as shown
in Fig. 6.32. Use of the clamp ring precluded per-
forating the pole pieces for fasteners, and it also
provided an eye for handling equipment. Each
injector lens weighs nearly 270 kg. A stainless

\:4CUF.4DRIFT

M:. 6.32. Injector lens construction.
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steel spacer is used in the gap. The coils, each
with 900 turns of No. 144wire, are wound over a
machined phenolic ring and potted in Epocast-202
(with D-W hardener). The phenolic ring, with
0.32 cm fiber glass Glastic end discs, formed the
coil spool. Upon curing, the coil sections were ma-
chined flat and parallel with the center ~ng as
a reference (Fig. 6.33). A close fit of the coil in-
side diameter cm the pole piece halves provides
Positive alignment. These lenses fit over the non-
magnetic stainless steel evacuated drift tube. They
aw positioned axially and radially, and are locked
in place with a spanner nut. Each lens has pro-
visions for installation of a permanent gaussmeter
probe in the gap between the pole pieces for con-
tinuous monitoring during machine operation. In-
ternal cooling is unnecessary since the power
dissipation in each injector lens is less than 25 W.

I?ig. 6.33. Lens coil section.

Lens focal length, axial position, and ampere-
turns requirements were theoretically determined
from the paraxial ray optical analyses described
in Chapter 1 and in Appendix 6B. Using these
design criteria, the governing geometry of the
injector beam, and the space available in the head
of the first cavity, the magnetic circuit design
was established.

Treating the lens as a simple series magnetic
circuit, the flux density in any element j can be
described by

Bj =
47r X 10-T(NI)

A,
(1

:+&+...+&ILIAI )

(6.19)

where Aj is the cross sectional ‘area, lj is the
path length, and p, is the permeability of the j’h
element. By performing a series of successive ap-
proximations, the cross sectional area of each
component was established such that the flux
density was well below the knee of the saturation
curve.

Optimum pole piece contours at the gap were
established approximately by field plotting tech-
niques with conducting paper. Comparison of the
normalized conducting paper field plots and the
measured axial magnetic field distribution (Fig.
6.34) indicates relatively good agreement.

Axial and transverse fields were measured at
2.5 cm increments on center through the entire
lens and valve assembly (Fig. 6,35) with an
F. W. Bell “120” gaussmeter. Magnitudes of the
axial fields, and both magnitude and angular
direction of the on-axis transverse fields were re-
corded at current settings from O to 20 A. Maxi-
mum transverse residual fields of less than 0.4
gauss were found in the new lenses, compared
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Fig. 6.34. Comparison of conducting paper plot with
actual field measurement.
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Fig. 6.35. Axial field distribution.

with more than two times that value in the old
lenses. At four times the normal operating current
in the new lenses, transverse fields of 2.1 gauss
were measured, an improvement of 50’~ over the
old lenses at their normal operating current. To
evaluate the effect of reversing current polarity,
the four possible current polarity combinations
were imposed and data recorded. No measurable
variation could be detected.

The lens assembly is supported within the
cavity nozzle liner at three points: at the cavity
wall, at the upstream end of the second lens, and
at the upstream end of the valve. This supporting
sequence allows the upstream lens and valve to be
removed without removing the nozzle liner. Each
supporting member consists of a split aluminum
ring installed in the nozzle liner and locked into
position by an expansion device. Three equally
spaced high load, short stroke springs are threaded
radially into the ring to permit alignment of the
drift tube. With the different loading conditions
imposed, the springs must be flexible to avoid re-
dundancy, and must have different load stroke
characteristics at each support. The springs, of
nonmagnetic material, consist of a piston,
cylinder, and a neoprene pad (Fig. 6.36). A pre-
determined load is applied to each spring as-
sembly. Static load-stroke measurements show the
characteristics to be reproducible, and prolonged
load application results in negligible creep.

The injector assembly (Figs. 6.37 and 6.38)
is shown with valve and supports within the noz-
zle liner connected to the gun cavity.

C. Inspection Procedures

Early beam analysis, confirmed by experi-
mental work on the half-scale injector, showed
the importance of precise axial and radial align-
ment of gun components. Each element of the in-
jector assembly is individually inspected to assure
that it is within allowable tolerances. The number

CYLINDER—
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Fig. 6.36. Lens support spring.

—

Fig. 6.37. Injector lens assembly.

n —

Fig. 6.36. Injector assembly.
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and nature of the parts allows the possibility
for the assembly to be grossly out of tolerance,
simply by virtue of the addition of allowable er-
rors of the components. In order to produce a
sufficiently precise assembly and yet specify parts
with realistic tolerances, a rigorous inspection
routine has been established. After the compon-
ents have been inspected, mating symmetrical
parts are oriented angularly to minimize radial
and axial errors. With the exception of the
cathode and anode field forming electrodes, all
subassemblies are located with dowel pins un-
equally spaced, to prevent possible assembly 180°
from the desired position.

An inspection report for each injector as-
sembly is completed. This report includes the
axial and radial misalignment of each component
during assembly. Cathode-anode spacing is the
final measurement made prior to placing the in-
jector in service. All cathode field forming elec-
trodes and anodes are interchangeable; however,
they are numbered and have similar inspection
records. Upon completion the injector is given an
ARRAY number that identifies the specific gun
cavity, support, cathode field forming electrode,
anode, and cathode. Experience has proved the in-
spection effort to be well justified, since burrs or
pulled threads on parts can seriously impair in-
jector performance.

D. Cleaning

To maintain maximum current emission and
prolong service life of cathodes, a high degree of
cleanliness and a high vacuum are required. Parts
in the vicinity of the hot gun were machined dry
or with water to avoid any possibility of cathode
contamination by cutting oil. ‘Other parts in cooler
areas were machined with sulfur-free cutting oil.
All components of appropriate size are cleaned in
a Pangborn Moclel EZ-3 Hydrofinisher, using 620
grit abrasive in a water slurry. Parts are then
rinsed in clear water and cleaned in an ultrasonic
cleaner. I.arge vacuum components are electro-
polished. None of the vacuum components is
baked, other than by the progressive heating of
the cathode during activation. This technique has
proved adequate, since the injector operates hot
at about 8 X 10-8 torr and has been in the 10-9
torr range cold.

E. Vacuum System

Figure 6.39 shows the general layout of the
injector vacuum system. The system is rough-
pumped by a Central Scientific Co. Hypervac
Model-1 00 pump through a liquid nitrogen cold
trap and valve to the 1000 liter/see VacIon pump
and gun cavity. Trapping serves primarily to
minimize backstreaming of pump oil but also im-
proves the ultimate vacuum. The injector can be
evacuated while separated from the accelerator
cavities for beam diagnostic studies, or it can be
isolated from the cavities during cathode activa-

‘[l

)-aGaM

{ “-w

1 1

Fig. 6.39. Injector vacuum system.

The Hypervac pumps the system from at-
mospheric pressure to 10-4 torr in less than 10
min. at which time the VacIon pump can be
started. Upon staring the ion pump at this pres-
sure, a glow discharge occurs, causing the pres-
sure to rise. Roughing is continued with the ion
pump off. After cycling the system a few times
in this manner, this ion pump can be started and
the valve to the rough pump closed, This system
has been repeatedly pumped from atmospheric
pressure to 10-o torr in about
time hns been minimized by
with water-pumped nitrogen
the atmosphere.

30 min. Pumpdovvn
flooding the system
before opening it to

a
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Convaseal gaskets are used in the gun sup-
port, neoprene “O” rings in the roughing pump
valve, and Teflon in the isolation valve between
the lenses; all other seals are metal. Flat copper
gaskets, described earlier, are used on the injector
flanges, and aluminum wire is used in the pump-
ing system. Aluminum wire seals are used in con-
junction with standard ASA Schedule-40 steam
flanges. The only modification of this flange con-
sists of a 1 p lathe finish on sealing surfaces. In-
herent advantages of these flanges are inter-
changeability (no male and female parts), rela-
tively low cost, and ease of removing scratches.
Soft aluminum wire, 0.16 cm in diameter, is
butt-welded with a Utica Koldwelder to form the
proper diameter ring. Aluminum foil strips hold
the wire seal in place on flange faces during as-
sembly. This seal has proved to be valuable and
has been used since in numerous vacuum systems
with a high order of reliability. The major dis-
advantage is that precise axial, radial, and angular
alignment cannot be attained unless locating pins
or reference shoulders are incorporated. Tighten-
ing the bolts to a predetermined torque value has
proved to be unnecessary, although load-stroke
characteristics have been recorded for design pur-
poses.

F. Cathode Activation

Cathode activation commences when a pres-
sure less than 10-8 torr is achieved. During activa-
tion the pressure is never permitted to rise above
10-0 tom. Typical activation takes about 30 hr
before operating power and emission are reached.
Power is raised gradually, Iimited by the pressure
criterion. The system is set to shut off the fila-
ment power if the pressure rises above 10-8 torr
when left unattended. Pressure is continually
monitored by a strip recorder in order to have a
permanent record of the activation history. Also
recorded, in the form of handwritten notes on the
strip chart, are filament power, pulse voltage, and
any circumstances known to affect the cathode
environment. When operating power is reached,
the gun is pulsed and total current collected at
the focal point of the beam. Although emission
continues to increase gradually
hr or so, maximum emission is
the first few hundred pulses.

for the first 100
approached after

G. Beam Trajectory Measurements

The purpose of beam trajectory determina-
tion experiments was to evaluate the final lens
desiam of the 10 cm injector. Current density dis-
tribution, beam radius, and beam slope were
measured at three axial stations: downstream
from the anode (near the focal point of the
cathode), at the center position of the valve, and
at the position of the cavity wall.

Prior to conducting this series of tests, the
total emission was carefully measured. A vari-
able aperture device, Figs. 6.40 and 6.41, was de-
signed so that the beam can be masked off by
preselected-diameter apertures. The beam current

Fig. 6.40. Beam aperture device.

Fig. 6.41. Beam aperture device.
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passes through an aperture and falls on a 0.32
cm thick beryllium plate. Eight apertures mask
equal-area i.ncremen ts of the beam. In other words,
the area of the Iargest aperture is eight times that
of the smallest hole. The effective current, for a
0.2 p.sec pulse, was determined by measuring the
charge collected on a capacitor connected between
the beryllium plate and ground.

Data were collected at each of the three axial
stations for each aperture setting, holding the
cathode filament power constant and pulsing at
400, 500, and 600 kV. At the two downstream
stations, lens currents were adjusted to achieve
maximum current through the large aperture. Cur-
rent density distributions at the three axial sta-
tions are plotted in Figs. 6.42, 6.43, and 6.44.

To measure the beam radius and slope (con-
vergence), three photographs of the beam were
taken at 1 in. increments for each of the axial
stations. A DuMont scope camera was adapted
to a window, Fig. 6.45, through which a P-1 i
fluor-coated 0.075 cm molybdenum sheet was
photographed. The screen was so designed that
the beam image could be photographed at each
of the required positions. Photographs of the beam
were made holding all parameters identical to
those of the variable aperture runs. These photo-
graphs provided views of the beam which showed
fair symmetry, and from which the beam radius
was measured, the b6am slope at each of the three
axial positions was determined from these data.
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Fig. 6.42. Current density distribution, anode posi-
tion.
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Fig. 6.43. Current density distribution, valve position.
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Fig. 6.45. I)uMont camera ing~lation.

The measured beam radius and slope are
compared with the anticipated Theoretical profile
in Fig. 6.46.
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Fig. 6.46. Injector with beam profiles.

All gun tests were made using Femcor 3bd
and 600 kV line pulsers, shown in Figs. 6.47 and
6.48. At present a 600 kV Femcor pulser is used
to drive the 10 cm electron gun on the PHER.
MEX machine.

Fig. 6.47. 300 kV pulser,

Fig. 6.46. 600 kV pulser.
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The choice of pulser was influenced by sev-
eral factors; among these, availability, depend-
ability. and serviceability were pre-eminent. At
the ti,~e high voltage tests of the 5 cm electron
gun b[ gan, the Femcor 300 kV line pulser was
the only commercially available unit having ap-
propriate peak voltage, rise time, and pulse dura-
tion. Lumped-constant artificial-line pulsers,
while perhaps feasible, were dropped from con-
sideration, since none was commercially avail-
able then, and it was undesirable to enter into a
program of pulser development at that time.

The Femcor line pulsers are Marx generators,
using transmission lines as energy storage ele-
ments. Each energy storage element originally con-
sisted of two RG-19,~ transmission lines in
parallel, potted in an epoxy to form a rigid
module. Early module failures almost invariably
occurred due to puncture of the line dielectric at
the open (unterminated) end of these transmis-
sion lines. At the suggestion of LASL Group
GMX-I 1, Field Emission Corporation modified
the design to use a single length of RG-I 9/U
folded back upon itself. The failure rate of these
new-style modules has been gratifyingly low.

In PHERMEX service, the Femcor pulsers
are charged negatively with respect to ground,
to deliver a negative pulse to the cathode of the
electron gun (gun anode is at ground potential).
This charging polarity is the reverse of that for
which the pulser was designed, and seems to have
caused a small reduction in module lifetime. Far
more serious consequences of the negative charg-
ing polarity were a decrease in triggering relia-
bility and a greatly increased triggering jitter.
These disadvantages. inconsequential in gun tests
but prohibitive in PHERMEX operation, were
completely overcome by replacing the Fe.mcor
trigger pulse transformer and trigger pulse am-
plifier with a larger pulse transformer and a
GMX-I i -designed trigger pulse amplifier de-
livering a more energetic trigger spark.

The 300 kV Femcor pulser delivers a 0.2
psec pulse into a 125 Q load. This output im-
pedance was quite fortuitous, being low enough to
give an acceptably short pulse rise time at the
gun, yet sufficiently high to damp out any ring-
ing due to the L and C of the gun. This situation
was demonstrated later by means of computations

with a computer code called TAP. Since the 5
cm ~m represents a real. load impedance of ap-
proximately 2000 Q, it does not present a matched
load to the pulser. Therefore it was necessary to
add a resistive load in parallel \vith the electron
gun to match the pulser output impedance. This
resistive load for the 300 kV p~~lseris made up of
three Resistance Products Co. Type G7,Z high
frequency resistors having a total series resistance
of about 125 Q. These resistors, the best known to
be available for the purpose, invariably demon-
strate a decrease in resistance after being sub-
jected to repeated high voltage pulses. The re-
sistance eventually stabilizes at some lower value;
thus it was necessary to “age” the load resistance
by applying several hundred ptdses before repro-
ducible results could be obtained in gun tests.
Pulser waveshape and, hence, charge delivered
by the gun are somewhat sensitive to pulser load.
Pulser waveshape for the 300 kV pulser, measured
at the resistive load, is shown in Fig. 6.49.

The 0.2 /,sec, 600 kV pulser used with the
10 cm gun has an internal impedance of 275 Q.
As with the smaller pulser, it was necessary to add
a matching load resistance in parallel with the
gun. The waveshape of the 600 kV pulser is
definitely inferior to that from the 300 kV pulser.
This degradation is attributed to the greater num-
ber of modules and spark gap switches in the
system. The 275 Q impedance is higher than op-
timum and limits the voltage rise time at the gun
electrodes. Since the gun has a finite capacitance
(about i 00 pF) the gun voltage cannot rise in-
stantaneously to its peak value. Pulser waveshape
for the 600 kV pulser, measured at the resistive
load, is shown in Fig. 6.50 for the optimum value
of load resistance.

The period of the rf cycle in the cavities is
2 X 10-8 sec. Each 0.2 psec gun pulse therefore
covers 10 rf cycIes. IdealI y, the current pulse
from the gun would rise in a time interval short
compared with one rf period, maintain a constant
current-value for 10 cycles, and then fall to zero
in a time comparable with its rise time.

The gun current pulse shape is a function of
the gun voltage pulse shape, current varying as
the 3/2 power of voltage when Child’s law is
valid. If the rise time of the voltage pulse is short
in comparison with its duration, the current imd
voltage pulse shapes will be very nearly identical.
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Fig. 6.49. 300 kV pulser wave form.

Fig. 6.50. 600 kV pulser wave form.
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It is recognized that the voltage pulse shape at
the gun electrodes is not identical to the voltage
pulse delivered by the pulser, as the gun repre-
sents a nonlinear resistive load having a parallel
capacitance and a series lead inductance both in-
side and outside the gun.

Il. EJECTION

As seen in the illustration of the ejection
optical system, Fig. 6.51, the beam emerging from
the last cavity is crudely collimated by means of
a magnetic lens. This lens, similar in design to the
injector lenses, directs the maximum number of
useful electrons toward the final focusing Iens,
located about 10 m away. Just downstream from
the collimating lens is a set of steering magnets
that can be used to effect small shifts in the
radial position of the beam. From here, the beam
traverses a magnetically shielded drift tube to
the focusing lens.

Since the beam emerging from the last cavity
is far from being monoenergetic, a large fraction
of its electrons are inaccessible to the target when
static lenses are employed. As a result, the tra-
jectories of these particles terminate on the drift

I , )

I

Fig. 6.51. Eject ion ofilcal system.

tube wall or other internal structures. If not ade-
quately attenuated, the radiation background that
arises from these electrons would be intolerable
for good radiography. There forw, instead of try-
ing to attenuate bremsstrahlung, it is best to colli-
mate the electron beam in such a way to pre-
vent this spurious radiation from being generated.
Beryllium collimators have been found most satis-
factory. One, with a 2.5 cm diameter on-axis hole,
is located about 1.5 m upstream from the focusing
lens; three more collimators are located down-
stream, as is shown in Fig. 6.59. Since the beam
current density distribution is roughly bell-shaped,
most of the beam passes through the 3 mm diam-
eter collimator leading to the target.

A. Collimating Lens

The original collimating lens was designed
with radial and angular alignment capability.
Mechanical tolerances in the manufacture of the
cavities left the exact position of the electron op-
tical axis uncertain; thervfore, the position of the
electron beam upon ejection was not known ex-
actly. At the time, it was felt that alignment
capability would allow the lens to be positioned
on the beam and the maximum current to be
focused through the 2.5 cm diameter aperture lo-
cated upstream from the focusing lens. The lens
focal length, axial position, and ampere-turn re-
quirements were theoretically determined from
paraxial optics considerations described in Ap-
pendix 6B. Normalized flux field values were ob-
tained for various ampere-turns; the results are
shown in Fig. 6.52. Considerable saturation was
recorded for the higher ampere-turn values. How-
ever, this was thought not to be unduly harmful
to the high energy beam.
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Fig. 6.52. Axial field distribution in first version of
collimating lens.
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An interim lens, which was a modification
of the original colh.mating lens, was fabricated,
This lens had a larger cross section, type 1020
mild steel magnetic circuit. Water cooling was also
installed between coil sections to remove the heat.
Plots of the flux field distribution, Fig. 6.53, show
that saturation at the higher ampere-turn values
was decreased. Because of the extremely critical
problem of aligning this lens, and since the elec-
tron beam was found to be close to the optical
center of the ejection aperture, the interim lens
was permanently aligned on the beam axis and
had no mechanical adjustments of its own. This
modified lens was used on PHERMEX for over a
year while an improved lens was designed and
fabricated.

The present collimating lens has an Armco
iron magnetic circuit, water cooling, a Hall-effect
gaussmeter probe, and a thermocouple. Normalized
axial field distributions for various ampere-turns
are shown in Fig. 6.54. Slight asymmetry st-ill oc-

curs about the equatorial plane of the lens. Figure
6.55 shows the collimating lens and vacuum valve
in position in the downstream port of the ejector
nozzle liner assembly.

AXIAL POSITION - CM

Fig. 6.53. Axial field distribution in second collimat-
ing lens.
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Fig. 6.54. Axial field distribution in present collimat-
ing lens.

m

Fig. 6.55. Collimating lens and vacuum valve in
ejector nozzle liner.

B. Drift Tube Space and Steering
Magnets

Drift tube space consists of 10 m of type 304-L
stainless steel tubing with a set of steering mag-
nets on the upstream end. Magnetic shielding was
used throughout most of the system to eliminate
perturbing fields. A vacuum pump, incorpo-
rated in the assembly, is located on the downs-
tream end of the drift tube. The steering mag-
nets have the capability of moving the electron
beam transversely in the target plane by about
3 mm without serious aberrations. A cutaway de-
tail of the steering magnet assembly is shown in
Fig. 6.56.

~_~
SCUE. C4

Fig. 6.56. Cross secticm of steering quadruple.
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The magnetic shielding, shown in Fig. 6.51,
is capable of reducing the intensity of the per-
pendicular components of local magnetic fields by
a factor of about 2500. The shielding was fabri-
cated in the form of a nest of three concentric
thin-wall tubes of specially heat-treated mumetal.
Concentricity of these tubes is maintained by felt
spacers. The units were made in 61 cm long
sections for ease of assembly and simple replace-
ment of damaged components.

C. Focusing Lens

The original focusing lens was aesigned with
external pole pieces, with the vacuum tube serving
as both the support and the permanent mechanical
aligning mechanism. Normalized axial field mea-
surements, Fig. 6.57, show a relatively good fleId
distribution. Ampere-turn requirements for this
prototype lens were determined from paraxial
optics considerations for a focal length of 1 m.
This lens was designed for intermittent operation
and, thus, had no provisions for water cooling.
When, later, it was found necessary to run the
lens continuously for optimum machine operation,
heat dissipation became a problem; but by careful
use, the prototype was kept in operation for over
a year while a new lens was being designed and
fabricated.
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Fig. 6.57. Axial field distribution in first version of
focusing lens.

The present focusing lens also has an Arrnco
iron magnetic circuit, water cooling, a Hall-effect
gaussrneter probe, and a thermocouple. Normal-
ized axial field “values for various ampere-turns
are shown in Fig. 6.58. The new focusing lens is
positioned 0.5 m from the target and is aligned by
radial movement of the heavy-wall center tube,
which is also the vacuum enclosure. The focusing
lens and target assembly are enclosed in a pro-
tective envelope and protected by a blast-resistant
nose. As shown in Fig. 6.59, the bIast-resist,ant
nose assembly is hinged for easy access to the
target area and to facilitate maintenance of the
focusing lens.
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Fig. 6.58. Axial field distribution in final focusing lens.
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Fig. 6.59. Blast protective system housing focusing
lens and target assembly.
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Appendix 6A

INJECTOR GUN DESIGN

1. DESIGN PROCEDURES

There are two beam current extremes in
electron gun design. One is the case of emission
limited flow’ where no space charge influences the
beam trajectories. In this case the equipotential
distributions are defined by Laplace’s equation.
Only beams of very low current density can be
considered. Therefore, in order to achieve the re-
quired peak currents it is necessary to use very
large diameter electron beams.

Cathode current densities of less than 10-8
A/cm2 begin to satisfy the condition that space
charge is negligible. Clearly, for a beam current
of 250 A, the cathode radius must be about 290
cm. This beam could be “focused” to perhaps a
radius of 50 cm after it has been accelerated to
its maximum energy without serious loss in cur-
rent. Even so, a beam radius of 50 cm is intoler-
able when it is accelerated through PHFXMEX
cavities. The resulting loss of target current would
be prohibitive.

The other extreme in gun design makes use
of space-charge-limited flow. Here, in the ab-
sence of residual gas effects, one can produce
maximum current density beams for a given ac-
celeration potential, This means that Poisson’s
equation, instead of Laplace’s, holds. one such
gun type is based upon rectilinear flow between
two concentric spheres, the outer sphere being the
cathode. From this type we may write Poisson’s
equation as

+:(r2:) ‘-%-
(A.1)

Here the beam current is a constant

1= 4#J = –4#qvu = –4rr2qv~2~V
(A.2)

where

J = current density, A/mz
u = particle velocity, m/see
q = specific charge, 1.759 X 1011 coul/kg

Substituting Eq. (A.2) into’ Eq. (Al ) we have

d dV

()

Iv-1/2

z ‘2x = 4mkO~~
(A.3)

Let I have the following form, based upon the
analogous form of space-charge-limited flow across
a planar diode,

16rkU~~ Vs{z v8/2

1= ~ — = 29.3 X 10-o —
(-a)2 (-a)2

and

Thus

(A.4)

(A.5)

(A.6)

Further, let

~=ln$

(A.7)

and substitute Eqs. (A.5) and (A.7) into Eq. (A.6)
to give the equation defining the dimensionless
function (-a)2

d2a

()

da 2

3a d?‘+3a$+ ~ –1=0

(A.8)

This equation was first studied by Langmuir
and Blodgett in 1923. Their published results were
tabulated giving (-a) 2 as a function of rC/r, where
r= is the radius of the cathode. There are other
functions of (-a)2, such as d (-a) 2/d (rC/r) which
were needed for gun design. Equation (A.8) was
solved numerical y, checking Langmuir (to three
places), and at the same time the other useful
functions were generated.
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Now consider the current flowing radially
from only a sector of the sphere so that the actual
current becomes

I—cose
I = 14.7 X 10-s

(-LY)2
~8/2

. .
(A.9)

where o is the semi-cone angle of the electron
beam. This relationship is valid when there is
no aperture in the anode and only approximately
so for finite size apertures. Theory and practice
are in best accord when the anode-to-cathode dis-
tance is large compared with the aperture di-
ameter. In order to develop approximate formulae
to establish
parameters,
formula is
gence effect

where

f=
AC =

E, =
v. =

numerical values of electron gun
one assumes that Davisson’s lens

adequate here so that the conver-
of the aperture may be written

AC

foca

1 El
=— =—

f 4V.
(A.1O)

length of aperture lens, m
convergence change of the aperture
lens, m-l
electric field at anode, V/m
anode potential, V

Assume thin lens, paraxial optics here, even
though the assumption is not rigorously valid.
Hence, the convergence C, of the beam emerging
from the gun is

C.= C,+ AC+ —$-
U

(All)

where C 1 = convergence of beam incident on
anode aperture. Then Eq. (A.5 ) defines V in
terms of constants and the function (-a) 2. Hence

“’=-(2),. =‘[%2~lr.

From Eq. (Al O) the net thange in convergence
of the electron beam passing through the aperture
lens is

(A.13)

Thus the exit convergence becomes

{
Cc=+ i– *2[*l}rm

(A.14)

Before pursuing the problem of the net con-
vergence of the electron beam, examine Eq. (A.13)
graphically, substituting

8 = r.Jr.

This is illustrated in Fig. 6A.1 where

f
—=
rO

is plotted as a
focal length f
of

{6($2[*l-’}r=
(A.15)

function of c. Here the maximum
occurs for a cathode-anode radius
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(A.16)
Now return to Eq. (A.144) which is rewritten

as Eq. (A. 17). The trend in the net convergence is
indicated in Fig. 6A.2 where

{
C,rC=& l— c [~]}ra

6(-a)2
(A.17)

Fig. 6A. 2. Exit aperture convergence vs rO/r,.

The beam emerging from the anode aperture
enters a region free of externally applied electric
fields. Hence, in the absence of magnetic fields,
the relativistic paraxial ray equation is Eq. (B.1 )
whose solutions are given in Appendix 6B.

The first integration of Eq. (B.1 ) yields

(R’)2 = in R + (RO’)2
(A.18)

occurring for
where RO’ is the value of the reduced slope on the
exit side of the anode aperture. When

R reaches a minimum

R~i. = e-%’)’

(A.20)

A second integration of Eq. (B.1 ) yields

[

R dR
z=

lr

(A.21 )

In addition to the solutions plotted in Appendix
6B, pig. A.3 illustrates several typical reduced tra-

‘ jectories where R has been plotted for various
values of ~ as a function of ,Z,..,

.. t;

Fig.” 6A. 3. Reduced ray trajectories.

Consider the value of Z at which R becomes
unity again, and ask, “Is there a maximum Z for
some specific choice of RO’?” Figure A.3 indicates
(a) that all reduced rays with negative values of
RO’ pass through the unity R line at points other
than R = 1, Z = O, and (b) indeed there is a
maximum in Z when

Z ~ 2.15

R.’ = –0.9225

—

.

.

R’=0 The locus of R.i. yersus Z is shown in Fig.
(A.19) 6A.4.
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Fig. 6A. 4. Lame of Rmin V6 Z.

As a result of these considerations, one finds
that there is a maximum current which can be
passed through a constant diameter tube whose
length is L. If the tube diameter is D, then

IMax = 38.5 X 10-8[V(I + 0.98 X 10-’V)]

(A.22)

It is clear that a :imilar expression can be ob-
tained for the case of unequal aperture diameters
by using the information found in Fig. 6A.3. The
difference between the solid line and the dashed
(nonrelativistic) line in Fig. 6A.5 indicated the

. . .
relatnnstlc effect on Imay, the relativistic term
being

Fig.
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6A. 5. Maximum current passable through a con-
stant diameter tube of length L.

(1++)s’2= (1 + 0.98 X 10-W)8i2

(A.23)

This is considered since apertures are found in
various regions of the entire system.

.
-.

It has been tacitly assumed that to a useful .

approximation the anode aperture could be
●

treated as a thin lens so that we may describe the
ray optics as shown in the diagram of Fig. 6A.6.
Thus one uses the thin lens equation, recognizing
it is only an approximation,

1 1 1 ‘= H’)-’T= T–E; r.
(A.24)

f being the focal length of the aperture lens in
the absenm of space charge effects for paraxial
optics.

c@rc ra
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>

Fig. 6A. 6. Simplified schematic of ray optics in gun.

Figure 6A.6 indicates that

1 1
Sine u-; sin ya —

ra b
(A.25)

a
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k$y t$nell’s law the index of refraction becomes

sill o b b rc
n= -_ .— —

Plot Eq. (A.24)
where rc/f has

slny —l-a-rcra

(A.26)

as a function of r,./r,, in Fig. 6A.7,
been given by Eq. (A.15).

Fig. 6A. 7. Thin lens properties: blrc vs rJra.

It will be noticed that as r@a approaches
about 1.45 the ratio b/rC goes to infinity; that is,
the emerging beam is parallel.

Now one can also plot the index of refrac-
tion Eq. (A.26) to relate the semi-cone angle 6’
of the incident beam to the semi-cone angle a of
the exit beam. This is shown in Fig. 6A.8. Incident
angle O and exit cone angle a are plotted para-
metrically for various E’s in Fig. 6A.9. Equation
(A.9) has been plotted in Figs. 6A.1 O and 6A.11
for reference. It is recognized that Eq. (A.9) is
valid only for nonrelativistic flow and that a cor-
rection must be made to the perveance equation
for very high energy electrons.
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Fig. 6A. 8. Index of refraction.
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Fig. 6A. 9. Exit cone angle y vs incident cone angle 0.
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II. MODEL I GUN CHARACTERISTICS

L
“;

*

Fig. 6A.11. Gun perveance.

Model I gun was designed to satisfy the fol-
lowing requirements:

I= 16 A
v = 70 kV
P = 0.82 X I&a
8 = 0.15

and a cathode diameter of 5 cm. The symbol 8
is defined in Appendix 6B. Because of the
space charge instability it is necessary to choose
a geometry such that the focal spot lies a maxi-
mum distance Zmu from the anode apetire. This
corresponds to

ZJL 2.15
r.

~=;= –0.9226

Furthermore, rc/r, was chosen to be about 2
where the focal length of the aperture lens is a
maximum. One bit of arbitrariness arises. That
is the cathode-anode gap whose choice is based
upon the uncertain y in electric breakdown for
70 kV. A gap of about 1 cm was chosen. This
now defines an incident cone angle of about 20°.
Hence the remaining characteristics become

Z.u = 18.3 cm
rmln = 0.533 cm

# = 0.139
0=20°
u=8°

There is one unique electrode configuration
which is able to form the field configuration
needed to support the electron flow. Fortunately
for the experimenter there is an infinitude of
approximations which may be used. In order to
facilitate our design work, electrode shapes known
to approximate our needs were used initially. A
study of the structure was made with an elec-
trolytic tank, then the necessary modifications
were made to satisfy our e~plicit requirements. In
the electrolytic tank study, space charge was ac-
counted for and the resulting potential distribu-
tion was compared with the same system in the
absence of space charge. In both cases the plots
were for three-dimensional systems of cylindrical
symmetry. These potential distributions are
shown in Figs. 6A. I2 and 6A.13 for the structures
that were actually fabricated for the Model I

*

.

.
.

‘r.

.
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Fig. 6A.12. Potential distribution with space charge
limited flOW.

I

I

I

Fig. 6A.13. Potential distriblltion with efiwion
limited flow.

Although the aperture effect could not be
accounted for in the space-charge case, calculations
of the axial potentials for both the Poisson (space
charge) and the Laplace (no space charge) cases,
shown in Fig. 6A. 14, indicate that the aperture
fields should be roughly the same in both cases.

%
T

Fig. 6A.14. Comparison of theoretical Poisson and
Laplace potential distributions without
aperturea.

Based upon these calculations, the dynamic effect
of the aperture was computed graphically (neg-
lecting space charge) to give an indication of the
electron loss. This did not appear too important;
however, experimental confirmation was ob-
tained later.

Figure 6A. I 5 compares the analog solutions
(electrolytic tank) of Laplace’s equation for our
gun confiiation with and without the aperture.

The flow is governed primarily by Poisson’s
equation, and since we have assumed that in the
neighborhood of the anode Laplace’s and Poisson’s
equations give nearly the same results, we com-
pare, in Fig. 6A. I 6, the electrolytic tank potential
solutions of Laplace’s and Poisson’s equations.
Prior to experimental confirmation, these results
indicated that a fair approximation to a proper
choice of electrode configurations had been
achieved. Initial design was based upon these
values. Later experiments demonstrated their
validity.
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Fig. 6A.15. Comparison of electrolytic tank solutions
of Laplace’s equation with and without
aperturea.

REDUCED

Appendix, 6B

PARAXIAL RAY EQUATION

!lle time-dependent equation of radial mo-
tion can be transformed to a space equation for
flow in field-free regions. This equation becomes

n

f, ~ -_ =“[(:- +02-‘r
(B.1)

If the following transformations are made
. -- ----

.,,. ...= . . .. . . ----- s,-.,--“m. ..

(B,$?)

where

5.58 X 10%/~
8. ‘ -.=- [V(v + 2p)] ’/4

(B.3)

then Eq. (B.1 ) becomes

-with

.-

(B.4)

(B.5)

These equations become tools appropriate for
approximating designs of high current electron
beams. Equation (B.4), recognized as being the
same as Eq. (1.1), has been solved by means of
electronic digital computers. The function 8, Eq.
(B.3), is plotted in Fig. 6B.1, and values of the

solutions R(Z) and dR/dZ of Eq. (13.5) are found
in Figs. 6B.2 through 6B.I 1.

*

-=

92
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~
r

Fig. 6A.16. Comparison of electrolytic tank solutions
of Laplace’s equation without apertures.
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Fig. 6B. 6. Normalized trajectory, slope.
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Chapter 7

THE RADIOFREQUENCY POWER SOURCE

b

‘-

.
.

by
T. J. Boyd, J. N. Hardwick, J. R. Ruhe,

and E. J. Schneider

It was extremely fortunate that adequate
high power radio frequency generators had been
developed successfully by other workers before
this project began. Although their frequencies
differed from that needed for PHERMEX, they
were sufficiently close that a simple mechanical
scaling of several basic components would have
been almost satisfactory if no other requirements
had entered the scene.

Consistent with the specific needs for
PHERMEX, several modifications and innovations
were made by this Laboratory. These are dis-
cussed below. For continuity, a broader descrip-
tion of the overall rf power system is presented
also.

1. ACCELERATOR SECTIONS

PHERMEX is a standing wave electron ac-
celerator consisting of three right circular cylin-
drical accelerator cavities. Each cavity is excited
in its TMO*Omode at 50 Me/see. The mode and
frequency define a cavity diameter of 4.6 m. me
cavity length and minimum useful electric field
strength were fixed at 2.6 m and 4 X 108 V/m.
An unloaded Q of 1.3 X 106 is consistent with
these values for each of the copper-lined cavities.

During the early period of operation each
cavity was energized to this same minimum field
strength. Accordingly, the peak energy of the
ejected electron beam was about 20 MeV. The
electromagnetic fields in each cavity contained
about 800 J, consistent with the dimensions and
field strength of 4 X 108 V/m. Concomitantly,
the wall losses amounted to 2 MW per cavity.

Recently an upgrading program has been com-
pleted by which the fields have been increased
to 6 X 10a V/m in the first upstream catity and
5 X 106 V/m in the second, with the fields in
the third cavity remaining at 4 X 106 V/m. The
corresponding stored energies are now 1600, 1$200,
and 800 J, respectively, with a peak electron
energy of about 26 MeV.

Il. RADIOFREQUENCY SYSTEM

A. Power Amplifiers

The rf power to drive the cavities is supplied
by high level amplifiers, each using one RCA
A-15041 shielded grid beam triode.v.l Figure 7.1
illustrates a typical high level amplifier. These

●

-.

-

Fig. 7. 1. High level amplifier in operating position.
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amplifiers are similar to those used in the
Be~keley/Yale HILAG’2 but are scaled from
70 to 50 Me/see. Other modifications to the
Berkeley/Yale design include an internal neutrali-
zation circuit and an enhanced spacing of ele-
ments in anticipation of pulsed operation up to
perhaps 40 kV. At a 20 kV plate potential, each
amplifier is capable of delivering 1 MW peak
power for 3 msec at a maximum repetition rate
of 15 pulses/see. The tubes are operated in Class
B with a plate efficiency of about 60%. The
A-15041 operating parameters are summarized in
Table 7.1.

Table 7.1
Typical Operating Parameters of Final Amplifier

Tube A-1 !5041
Operation grounded cathode
Cathode multistrand thoriated

tungsten
Filament potential 7.3 v
Filament current 1140 A
Dc plate voltage 20,000 v
Dc grid voltage –600 V
Dc plate current 91 A
Dc grid current 0.9 A
Peak rf grid drive 3200 V
Driving power 2900 W*
Plate dissipation 690,000 W
Plate power input 1,820,000 W
Plate power output 1,130,000 w
Plate efficiency 62%
Cooling air and water

*Less reactive losses

Four amplifiers drive the first cavity. Energy
for the second and third cavities is supplied by
three and two amplifiers, respectively. Transmis-
sion lines between the amplifiers and cavities have
electrical lengths that are integral multiples of a
half wavelength, to within about 5 cm. Coupling
to the azimuthal magnetic fields in the cavities is
achieved through rotatable loops.

B. Drive Chains
I -.

Each of the nine high level amplifiers is
driven with an individual low level pulsed rf
chain that terminates in a grounded grid stage
using an Eimac 3W5000-A3 tube, as is shown in
the block diagram of Fig. 7.2. The relative phase

—— —

TYFICAL OF W H OF NINE LV?IVER AMPLIFIER STAGES

Fig. 7. 2. Low level drive chain.

between individual drive chains is adjusted by an
appropriately matched variable delay line located
in the grid circuit of each 8072 amplifier. The
nine delay lines are fed from the output of a
single amplifier, the 4CXI 000A common drive
stage.

Drive for the 4CX1OOOA stage is provided by
a reactance-loaded crystal oscillator and a fre-
quency multiplier stage. A nominal crystal fre-
quency of 3.125 Mc,fsec is used in the variable
frequency oscillator, This frequency is then mtdti-
plied to the 50 Me/see cavity operating fre-
quency. The master oscillator can be tuned &250
cycles around the crystal frequency, thus provid-
ing a frequency excursion of *4 kc/see about the
natural frequency of the cavities.

The rf drive for all stages beyond the master
oscillator is pulsed for approximately 3 msec.
Cavity fields attain essentially steady state con-
ditions in about 1 msec. A portion of the re-
maining time is used to sample the cavity fields
for amplitude and phase. If these parameters are
favorable for proper beam acceleration, a per-
missive signal is generated which triggers the
electron injector and the irrevocable explosive
experiment.

C. Frequency and Phase Tuning

During operation, the master oscillator is
tuned to the natural frequency of the first cavity.
Tuning slugs are then used to adjust the fre-
quencies of the remaining cavities to match that
of the first. These tuning slugs have a tuning
range of 7.5 kc/see, a range similar to that of
the oscillator, which is more than adequate to
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cope with the cavity frequency drifts resulting
from changes in ambierit temperature. A fre-
quency drift of 3 cps per minute is typical dur-
ing normal working hours.

Once the drive frequency and the resonant
frequencies of the three cavities have been ad-
justed to a common value, the inter-cavity phas-
ing is adjusted to maximize the electron beam
outpu~ as observed by charge collected at the
target. The desired phase between the first and
second cavities is set by adjusting the delay iines
in the drive chains to the first cavity. The de-
sired phase between the second and third cavities
is set by adjusting the delay lines in the drive
chains to the third cavity. Delay lines in the
first and third cavity drives provide unique inter-
cavity phase adjustments. Those delay lines in
the drive chains to the second cavity are used
only for intra-chain phase adjustment. Once
phases between cavities have been se~ it is
seldom necessary to readjust them; it is necessary
only to keep the drive and cavity frequencies
locked to a common, albeit constantly changing,
vaIue.

D. Power Supplies

The dc plate power demand of each high
level rf amplifier is supplied by a 100 @ energy
storage bank. At present, each bank is charged to
20 kV, thus providing a 20 kJ energy resewoir.
A typical rf pulse extracts 30% of the stored
energy with an attendant voltage slump of about
15%.

Capacitor banks are charged by three O to
45 kV, three phase, full wave rectifier units, now
set at the 23 kV output tap. These rectifier units
are each capable of handling a 0.5 MW peak load
at 100 ~0 duty cycle. A water cooled triode, type
ML-6696, is used as a series regulator between
the rectifiers and each energy storage bank. The
grid of the regulating triode is programmed to re-
establish the initial anode operating voltage at the
bank and to maintain a constant charging rate
consistent with the pulse frequency, thereby
maintaining an essentially constant demand on
the incoming power lines.

The bias, screen, and anode supplies of the
remaining pulsed rf stages consist of capacitor
energy storage banks. The capacity of each bank
is such that bias and screen voltage variations
over the 3 msec pulse interval are held to 1~0
and the anode slump to 10 ~..

Ill. CONTROL AND MONITORING

Because of th-e nature and size of PHER-
MEX, flexible systems for control and monitor-
ing are essential. These systems are housed in
two main buildings: the Power Control building
and the PHERMEX chamber.

The Power Control building has three rooms
on the first floor: the Energy Storage room, con-
taining nine equipment racks and nine capacitor
banks; the Control room, with 52 racks and a
control console; and the RF room, with 34 racks
and nine high level amplifier stations. The base-
ment houses the Motor Control center, the water
and air cooling systems, and electrical patch
centers for control and monitoring.

The PHERMEX chamber contains the ac-
celerator cavities, electron gun, electron optical
system, vacuum systems, and an auxiliary elec-
trical patch system for both control and monitor-
ing.

A. Control Wring

All equipment racks and control stations are
permanently connected to the control patch center
with 32 conductor cables. At the rear of each rack
is a terminating board that handles up to six
cables. The patch center accommodates 900 of
these cables, or approximately 29,000 conductors.
Cables between buildings and racks are laid in
trays and are readily accessible for repairs or
replacement.

To install a circuit, three patch tires are
required: one from the control panel to the
terminal board in the control rack, one from the
unit to be controlled to the terminal board at the
base of its rack and one connecting the two racks
at the patch center.

B. Monitoring

All rf system monitoring is done through a
coaxial cable system similar to the control system.
This permits the display of any function at any
one of several positions on the control console.
To reduce the number of monitors required, most
function signals are channeled into a switching
system that allows selection of a specific function.
More critical functions, such as A-15041 grid and
plate currents that are closely observed during run-
up, are displayed on individual monitors.

.
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Functions that may be monitored through-
out the rf amplifier system are: filament voltages,
dc control grid voltages, screen grid and anode
voltages, grid and anode currents, and rf grid
drives. Currents drawn by the VacIon pumps are
also remotely monitored in the Control room and
these currents give an indication of pressure.

In the basement of the Power Control build-
ing there are inlet and outlet monitors for cooling
water flow, pressure, and temperature. Inlet cool-
ing water pressure and outlet flow on the
3W5000-A3 and A-15041 tubes are interlocked
on an individual circuit basis. A fault must exist
for 10 sec before it will trip the interlock, in order
to avoid making the circuit inoperable because of
momentary variations. Monitoring in the Control
room is limited to a “go-no go” indication for
these interlocked functions.

Co Operation

PHERMEX is divided into three sections for
;ontrol purposes: the electron gun, the low level
rf, and the high level rf. There are four modes of
operation covering the various combinations of
different sections as follows:

Mode 1. Electron gun
Mode 2. Low level rf
Mode 3. High level rf
Mode 4. Full operation

Modes 1 and 2 can be run simultaneously. To
operate in a higher mode, the machine must be
run up in sequence from Mode 2. When Mode 3
is energized, Mode 1 is automatically dropped
out, permitting complete rf operation without pro-
ducing radiation. Mode 4 returns the electron
~~n control for full operation.

D. Personnel Safety

Motors and pumps that may be controlled
from the Control room are also equipped with
controls and a disconnect switch located within
sight of the unit to allow personnel to lock out
or control the unit locally for maintenance or
service purposes.

All doors, exterior and intenor, are inter-
locked with the machine chntrols. he interior
door into each area has a bypass control to per-
mit entrance for trouble-shooting. When the by-
pass has been energized, visual and audible in-
dication is given in the Control room. Doors
equipped with a bypass control, but not within
sight of the control console, are locked as a part
of the operating procedure. The only keys for
these doors are kept in an interlock panel in the
Control room. Removal of a key from the inter-
lock panel initiates an audible alarm.

The radiation hazard zone is under constant
surveillance through a closed circuit TV system.
This TV circuit is run through the coaxial cable
patching system so that cameras can be set up
throughout the site to observe any hazardous
operation.

IV. COOLING AND PROTECTION

A. Cooling Water System

Four basic cooling circuits provide the
necessary cooling water and air for the electronic
components. Three of these, the tube cooling
deionized water system, a chilled water system,
and an auxiliary water system, are located in the
basement of the Power Control building. The
fourth, a cooling tower system, is located at a
distance sufficient to provide protection from
blast damage during explosive experiments.

The deionized water system for cooling
tubes is a closed system that supplies cooling
water for the high level rf amplifier tubes and
for the series-regulator tubes in the energy storage
facility. The specific resistivity of the water is
maintained at 5 M~-cm by continuous circulation
through a deionizing cticuit. The system includes
an 18.9 ms stainless steel storage tank. All piping
is copper tubing with silver soldered joints.

The chilled water system supplies 4.4°C
water to three air handling units that feed cool
air to the electronic equipment racks. The
temperature of the air supplied to the racks is
maintained at 20”C by controlling the chilled
water flow through the unit. The water is chilled
by a hermetically sealed centrifugal refrigeration
unit.
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The auxiliary water system supplies cooling
water for circulation through the water cooling
jackets on the accelerator cavities. Water is
pumped from the basement of the Power Control
building to a manifold in the PHERMEX
chamber. From the manifold, water is distributed
to cavity jackets and bulkhead cooling coils. The
water is exhausted into an open drain, enters a
collection tank, and is pumped back to the base-
ment for reprocessing. However, for low repeti-
tion rates, this cooling system is not required.

The cooling tower system is conventional.
Water from the tower is circulated through the
condenser of the chilled-water-system refrigera-
tion unit and through two heat exchangers to
cool the deionized and auxiliary cooling water.

B. Protection

interlocked to provide power shutoff to the tubes
in the event of a water failure.

Should the 20 kJ stored in the individual
energy storage banks be allowed to discharge into
an amplifier tube as a result of a fault in the .

tube or its associated circuitry, it could seriously .
damage the tube. In order to protect the tube
from such damage, a spark gap is used to divert

.
.

the stored energy from the tube to an energy
sink. A current transformer in the plate lead of
the amplifier tube is used to sense any fault and
to supply a triggering signal to a commercially
made, triggered spark gap. In the event of a
fault, virtually all the stored energy is diverted
through the gap to be dissipated in a sink resistor.

NOTE AND REFERENCE

The water to each rf amplifier chain is con- 7. 1. The commercial version of this tube is
trolled and monitored at a water control panel. designated RCA 6949, and, when tested
Each amplifier chain has five water circuits. The for pulsed operation, it is A-15041.
flow rate, pressure, and temperature are monitored
at each circuit. For protection of the tubes, the 7. 2. E. L. Hubbard et al, Rev. Sci. Imtr. 32,
inlet pressure and outlet flow on each circuit are 621, (1961).



Chapter 8

MECHANICAL PROBLEMS

by
B. T. Rogers

PHERMEX not only includes the electrical
and mechanical aspects of a very high current
electron accelerator but also includes the blast
proof structures which inclose it. However, the de-
sign of such impulse resistant structures is not dis-
cussed here since the procedures that were used
have been fairly well worked out and the funda-
mental concepts are covered in the available un-
classified Literature.e” 1-E 1s Instead, a brief de-
scription of the design features of important conl-
ponents of the accelerator is presented.

1. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

The basic design of the vessel was executed
in detail by the mechanical engineering staff of
Group GMX-11. The vessel system was made
completely compatible with the physics of the
situation and the major engineering problems
were resolved. A complete stress analysis con-
stituted a part of this basic design. The result of
this design effort was a set of drawings from
which, for all practical purposes, a complete ves-
sel system could be fabricated. A set of pre-
liminary specifications was drafted. One imp-
ortant provision of these specifications was that
the vessel should be constructed in strict accord-
ance with the Code for Unfired Pressure Vessels
(Section VIII, ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code) and should be so stamped.

.

,-

‘These specifications also required that the
vendor provide a complete set of shop drawings
for prior approval by LASL. This is more or less
standard practice in projects of this scale, since the
vendor must state clearly and precisely what he
proposes to do and how he intends to do it. This
step was very important, particularly so in the
case of the fabrication of a large vacuum vessel.

Many experienced vendors think in terms of
standard fabrication procedures, some of which
are completely incompatible with good vacuum
practice. These unacceptable details must be de-
tected and corrected before the part is fabricated.
Therefore, prior approval of shop drawings is one
of the methods used to eliminate these unaccept-
able procedures.

A final, and perhaps most important, pro-
cedure to insure a satisfactory vessel was the ap-
pointment of a senior engineer to serve as resident
enginwr and inspector during the construction
phase. This representative worked with the
vendor’s engineers and craftsmen during the pro-
duction phase and was vested with approval and
rejection authority of all details. He coordinated
the work of independent inspection services re-
tained to perform radiography and leak testing
and evaluated the results of these service groups
and, in general, observed and, in many cases,
directed every critical phase of vessel fabrication.
The fact that a highly successful vessel was pro-
duced is in large part the direct result of his care-
ful attention to every detail, no matter how
minor, of fabrication procedure.

A large number of materials were required
in the fabrication of the PHERMEX vessel as-
sembly. The major critical item was copper clad
steel plate. This was required for the shells of
the hard vacuum accelerator sections and repre-
sented a major expense item. While the vendor
was required to purchase most of the materials
for the vessel, it was made mandatory that he
use plates supplied by ‘LASL for the shell sections.
This process assured a high quality inspection of
one of the most important structural components.
For the PHERMEX vessel system, all shell plates
were subjected to 100 ~. ultrasonic inspection.
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Group GMX-I of the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory developed a special automatic ultra-
sonic scanning machine that made it feasible
and practicable to inspect an entire plate with an
overlapping crystal traverse path, The system was
truly 10O~o inspected. As a result, some plates,
or parts of plates, were rejected for laminations,
porosity, or poor copper-to-steel bond. A lamina-
tion that terminated in a weld-root crack could
produce a leak so tenuous that it would probably
escape detection by means of the common tech-
niques. Thus this inspection, consistent with our
allowable leak rate specifications which required
that no detectable leaks of any sort would be ac-
cepted, was most important.

The copper clad plates were delivered to Los
Alamos with the copper surface protected by a
film of plastic that was well bonded to the sur-
face and very hard to remove. The surface was
further contaminated by lubricants used in the
fabricating mill, probably palm oil. As the efficient
functioning of a resonant cavity accelerator is
directly related to the surface conductivity of the
cavities, a very thorough cleaning process was
necessary. It was required that the surface of the
cleaned plate have a conductivity equal to OFHC
copper when measured at 50 Mc, the operating
frequency of the cavity.

Plate cleaning .was arduous and long. A
variety of reagents was used to produce the de-
sired cleanliness and electrical conductivity, de-
pending on the condition of the particular plate.
Solvents were used to cut the plastic coating. A
typical copper etchant recipe was:

25 g FeCl,” 6H,0
90 ml H,O
10 mI cone. HCI
1 to 2 g NaCIO,

This is representative only of a large number of
“brews” that were used.

Il. VESSEL DESIGN

The primary structural element of PHER-
MEX proper is a large vacuum vessel. This vessel
is about 15 ft in diameter and 35 ft Iong, and con-
sists of a number of sections. Some sections must
operate at a pressure of the order of 10-7 torr.

Other sections that are primarily structural in
character operate at about 70 p. In view of the
fact that large vacuum vessels present a some-
what specialized area of pressure vessel design, it
would seem proper to discuss the design of this
vessel.

From a mechanical engineering standpoint a
vessel of this sort can be broken down into three
major parts: the two heads that close the ends
of the shell assembly; the shell, consisting of five
discrete sections in this case; and the support
structure for the entire assembly. These elements
are considered in the above order.

In addition to satisfying the basic physics
requirements of vessel performance, a minimum
standard for quality of construction was estab-
lished. A vacuum vessel of this volume, when
evacuated and surrounded by atmospheric pres-
sure, represents a nontrivial store of potential
energy. This energy, if accidentally released
through structural failure, could present a major
hazard to life and property. Therefore the vessel
was constructed in complete compliance with the
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section
VIII (Unfired Pressure Vessels), inspected by an
independent inspection agency, and so stamped.

A. Heads

In consiflering heads for a machine in which
the resonant cavities are to be right circular
cylinders with the ends held to a plane surface,
the natural reaction is to design a flat head.
Higher frequency machines have been built in
this fashion. Thick section flat head designs were
studied but were rejected because of their im-,
practicality.

Successful flat heads of thin material pro-
vided with exterior stays have been designed, con-
structed, and placed in use by GMX-11. These
heads performed well in service and were re-
considered as potential candidates for the problem
at hand. There have been two designs; the first
being a crossed “T” beam form of stiffening in
which structural Tee sections were welded to the
thin head in such a manner that the head ma-
terial became effective as part of the structural
system. The second system used a radial array of
wide flange beams that terr@nated in an annulus

.
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around the center port. The annulus absorbed the
fixed end moments of the beams and was very
sturdy for this reason. The shell was welded to
the flange of the beams and served as a vacuum
barrier with some secondary structural contribu-
tion. Both of these heads were nominally 15 ft in
diameter and served their purpose well. The
crossed beam array was an early design executed
by the writer, and the radial array was the work
of H. G. Worstell, a member of the engineering
staff of GMX-I 1. Figure 8.1 shows the crossed
beam head and Fig. 8.2 shows the radial beam
stiffened head. It should be pointed out that the
flat, externally stayed heads may be easily con-
structed of copper clad steel with cladding on the
inside and thus avoid the problems of copper plat-
ing.

When the design of the PHERMEX vessel
was being established, it became apparent that the
ends of the resonant cavities should not be part
of the structural system of the vessel. This de-
cision was dictated by the requirement that the
ends be water cooled and that there be space for
beam confining coils of large size within the head
structure and between the cavities. The cavities
were terminated by copper diaphragms hung
from the shell sections. Electrical continuity be-
tween the shell (fabricated from copper clad steel)

Fig. 8. 1. Crossed beam head.

Fig. 8. 2. Radial beam head.

and the diaphragm was established by a thin pre-
formed copper fillet welded to both the shell cop-
per and the suspended diaphragm. This part of the
system is described later.

To satisfy the closure requirements, in which
the heads were required to house field confining
coils, standard ASME torispherical heads were
recommended by the writer and accepted. A
standard ASME torispherical head is defined as a
head proportioned as shown in Fig. 8.3, in which
the values of r, L, and material thickness are
established in keeping with the rules of Section
VIII of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code. i

<r f 1
s

;

/

L = INSIDE CROWN RADIUS
r s K~lJcKLE RAolUS

s = SKIRT

T
.-

Fig. 8. 3. ASME nonspherical head.
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Heads of this proportion when subjected to
external pressure fail by elastic instability; that
is, the head fails from progressive deflections that
start well within the elastic range of the material.
A vessel under internal pressure will deform with-
in the elastic range and when the pressure is re-
moved will return to its original dimensions.
Similar elastic deformations in a vesseI subjected
to external pressures may lead to buckling and
catastrophic failure. Straightforward design pro-
cedures have been developed on a semiempirical
basis (backed by theoretical analysis and model
tests, and further supported by extensive field
experience) to cover the design of heads under
external pressure. These methods make use of
design charts constructed for various materials,
and the charts and procedures have been made a
part of the ASME Code. Typical design com-
putations can be found in Section VIII of the
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and its
appendixes:

Simple flat heads without stays become very
thick even of strength alone is considered. When
severe deflection limitations are imposed, a flat
head becomes very thick indeed.

Some comparative data further illustrates the
point:

Table 8.1.

Comparative Properties of Flat and
Torispherical Heads

Simple flat head limited ASME torispherical
by strength only head

Thickness 3.86 in. 0.625 in.
wt/ft2 157.5 lb 25.5 lb
Wt of head 27,833 lb 54S2 lb

The cost of spinning a 180 in. diameter head
from the material supplied by the customer is
listed at about $200, so it can be seen that the
cost of spinning a torispherical head is a minor
item on a project of this sort.

B. Shells

In the design of large vacuum vessel shells,
considerable. advantage may be gained by making
use of fairly thin materials and providing ade-
quate stiffening to prevent collapse of the vessel.
The situation is somewhat parallel to the design
of an externally stayed head. The mode of failure
is again an elastic instability condition.

If we consider a ring under uniform external
loading, it can be shown that there is a critical
pressure at which the ring becomes unstable, and
further that the number of nodes the ring vviI1go
into can be computed. The two-node mode re-
sults in the lowest value for the critical pressure
and governs the design calculations. The higher
number of nodes, 4, 6, 8, etc., are of interest in
studying vessels with other conditions of con-
straint.

However, the simple ring approach is inade-
quate since a cylindrical structure with stiffening
rings represents an entirely different configura-
tion of forces.

Because this vessel was to be constructed ac-
cording to ASME code standards, the code re-
quirements for shell thickness and stiffening rings
are examined and the shell stability requirements
are computed by use of the code design charts
mentioned in the discussion of head design. An
acceptable design can be shown to be one in which
the space between the stiffening rings is 36 in.
The dimensions of the ring are 2 in. by 5 in., with
the longer dimension normal to the shell surface.
Data obtained from the design charts indicate that
these design dimensions provide the necessa~
support and include a safety factor.

.

.

C. Vessel Support

While the structural steel work used to sup-
port the PHERMEX vessel is of strictly con-
ventional design, the elastic support of the cavity
system is worthy of some comment. The vessel
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sections were provided with Vee groove casters and
the top member of the support structure had an
inverted angle bar welded to it to provide a rail
for the casters. When the sections were inserted
into the chamber they were rolled into position
along the rails. This design was adopted to mini-
mize the size of the removable section of the
chamber.

Two problems of support were involved. It
was necessary to allow for differential expansion
between the support structure and vessel proper.
It was necessary to prevent excessive deflection
of the vessel assembly due to its own weight.
Further, there was the problem of dealing with
the shock loading from explosive experiments and
the possibility of plastic deflection at the support
points under the influence of this shock loading.

The design finally adopted made use of
a rigidly welded assembly front-support for the
system, a “soft” suspension at each caster, and a
sliding shoe type of bearing at the rear to accom-
modate thermal excursions. The front of the ves-
sel is the end nearest to the explosive experiment.

The “soft” suspension was provided by plac-
ing a pack of Belleville spring washers of robust
proportions under each of the 16 caster spindles.
Load stroke curves were run for each pack of
matched washers and the back-up plates were ad-
justed so that each caster carried just the right
part of the total load of the vessel. The result is
that the vessel is rigidly supported at the ends
(four points) and floats on 16 elastic supports that
just compensate for any tendency of the shell to
sag.

The suspension has provided excellent service
and there has been no detectable tendency of the
machine to sag between rigid supports.

Ill. COPPER DIAPHRAGM

As was mentioned before, the electrical

termination of the cavities was established with a
copper diaphragm or bulkhead. The design of
these bulkheads was complicated by the require-
ments that they be of OFHC copper, that they
have a continuous electrical and mechanical bond
with the copper surface of the cavity shell, that
they be provided with passages for water cooling,
and that they be very flat. A number of practical
considerations dictated a thickness of 1/4 inch,
forming a disc of copper ~q in. thick with a di-
ameter of about 15 ft. The conductivity require-
ments made it necessary that the bulkhead be in
the dead soft condition.

The dry weight of these subassemblies was
2790 lb. The cooling water in the channels added
about 180 lb to this total for an in-service weight
of almost 3000 lb. It is difficult to lift such a disc
without yielding or buckling it from the action
of its own weight. Furthermore when in place in
the cavity assembly, it must be free to expand or
contract without bowing or bulging. It should be
pointed out that these bulkheads are subject to no
loading from atmospheric pressure. The cavities
are at a pressure on the order of 1 X 10-7 torr
and the pressure in the heads and coil sections is
about 70 p; so the loading from this differential
is trivial.

H. G. Worstell worked out a design for deal-
ing with the above conditions. This was adopted
and has given trouble-free service since the ma-
chine was placed in operation. In essence the
scheme involves a radial array of some 44 leaf
springs that carry the bulkhead and are in turn
supported by a back-up flange welded to the in-
side of the vessel shell. A system of shoulder bolts
provides axial constraint and at the same time
provides enough clearance so that the bulkhead is
free to move in the radial direction, A 1/16 in.
thick copper membrane forms the conducting
fillet between the copper diaphragm and the cop-
per interior surface of the cavity shell. This mem-
brane was formed with segmental discs and TIG
welded in place with copper welding rod. The
whole system was leak tested. Leaks were ehmi-
nated to avoid any gas migration betwwn the
hard and soft vacuum systems.
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Water cooling for the bulkheads was provided
by two circuits of copper tubing of rectangular
cross section. These circuits were fabricated by
copper welding and applied to the bulkheads with
soft solder to establish a thermal bond. The whole
assembly, with solder preforms, was set up in a

large furnace; the furnace was slowly and uni-
formly brought up to soldering temperature and
slowly cooled. Extensive tooling and weighting was
required to perform this operation satisfactorily.

Figure 8.4 shows one of these bulkheads in
place. The multitude of leaf springs that support
the diaphragm can be seen around the periphery
of the copper bulkhead just inside of the main
assembly flange.

Fig. 8. 4. Copper bulkhead in place.

IV. PHERMEX MECHANICAL SYSTEM

It was necessary to construct a major ancil-
lary mechanical system to support the PHER-
MEX plant. The primary function of this system
was to dissipate waste heat, some 8,700,000
Btu/hr. Most of the electrical energy input to the
machine appears as heat to be rejected to at-

mosphere; only a trivial portion appears in the
electron beam.

The system can be broken down into three
operating systems and a heat x-ejection system as
follows:

1. Deionized water system, plus three sub-
systems. .

2. Chilled water system.
3. Auxiliary cooling water system. @
4. Cooling tower recirculating system. “.

The deionized water system is a two leg

design. Four 300 gpm pumps supply water to the
electronic load through three supply headers op-
erating at pressures that are proper for the cool-
ing circuits they serve; only three of these pumps
are operated at any given time, one being held
in reserve as a standby. The principal load on
this system is nine A-15041 amplifiers. The second
leg of this system takes water from the deionized
water storage tank (5000 gallon capacity), cir-
culates it through a heat exchanger, and returns
it to the storage tank. This is the temperature
control leg. A third small system takes water
from the storage tank, runs it through the deion-
izer and returns it to the tank. This system has
performed well in service and has a number of
advantages over a low capacity series system, The
large storage tank results in excellent temperature
stability and is capable of absorbing considerable
contamination without adversely affecting the
conductivityy of the water. It has never been re-
quired to shut PHERMEX down because of high
conductivity troubles. The usual system con-
ductivity is about 0.16 p.mho/cm8. &other ad-
vantage of the large capacity parallel system is
that one can clean a fouled strainer in the heat ex-
changer raw water supply with the machine in
operation. As a result of the large mass of deionized
water in the storage tank, only a minor system-
temperature rise is experienced during this
emergency operation. The large storage capacity
also permits an orderly shutdown procedure in the
event of a major leak in one of the amplifiers or
other system components. This has never hap-
pened, but it is a comfortable sort of insurance.

The chilled water system provides water for
the cooling coils in the air handling units. All
rack-mounted electronic gear is air cooled with a
plenum supply below the floor and returns above
the ceiling. Some idea of the total anticipated
load to be handled by this system may be visual-
ized by considering the centrifugal water chilling

‘u
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unit. It is sized to handle a load of 174 tons with
45°F supply water and 7Z?”F return. The heat re-
jected by this unit is taken by the cooling tower
recirculating system.

The auxiliary cooling water system is a
closed series system with a heat exchanger and
is also piped for cooling tower water. This sys-
tem is used for cooling components that do not re-
quire deionized or chilled water. Typical items are
the cavity shells and heads.

The cooling tower recirculating system is
served by two 1050 gpm pumps. The tower is de-
signed for 83 ‘F inlet water and 72°F outlet water
at 62°F wet bulb temperature. It is an induced
draft unit with two-speed reversible fans and a
deep sump to deal with the low operating tempera-
tures that occur from time to time at Los Alamos
during the winter months. The tower was designed
to withstand 50 lb/ft2 wind loads to avoid damage
from the abuse that it is subjected to when ex-
plosive experiments are fired nearby.

Some idea of the general character of me-
chanical installation can be gained by examining
Fig. 8.5. This is a general view of the mechanical
equipment room; the graphic control panel for
the system can be seen in the left foreground, and
one of the nine amplifier water control panels is
visible at the end of the operating aisle (center
background).

8. 3.

8. 4.

8. 5.

8. 6.

8. 7.

8. 8.

8. 9.

8.10.

8.11.

8.12.

8.13.

Fig. 8. 5. PHERMEX mechanical equipment room.
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Chapter v

MECHANICAL ALIGNMENT

by
B. T. Rogers

Mechanical alignment of PHERMEX con-
cerns the precise positioning of all its electron
optical components with respect to the electro-
mechanical axis of the cavity accelerator sections.
This is done in such a way that radial displace-
ments lie within 0.01 in. of the axis and angular
displacements are held within 3 milliradians of
the axis over the entire optical path of about 90
ft. The electron optical system has been discussed
in Chapter 6, so that it is unnecessary to review
its details here. The need for the precision in-
dicated here has been established by practice, not
theory. Therefore, only the alignment procedures
are presented; theory is omitted.

There are two areas of importance: internal
alignment of components during assembly or
during periods when the machine is opened to
atmospheric pressure, and external alignment
which concerns locating experiments precisely
on the axis of the radiation beam, as well as the
realignment of the radiation target without dis-
turbing the vacuum of the machine proper. These
two alignment operations are discussed below.

1. INTERNAL ALIGNMENT

Before PHERME X cavities were installed,
the PHERMEX chamber was carefully measured
and all critical grades checked. The hypothetical
center line of the machine was established, and
the support structure was erected with reference
to the established line and grade and carefully
checked.

At the rear of the chamber, the intersection
of the PHERMEX centerline with the 2 ft thick
rear chamber wall was established and the point
of intersection scribed on the inside surface of the
wall. At the front of the chamber, the face of the
3 ft diameter nozzle was scribed with the vertical
and horizontal centerlines.

Alignment during assembly was accomplished
by observing optical alignment targets mounted
on the different components of PHERMEX. The
components were jacked and shimmed into posi-
tion as the machine was assembled. When align-
ment was satisfactory, each component was bolted
in place, and in some cases assembly welds be-
tween parts of the mounting pads wem made. In
the case of the welds, it was necessary to estimate
weld shrinkage and allow for this in the initial
alignment of the component.

The alignment targets were observed through
a Keuffel and Esser alignment telescope mounted
on a special removable fixture specifically de-
signed for this function, Fig. 9.1. Grade was
maintained with a 1 sec of arc striding level that
was indexed on the hardened and ground cylin-
drical barrel of the telescope. Because of extensive
rigging activity nearby, the fixture was designed
around a kinematic system to be removable, hav-
ing only two small assemblies and a pressure

.
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Fig. 9. 1. Removable alignment telescope fixture.
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plate attached to the wall. The kinematic system
consisted of a ball and cup, a cylinder and Vee,
and a pressure point; the whole fixture and tele-
scope can be removed and replaced with excellent
reproducibility of alignment.

Inspection of Fig. 9.1 reveals that the tele-
scope is mounted on four independently adjustable
conical supports that reduce to two effective Vee
blocks of zero axial thickness. Plumb lines were
ranged on the nozzle centerlines and the telescope
was then bucked in on the centerline of PH13R-
MEX. This was done by successively reversing
the telescope in the cone mounts and observing
the fiducial scribed on the rear wall and the
ranged lines at the nozzle in succession. The
mounts were adjusted until the telescope was
exactly on the centerline.

The striding level was used to monitor the
diurnal variations in the massive rear wall. When
a significant change in the vertical of this wall
occurred, the observer would remove all targets
and would then reset on the ranged lines by ad-
justing the front set of cones. The diurnal varia-
tion of the wall from the vertical amounted to
about *6 sec of arc. The error introduced by
sighting on the rear fiducial was nearly zero be-
cause of the short base distance. While the use
of ranged plumb lines for the fiducial at the noz-
zle rather than, say, taut wires or a glass target,
might seem a bit pedestrian, plumb lines pro-
vided, in fact, a most satisfactory target. Orange
plumb lines were used and, at the distance exist-
ing between the telescope and the lines, they sub-
tended a slightly larger angle than the cross hairs.
When the system was aligned well, one observed a
black cross hair with an orange border — a very
sensitive and easily observed target.

After the massive major components of
PHERMEX had been completely assembled and
all assembly welds had been made, the vessel was
allowed to settle for a few days, after which the
base centerline was shifted to the actual physical
axis of the assembled PFIERMEX — a trivial ad-
justment. The minor components were then lo-
cated on the “machine” centerline, which was
tied, by reference, to the construction centerline.

During the initial phases of machine oper-
ation a similar system of optical alignment was
repeated each time PHERMEX was opened to

atmospheric pressure. The wall-hung telescope
mount was used to. check’ alignment, and minor
changes in the relation between the machine
centerline and tbe construction centerline were
observed as the normal progression of explosive
experiments, fired in near proximity to the front
of the chamber, slowly shook PHERMEX into a
more and more stable location.

After the initial “shakedown” operation of
PHERNIEX had nominally put the machine into
a stable location, a less cumbersome system of
alignment was devised. This was initially pro-
posed in an internal document by the author
which described the external control methods and
recommendations for construction of internal
monuments. The final selection of the internal
method of control was deferred until the in-service
development of PHERMEX had reached a state
when massive concrete monuments could be con-
structed within the chamber, without jeopardizing
the operation of the facility.

Before discussing the final alignment scheme
it is necessary to describe a few of the tools and
principles of optical tooling technique. We will de-
scribe first some of the tools:

1. Optical alignment telescope (Fig. 9.2).
~. ~.. -,= .Y

Fig. 9. 2. Optical alignment telescope.

This telescope is characterized by a hardened
and precisely ground cylindrical barrel (B), mi-
crometers that can displace the line-of-sight with
respect to the cross hairs (A), and a line-of-sight
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that at ()-O micrometer setting exactly coincides
with the centerline of the barrel. The diameter
of the barrel is 2.2498 in. (+0, —0.0003 in.).

2. Spherical adapter with collet (Fig. 9.3).

4. Adjustable cup mount (Fig. 9.5).

.

Fig. 9. 3. Spherical adapter with collet.

This adapter is a 3-$4 in. diameter spherical
sector with a concentric collet that accommodates
the barrel of the alignment telescope so that the
centerline of the telescope exactly intersects the
center of the sphere. An alignment target can also
be inserted into the collet so that the center of the
pattern is exactly centered in the sphere.

3. Alignment target (Fig, 9.4) .

Fig. 9.5. Adjustable cup mount.

The cup of this mount is designed to support a
spherical adapter in such a manner that the 10-
cation of the center of the sphere is uniquely de-
fined for any given position of the height ad-
justment. The truncated conical base will accom-
modate a support fixture for the alignment tele-
scope (alignment telescope bracket ). By this
means the alignment telescope, when fitted with a
spherical adapter, can be adjusted through a fairly
wide range at horizontal and vertical angles, with
its axial centerline at all times passing through
a uniquely defined point in space. In internal
alignment practice, the cup mount is bolted to
a heavy steel plate which is in turn bolted to a
massive concrete monument. The height adjust-
ment is locked in a location that puts the “unique-
ly defined point in space” on the centerline of
the PHERMEX cavity system.

Figure 9.6 shows the whole assembly in place.
The striding level can be seen resting on the bar-
rel.

Fig. 9.4. Alignment target.

This target usually consists of a glass disc with
an aluminum alignment pattern deposited on the
glass. The pattern is designed to optimize point-
ing accuracy when observed through the al@-
ment telescope. It is mounted in a steel ring which
fits the spherical adapter described above.

The other alignment tool that is unique to the
PHERMEX internal alignment scheme is the
straddle gauge. As the projected centerline of the
machine would be surrounded by the drift tube
for the emergent electron beam, a special target
had to be designed. This system, shown in Fig.
9.7, consists of a concrete monument with two
pillars so located that the machine centerline
passes between them.

.
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Fig. 9. 6. Alignment telescope assembly in use.
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Fig. 9. 7. Straddle gauge.

One pillar is fitted with an adjustable cup
mount and the other with a narrow Vee support.
The straddle gauge has a spherical adapter with
a collet fitted to one end and a bore for an optical
alignment target at the center. The target is set
vertical with a level, the ball and cup define the
lateral location, the Vee supports the other end,
and vertical adjustments are made by moving the
cup and Vee up and down by means of screws.
When the target has been set on the centerline
of the machine, all adjustments are locked and

the straddle gauge becomes ,a primary alignment
standard. The gauge is removable and replaceable
at will so the machine can be assembled and sub-
sequently put into- service. When machine align-
ment is next checked, the drift tube is removed
and the gauge replaced. The alignment telescope
with its sphere and cup mount and the target in
the straddle gauge precisely define the machine
axis. It should be pointed out that the center bore
for the alignment target places the target face on
the common centerline of the straddle gauge
shafts. Minor deviations from the vertical of the
target face do not introduce a parallax error into
the centerline location.

In setting the location of the adjustable cup
mount for the alignment telescope, an alignment
procedure was used that greatly simplified the
operation. The alignment telescope was placed on
the adjustable cone wall mount and carefully
positioned in so that it lay exactly on the cavity
centerline. This was done by observing targets
located in the upstream and downstream nozzles
of the PHERMEX cavity system in rotation. The
cones of the mount were adjusted until the axis
of the telescope and the center of the targets all
lay on a common line. A spherical adapter with
target was then placed on an adjustable cup
mount on the steel mounting plate of the rear
monument. This was adjusted until the target
also lay on the cavity centerline as observed
through the telescope. Bolt holes were drilled and
the cup mount was locked in place. After re-
checking, all adjustments were locked in their
final position. The telescope was then fitted with
a spherical adapter, the cup mount on the monu-
ment was fitted with an alignment telescope
bracket and the telescope transferred to the monu-
ment. The cavity targets were observed from the
new location of the telescope as a final check on
this operation.

The system of internal monuments was first
placed in use on October 27, 1964, At that time
the concrete was still slightly green and it was
anticipated that some shrinkage would be ob-
served after the monuments had fully cured and
come to equilibrium with the conditions existing
in the chamber. A check of the system on Novem-
ber 30, 1965, revealed that the cavity system ap-
peared to be uniformly. 0.090 in. above the line-
of-sight. This was interpreted as monument
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shrinkage. A check of the Portland Cement In-
stitute shrinkage chart showed good agreement
with this interpretation. The monuments are
nominally 12.323 ft high and the anticipated
shrinkage in inches per 100 ft for a six-sack per
cubic yard mix, and a water-cement ratio of six
gallons per sack of cement, would be 0.69 in./100
ft. The shrinkage measured would equal 0.73 in.
per 100 ft. These figures are in surprisingly good
agreement and well within normal batching
tolerances for concrete mixes. Figure 9.8 shows the
referred-to chart with the batch characteristics
and shrinkage plotted on it.
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Fig. 9. 8. Concrete shrh,kage nomograrm

Superficial examination of the alignment
scheme raises the question of thermal effects, in
view of the fact that we have a steel system with
concrete monuments and no system of tempera-
ture compensation. A few comments are in order.
The usually accepted coefficient of linear ex-
pansion for concrete is 55 X 10-7 per deg F and
for steel, 61 X 10-7 per deg F, a difference of

6 X 10-7. If we assume that there is a tempera-
ture difference of 30 “F between the steel system
and the concrete monuments and we use an ap-
proximate centerl@e elevation of 148 in., we
find: .

30 X 148 X 6 X 10-7 = 0.00266 in. -.

.

A 0.003 in. error from this rather extreme case
‘-

is not a major cause of concern. A similar argu-
ment applies to the centering of the straddle
gauge on the two-pillar monument; however in
this case the base dimension is only 24 in. Ther-
mal gradients from one end of the PHERMEX
chamber to the other, as well as throughout the
monument cross section, could present a severe
source of error. The great mass of the chamber
and its installed equipment, plus the fact that the
space is thermostated for winter heating, seems to
have made errors from this source small. However,
the matter is scheduled for further investigation.

Figure 9.9 shows a photograph of a model of
the PHERMEX bunker with the top removed.
The monument for the alignment telescope and
the straddle gauge monument are indicated on this
illustration.

.

Fig. 9. 9. Monument locations in PHERMEX cham-
ber.
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II. EXTERIOR SYSTEM

The interior system is devised to provide a
high order of optical alignment precision. Once
the optical axis is established, one has the capa-
bility of determining planes perpendicular to the
axis by means of autoreflection for those planes
which are distant from the telescope and by means
of autocollimation techniques for planes close to
the instrument. Thus one can accurately establish
line, grade, and angular error of the various ma-
chine components. For critical components, such
as the electron gun, this is done with great
pains and to a high order of accuracy. This work
is undertaken at the infrequent times when the
machine is opened to atmospheric pressure, and
it is not uncommon to spend several days check-
ing machine geometry and locating replacement
parts in exact optical alignment.

The problem of establishing external align-
ment presents an entirely different situation.
There are two rather different objectives. In one
case the external alignment is defined by the pro-
jected optical axis of the machine, extending be-
yond the bremsstrahlung target to any point that
may be of interest for locating experiments. In
the other case, one is interested in accurately es-
tablishing a line in space from the valve in the
downstream nozzle of. the PHERMEX cavity to
some instrument station located beyond the end
of the blast-resistant bull nose. This operation is
required when it is desired to change the downs-
tream drift tube hardware without disrupting
the vacuum in PHERIWEX; i.e., when the down-
stream vacuum isolation valve is closed.

In the first case a rapid, accurate experiment
alignment is required. The system also must be
adaptable to programmatic experimental work
executed in keeping with a tigh} schedule. The
alignment should be a normal step in the experi-
ment setup procedures. These setup procedures
are designed to maximize the efficient use of the
machine time. An inefficient, time-consuming
alignment system or one of such sensitivityy that
much time is wasted would be intolerable. The
system must be satisfactorily usable by technicians
who have primary competence in the areas of
electronics and explosive technology.

The aluminum blast tip ,of the bull nose is
attached by a bayonet-type locking device and is
usually replaced on each shot. An adjustable
cradle for supporting-a modest alignment telescope
is attached in place of the blast tip, making use
of the bayonet locking device. The telescope is
placed in the cradle. pointing first toward the ma-
chine and a center mark on the beryllium electron
catcher is observed. This check is made to assure
that the cradle has not bee~ improperly inserted
or that its adjustment has not been tampered
with. The telescope is then reversed so that the
observer is now looking away from the machine
and down. the firing pad; a distant target is ob-
served. This target is set on the centerline of the
machine. At this time a minor adjustment of the
front screws of the telescope cradle may be re-
quired to center the target in the reticule. The
axis of the telescope is now assumed to be on
line, as the effect of minor adjustment of the
front screws on the short back sight alignment is
trivial. The experiment is now set in place and
aligned with respect to the axis of PHERMEX.
This method provides rapid and accurate align-
ment, well within the requirements of the experi-
mental program. It is not necessary to perturb
the machine to establish alignment.

F~e 9.10 illustrates the procedure and
shows the alignment telescope in place on the
adjustable cradle, all mounted on the front of
the bull nose and ready to align an experiment.

Fig. 9.10. External alignment telescope.
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The various steps involved in establishing ex-
ternal alignment of the machine (as distinguished
from alignment of experiments) are covered in
detail in an internal document by the author.
Most of the elements of these procedures had
been implemented at this writing; the rest will
probably be brought into use when the need arises.
In general, the alignment philosophy has been
to stay at least an order of magnitude ahead of
the demonstrated precision requirements of the
system. This is obviously a converging process.
Although the machine has been operational since
August 1963, there is still a generous supply of
techniques of increasing elegance that have not yet
been called upon.

The current technique makes use of the
straddle gauge as a target and a number of iso-
lated concrete monuments that have been set into
the undisturbed tuff of the firing mound at
various locations along the axis of the machine.
Offset monuments have also been placed on the
mound and some of the on-line monuments are
hundreds of feet from any point at which an ex-
plosive experiment has been fired. These monu-
ments are brass-capped and protected by a con-
crete slab with a steel cover. When not in actual
use they are further protected by a layer of sand-
bags. Figure 9.11 illustrates the details of a
typical monument.

Fig. 9.11. Typical external monument.

The brass caps have been marked for line by
observing a target with the alignment telescope
when the telescope had been accurately set on the
machine axis,

.

The procedure that is used to locate those
critical machine parts that lie downstream from .

the exit aperture of the cavity system, without
perturbing the hard vacuum of the machine
proper, is as follows:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

A

Close the downstream ball valve between
the cavity system and the drift tube.

Remove the drift tube section that passes
over the straddle gauge monument.

Put the straddle gauge in place.

Remove the bull nose tip, electron catch-
er, target, window, and any other ob-
structing hardware.

Set a jig transit over an appropriate mon-
ument on an instrument stand.

Sight on the straddle gauge target and
elevate the instrument until the reticle is
sighted on the center of the straddle
gauge and the instrument is level.

Recheck to assure that the instrument is
still centered over the monument mark,
and that the instrument is level when
centered on the straddle gauge target.

Repeat steps !5, 6, and 7 until the three
conditions are satisfied, i.e., centered over
monument, level, and on target.

Proceed to Iocate parts by means of
alignment targets centered in the part
and autoreflection mirror placed normal .

to the face of the part or, in the case of
long tubes, a target at each end.

-<

few comments are in order. It should be
pointed out that a jig transit can be pIunged and
then rotated about the vertical axis in such a man-
ner that the monument mark can be observed
through the hollow vertical spindle. When the
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well-leveled instrument shows no relative motion
between the reticle and the monument marking
while being rotated about the vertical axis, and
the mark is centered in the reticle, the condi-
tion that the center of the instrument is over the
mark is satisfied. (In optical tooling practice this
is referred to as optically plumbing the instru-
merit. ) Further, an instrument stand, unlike a
surveyor’s tripod, allows one to raise and lower
the instrument so that the procedure of step 6
is possible.

The accelerator section of the machine is not
exactly level. The deviation from horizontal has
been measured and found to be on the order of
l-~g to 2 sec of arc. In the above procedure
this error has been ignored. The reasoning is as
follows :

1. The straddle gauge is set on the axis of
the machine and should be a stable refer-
ence now that the monuments are fully
cured.

2. It is seldom necessary to align a part
that lies more than 25 ft from the strad-
dle gauge.

In the event that this error seems important
in the future, the level error of the machine will
be determined precisely, rind then an appropriate
correction will be made in alignment procedure.
At this time it is not a matter of serious concern;
effort spent in this direction could probably be
better expended in correlating the relationship be-
tween the electromagnetic and mechanical axis
of the machine.

Ill. SUMMARY

The practical day-to-day methods to keep
PHERMEX mechanically aligned have been out-
lined. These methods are in keeping with the
basic philosophy, previously stated, of maintain-
ing the elegance of mechanical alignment about
an order of magnitude ahead of demonstrated
need for precision, and to do this with a minimum
of disruption of machine operation. In most cases
time charged to alignment has been effectively
zero as other considerations, such as maintenance,
require the machine to be out of service on occa-
sions. Alignment procedures are usually exercised
during these routine maintenance operations.

3. One second of arc subtends a little more
than 0.001 in. at 2!5 ft.
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This chapter
design, the bases

A HYDROGEN
PUMPING

Chapter 10

PURGING TECHNIQUE TO ENHANCE
SPEED AND ULTIMATE VACUUM

bv

B. T. Rogers and
—.* ..

describes the vacuum system
for component selection, the

system performance, the development of a hy-
drogen purge technique, and the outgassing data
that have been obtained from system operations.
The purpose of these descriptions is to make
available to those contemplating the construction
of large vacuum systems the techniques and
methods used for PHERMEX. This system has
presented no operating problems since the first

H. G. Worstell

pump was started on the newly assembled ma-
chine and has exceeded the minimum perform-
ance specifications in evely category.

The PHERMEX vacuum vessel is approxi-
mately 11.1 m long and 4.56 m in diameter. The
complete assembly weighs approximately 10s kg
and consists of seven sections, each of which is
4.56 m id. Figure 10.1 is a conwptual drawing of
the completed assembly.

I
Fig. 10.1. Conceptual drawing of PHERMEX.

. I
(

.
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The three identical high vacuum accelerator
sections were fabricated” from copper-clad steel.
There is a 4.56 m diameter, 6 mm thick, water-
cooled copper bulkhead at each end which serves
as a highly conducting surface for rf currents.
These bulkheads also separate the high vacuum
and soft vacuum regions. Each accelerator sec-
tion contains six 45 cm diameter nozzles, a
43 X 61 cm manhole, and four 30 cm diameter
nozzles; each section is encased by a steel water
jacket to maintain the temperature near 21 ‘C.
The total high vacuum volume of the three sec-
tions is 132 m3 with a surface area of 2.4 X 102
m~ of which 99’~ is OFHC copper. The balance
of the surface area is comprised of carbon steel,
stainless steel; aluminum, and elastomer seals.
There are 47 m of metal seals, 25 m of Viton-A
seals, and 410 m of welds in the high vacuum
system. This system has never been baked out
and is evacuated with six 1000 liter,/sec ion
pumps.

The four soft vacuum sections consist of two
51 cm thick coil sections and two end heads, and
have a total volume of about 40 ms. A pressure of
approximately 70 p is maintained in the entire
soft vacuum system during operation by a small
Welch pump, Model 1397. The heads and the
coil sections contain coils for generating beam-
confining magnetic fields. The hard vacuum sys-
tem threads these coils from bulkhead-to-bulk-
head by means of stainless steel spools in the case
of the coil sectio~s, and by nozzles in the heads.
An electron gun at one end of the vessel and a
drift tube and target at the other end complete the
hard vacuum envelope.

The original design specifications called for
a copper-lined vessel with three cavity-accelerator
sections and necessary ancillary sections. This
vessel was to be evacuated from local atmospheric
pressure to 1 X 10-o torr in 16 hr by a pumping
system that would introduce no hydrocarbon or
mercury contamination. Further requirements
were that the system use metal seals where possi-
ble and that the linear feet of elastomer seals
be kept to an absolute minimum.

When the project was started, titanium sput-

tering pumps were available commercially and
small VacIon pumps were just appearing on the
market. A primitive test setup, known locally as
the Standard Dirty Volume (SDV), was as-
sembled and used for comparative testing of
pumps. The SDV consisted of about 6.1 m of 25
cm diameter brass tubing fitted with flanges and
ion gauges, all assembled with soft solder. It was
a vacuum system that consistently represented the
most adverse conditions to be expected. A few runs
from atmospheric pressure quickly provided a
comparative figure of merit representing pump
capability under anticipated, adverse, nonlabora-
tory conditions. Several models of sputtering
pumps were tested and found to be incapable of
performing satisfactorily under these conditions.
By this time, high capacity VacIon pumps had
become available, and tests using the SDV in-
dicated that such pumps would be satisfactory.
Time has shown this conclusion to be correct.
Other ion pumps were tested and rejected for
various reasons, such as inadequate capacity or
inability to withstand shipping.

Experience soon showed that ion pumps were
susceptible to “swamping” when looking into very
large volumes. Swamping describes a pressure
situation (usually about 7 X 10-6 torr in the case
of PHERMEX volumes) at which the pump heats
and outgasses faster than it can reduce the sys-
tem pressure. Swamping results in excessive heat-
ing, and if allowed to continue results in irreversi-
ble pump damage. To avoid swamping, it was de-
cided to select a roughing system that could pump
the hard vacuum system below this critical pres-
sure. The system chosen consists of two parallel
arrays of pumps, each composed of a Heraeus
VPR-6000, a VPR-1 600, and a two-stage Heraeus
DK-I 80 in series. As the DK-I 80 has a ratlier
small throughput, the system is valved so that the
initial evacuation of the entire vessel (to approx-
imately i torr in both the hard and soft systems)
is handled by two Kinney KD-31 O pumps operat-
ing in parallel. A schematic diagram of the evacua-
tion equipment is shown in Fig. 10.2. This system
exhausts the hard vacuum volume to a pressure of
2 X 10-5 torr; however, in practice the ion pumps
are usually started at 5 X 10-5 torr. After the
ion pumps have started, the roughing system is
valved off from the hard vacuum sections and is
not used again until a hydrogen purge is intro-
duced, as described later.
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(A) 1000 LITER/SEC

ION PUMP

(B) 12 INCH VALVE

(C) 6 INCH VALVE

(D) VPR 6000 PUMP

(E) VPR 1600 PUMP

Fig. 10.2. Schematic
ment.

(F) DK 180 PUMP

(G) KD 310 PUMP

(H) 12 INCH RUPTURE DISC

(1) 1397 WELCH PUMP

(J) 12 INCH MANIFOLD

(K) 6 INCH MANIFOLD

diagram of evacuation equip-

To recapitulate, a typical pumpdown pro-
cedure representative of current practice is out-
lined. The description starts where the Kinney
KD-31 O pumps have been isolated from the hard-
vacuum side of the system, and the Heraeus series-
parallel arrays of mechanical pumps are in opera-
tion. The hard vacuum system is then at a pres-
sure of about 1 torr. Pumping continues to a pres-
sure of 1.5 to 2 X 10-4 torr. Then, the high
vacuum system is purged with hydrogen and ex-
hausted to 8 X 10-s tom. At this point, the ion
pumps are energized and allowed to heat to a
temperature of 65”C. They are then shut off and
allowed to cool. After the ion pumps have cooled
to nearly ambient temperature, the system is re-
purged with hydrogen. The ion pumps are started

These are not started again until a later hydrogen
purge is introduced. Typically, the time required
to go from atmospheric pressure to 1 X 10-0 torr
is about 5-112hr.

In keeping with the original specifications,
.

most of the seals in the hard vacuum volume are
metal. After some study, a seal was developed .
consisting of 150 psi ASA flanges separated by a
gasket made from 16 gauge, 2S aluminum wire,
butt-welded by the Utica “Koldweld” process. The
flanges, as purchased, have a cold water finish,
and about 80% of those received have surfaces
adequate for hard vacuum service. A minimum of
refurbishing makes even the unsatisfactory
flanges adequate for hard vacuum applications.

Electron gun and drift tube seals are made
with conventional flat copper gasket crush seals.
In normal practice, the gun seals m-e opened more
frequently than the other parts of the machine.

The general scheme for evacuating PHER-
MEX has evolved as the result of a number of
years of actual experience with large, unbaked,
copper-lined volumes, and represents what is be-
lieved to be sound operating practice. A great deal
of experimental effort has been spent in develop-
ing and verifying these methods.

It is common knowledge among ion pump
users that these pumps are rather fussy about the
kind of gas they digest. Pumping speeds for
noble gases and outgassing materials may be re-
duced to nearly zero. As the system is pumped
down, the ion pump selectively pumps the gases
for which it has an appetite and leaves the dis-
tasteful components. This process continues until
the system becomes saturated with gases that can-
not be consumed efficiently. A state is reached
where further reduction in pressure becomes a
very slow process.

This dilemma arose about 7 years ago in con-
junction with work on a prototype single-cavity
accelerator. At that time ion pumps were con-
siderably smaller than those commercially avail-
able today. A great deal of trouble was experienced
in starting the pumps on the prototype accelerator

.

- --

and usually pick up the pumping. load, without with a volume of 39 rn~. Also it took as long as

heating, at this point. After the ion pumps are 2 weeks to reach a base pressure of 3 X 10-0

stabilized, the roughing packages are valved off torr, a pressure still too high for satisfactory ac-

from the hard vacuum system and let up to air. celerator operation.
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A purging technique was developed at this
time which very effectively eliminated the unde-
sirable residual gases and significantly improved
the ion pump starting characteristics. Generally,
hydrogen is used as the purge gas because of ion
pump avidity for this gas. However, trapped air
or nitrogen is nearly as effective, although these
gases extend the pumpdown time. Furthermore;
purging with air or nitrogen does not mitigate the
ion pump starting problem nearly so much as does
hydrogen in a system as large as the one described
here.

Figure 10.3 illustrates the procedure now
employed in purging the high vacuum sections in
the form of a plot of the average data obtained for
several pumpdown periods during early stages of
machine operation. Briefly the technique is as
follows:

1. At the end of the roughing cycle and
just prior to starting the ion pumps, hydrogen is
admitted to the system with the 30 cm valves
closed (see Fig. 10.2) to increase the high vacuum
section pressure to about 100 IL. This provides a
residual gas dilution of one part in about 105.

2. The three 30 cm valves are then opened
to the roughing pump system manifold; the rough
pumps exhaust the system to the starting pressure
of the ion pumps, and the ion pumps are started.
The three valves are then closed, and the rough
pumps are turned off.

3. The vessels are purged again when the
pumping speed has been reduced by the evolution
of outgas materials, and a base pressure plateau
is impending. The vacuum system is designed so
that purging may be accomplished at any time
and as often as necessary.

To further evaluate the ion pump performa-
nce on outgas materials and to examine differ-
ential pumping characteristics, data were obtained
from which the curves in Fig. 10.4 are plotted.
This information was recorded some 6 months
after initial evacuation, when pressures as low as
1.5 X 10-s torr were observed and the surfaces
were known to be moderately clean. The pump-
down time on air would have been considerably
longer, and the system base pressure would have
been much higher if these data had been obtained
during initial evacuation and prior to rf heating of
the copper surfaces.

ION PUMPS = 6-1000 LITER/ SEC

0-H2 PURGE

-— loN PUMPS STARTED

––– SYSTEM PRESSURE V8 TIME WITHOUT
FURTHER PURGING
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Fig. 10.3. Plots of clata obtained during pumpdown
operations.
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Fig. 10.4. Residnal gas pumping speed vs pressure.
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The vessel had been standing at air for 4,
days prior to starting the roughing pumps. The
ion pumps were started in the conventional man-
ner and allowed to evacuate the system from
point A, in Fig. 10.4, to 1 X 10-8 torr at point B,
requiring 25 hr of pumping time. The pumps were
then turned off; ambient air was admitted to the
system from B to C, and the ion pumps were re-
started at point C. The evacuation from C to B
required i 4 min. Hydrogen was then admitted to
the system from B to D; the ion pumps were re-
started at D; and again the pressure was reduced
to point B, requiring 2.5 min of pumping time.
Note that all three pumping curves converge at
B. This pressure plateau near 1 X 10-6 torr has
been observed on numerous occasions.

The balance equation for the pumping speed
of the system at any pressure may be defined as:

S,=so+-sll
(10.1)

where

s, =

so =

s, =

v=

t=

total rate or speed of gas removal
from the system by the ion pumps
(liters/see).

speed of outgassing plus leakage
speed (liters/see), which may be de-
termined with reasonable accuracy
by the rate-of-rise method. (The total
leakage rate is known to be less than
6 X 10-0 std cm8 air/see from out-
gas rate determinations.)

speed at which
residual gas from
to:

()
P,

y log,, ~ /

volume of high
132,000 liters.

pumps remove
the system, equal

liters/see

(10.2)

vacuum system,

time (in see) required for the sys-
tem pressure to change from P, to P?.

If one examines the pumping curves in Fig.

f 0.4, it seems reasonable to assume that essentially
all the free air and nitrogen have been removed
from the residual gas within a few hours after
the pumps are started at point A. As the pump-
down continues from A to B, the pumps remove
most of the normal surface outgas materials and
some of the residual gases. There are some out-
gas constituents, however, for which the ion pumps
have practically no appetite; and these gases re-
main as part of the residual gas load. The process
continues until, at point B, the residual gas is
primarily composed of outgas components that
the ion pumps find very distasteful, and SR ap-
proaches zero. There are now 132,000 liters of
gas in the system to be removed at the rate of a
mere fraction of a liter per second, if the system
pressure is to be reduced. It is indeed fortunate
that outgassing diminishes with time.

If the system were purged at point B as de-
scribed previously, the volume of residual gas
might be removed in approximately 15 min and
a new pumpdown curve similar to curve A-B ob-
tained, except that starting point A is near 10-0
tom rather than 10-6 torr (see Fig. 10.3). ThLIS,

the cycle is restarted, and a new pressure plateau
is reached at some pressure considerably lower
than point B of Fig. 10.4.

After S, was obtained for the pumpdown from
D to B, the pumps were turned off, and So was
determined by rate of rise to be 55 liters/see and
equal to S,,, since S~ is virtually zero. In the lower
10-8 torr range, S,, was observed to be 310 liters/
sec.

Outgas rates (including leakage) have been
obtained for several conditions by turning off the
pumps, observing the rate of rise, and calculating
the outgas rate K:

V(P, – P,)
K=

tA
torr-liters/sec/cmz

(10.3)

where P,, P,, V, and t are defined above, and A
is the area of the outgassing surface, 2.4 X 10°
cm2. The results are shown in Table 10.1.

Note: All pressures are the average readings
from three separate Veeco RG-75 ion gauges
calibrated for air, and no correction has been made
for any other gas.

.

*
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Table 10.1
Outgas Rates

P, P, Time Under Time of Rise ~K Max K
tom torr Vacuum sec torr-liters/sec/ torr-liters/sec/

cm2 cm?

1.5 x 10-5 5.7 x 10-4 100 min 1800 --- 1.3 x 10-s

1.0 x io-~ 3.0 x 10-5 30 hr 63900 2.5 X 10-11 2.7 X 10-11

7.8 X 10-S 1.1 x 10-6 60 days 13500 4.0 x 10-12 4.6 X 10-12

2.6 X 10-s 3.3 x 10-7 80 days 4500 2.4 X 10-12 4.4 x 10-12

1.7 x 10-8 12.3 X 10-’ 5 months 57600 1.8 X 10-12 4.1 x 10-12
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Accelerator, standing wave
characteristics 18, 222 ,
design parameters 18, 99/j

Accelerator, traveling wave 16
Alignment

external 239//
internal 234-238
mechanical 21, 2.34
(see also Monuments, alignment)

Amplifiers, rf power 21,222
Aperture defect 105, 149
ASME code for unfired pressure vessels

Beam (see Electron beam)
Bremsstrahlung

beam power 16, 18
production efficiency 18
(see also Radiation)

Bunker, blast proof 21
Capacitor banks 224
Cavities

design 228
dimensions 147,222,242
heads 228ff
number 98, 222
shell 230-231
support structures 230

Chains, drive 223
Cleaning 202, 228
Code, computer (see Grape Seed 111)
Collimation, beam 108
Collimators 208

(see also Lenses)
Control circuits 224
Cooling (see Water system)
Copper clad steel 227

cleaning 228
inspection 228

Delay lines 223, 224
Detectors, spectral response 25
Diaphragms, copper 231-232
Drift tube 208,209
Drive chains 223
Efficiency

bremsstrahlung production 16, 18
cptical 18, 93, 98

Electrolytic tank 216
Electron

energy loss gradient 25, 26

penetration and energy balance 27
range 25, 31
trajectories 18 (see also Momentum

distribution)
Electron beam

bunching 20
collimation 108
convergence 19,20,21,25, 146, 147
current 15
diagnostics 203
energy 16//, 25, 91, 98

227, injection 20
229-230 instabilities 150

power 18
stable orbits 91, 146
streamline flow 147
trajectories in first cavity 148
trajectories through three cavities 148
(see also Electron gun)

Electron gun
anode 186ff
aperture lens 212
assembly 191, 194
breakdown inhibiting atmosphere 191
cathode 21, 186
cathode field forming electrode 186ff,
cathode field forming electrode support 191
cathode heater 188fj
cathode lifetime 187
cathode support 189
cavity 194
cooling 194ff
design procedures 20, 211, 216
embrittlement 190-191
exit convergence 212
fabrication techniques 187
gasket characteristics 197-198
heat shields 189
heater power 189
insulators 189, 191
materials 189-190
Model I characteristics 216ff
thermal loss 186, 188-189
thermal studies 195
vacuum seals 197, 203
(see also Electron beam)
(see also Pulser)
(see also Vacuum system)

Energetic, particle 18
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Energy
extracted from cavity fields 91, 98//, 149
particle gain or loss 92
stored in cavities 98,222
(see also Electron beam, energy)

Equations
of motion 91, i 04//,
paraxial ray 218
Pois50ns’ 211

Experiments, range of 16
Fields

47

cavity 91, 98, 106, 222
confining magnetic 19, 91, 107, 148
space charge 15, 106

Figure of merit
for relative output intensities 16
for transmitted flux 17

Focusing, space 186
Grape Seed III

backward version 111
derivative routine 112
FORTRAN Iis[ing, backward version 132//
FORTRAN listing, forward version 118//
input cards 115//
instability tests 110
LA13RT 110, 117, 141-142, 145
main code 111
Runge-Kutta integration routine, 110//, 117,

141-142
Gun (see Electron gun)
Injection

bunched 147.
constant current 146
optimum convergence 19, 147
relativistic 92, 93
time variable 149
unbunched 146
variable convergence 147
(see also Electron beam, injection)

Kilpatrick’s criterion 98
Lenses

aperture 212, 214
coils 200
collimating 208-209
flux density 200
focusing 208, 210
injector 199
inspection 201
magnetic 20, 21
pole pieces 199, 200
prototype 199
support 201

Mechanical system 232

Models, computational 19, 110//
(WC a).so Grape Seed III)

Momentum distribution among ejected
electrons 91, 146, 150

Monitoring 224-225
Monuments, alignment 236//
OIm-ation, machine 225
O]Jtical alignment instruments 235/}

external alignment telescope 239
straddle gauge 236, 237
(see also Alignment)
(see also Monuments)

Optics, paraxial 20, 92//
Oscillator 223
PHERMEX

description 3, 242-243
operating parameters 3

Power supplies 224
Protection

blast 210
energy storage banks 226
personnel 225
water failure 226

Pulser
charging polarity 206
choice 205
impedance 206
lifetime, module 206
load resistors 206
type used 206
waveshape 206

Radiation
cone 16
flux 17
intensity-angle distribution 25, 31
production efficiency 16,25
pulse length 25
scattered 16
spectral degradation 26, 31, 57
transmission 26, 31, 57
(se= also Bremsstrahlung)

Radiodensitometry
quantitative 15, 16
thick section 17

Radiography, flash
as diagnostic technique 15
precision 16

Range, electron 25, 31
Resolution

areal density 16
discontinuities 16
edge 16

Shielding, magnetic 209-210

.

.
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Skiagraphy (see Radiography, flash)
Spectral distribution 24

optimum 24
x-ray 16

Standard dirty volume (SDV) 243
Steel (see Copper clad steel)
Steering magnets 208, 209
Studies

design 3
feasibility 15

Tank, electrolytic 216
Thickness

object 16
radiographic, optimum 24

Trajectories, electron 18
(see also Electron beam, trajectories)

Transmission lines 223
Tuning, rf 223-224
Vacuum system

injector system layout 202
pumping system, vessel 243//
seals 197-198, 203, 243, 244
volume 243
(see also Vacuum technique)

Vacuum technique
hydrogen purging 242/f
injector evacuation procedure 202
outgassing data 246-247

Vessel (see Cavities)
Water system, coding 225-226, 232-233
Wavelength 98-99
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